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Nessa, 

I am finding the in-progress Ramah piece very interesting, and I'm 
struck by the number of times my own intuitive reactions are mirrored 
a few lines down by your own comments in the brackets. Below are a 
few reactions: 

1. On p. 1, Marshall Smith was Dean at Stanford, not HaNard. Also 
Hutchins first and middle names are "Robert Maynard". 

2. On P. 3, Seymour refers to Jewish education on the model of a 
cafeteria. Since he has just gotten done criticizing the "shopping 
mall" high school, it would be useful for him to clarify how the two 
differ from each other. 

3. Bottom or 3, top of 4: I strongly agreeed with your sense that his 
view of the families that send kids to Ramah is somewhat harsh, at 
least with respect to those who sent their kids to the camp some 40 
years ago. It is, by the way, interesting to me that you thought his 
view might have fit more accurately way back then, but not now; 
whereas I would have thought it's the other way around. 

4. It would be worth, as you suggest, exploring with Seymour the 
tenability of the distinction he drew between camps and schools. Is 
he suggesting that even if schools become more informal institutions, 
they cannot by their very nature do the kinds of things that camps 
can do? 



5. I suspect that Dewey's influence on the camp extends considerably 
beyond the the theme of "inseparability of Jews and social problems." 
My guess is that his ideas on pedagogy, on the place of experience in 
learning, and several other matters had an influence on the camp's 
development. I would be interested in what Seymour would say if 
asked to elaborate on the ways in which Dewey's ideas influenced the 
camp's educational philosophy. 

6. At the very end there is a reference to lack of continuity between 
camp and home experiences, and you allude to an ideal that defines 
the proper connection between camp and the world beyond. I would be 
interested in hearing more about that ideal. In the ideal, how would 
the camp experience be followed up in synagogue and home? More 
generally, how was it expected/hoped that the camp would impact on 
families, synagogues, and on American Jewish life more generally? 

7. Given the harsh assessment of the community in which Ramah 
emerged, one wonders where the appropriate staff would be recruited 
from and the kind of training that would be appropriate for them. You 
allude to this issue, and it's important to develop this further, I 
think. 

8. Evaluation: In what ways has Ramah been successful - and how do we 
know? That is, what are the bases for believing that Ramah has 
succeeded? What kinds of evaluation-processes were built into camp 
life -- and what kinds of studies of graudates have been done, with 
what results? 

That's it for now. In general , I think it's coming along very well , 
and that it's going to prove a mighty contribution. The vignettes 
seem particularly powerful to me. They concisely capture a lot very 
graphically and can be richly analyzed. I'll look forward to reading 
more as you progress. If more reactions/questions come to mind, I'll 
let you know. When are you meeting with Seymour? Is it this week? 

How would Friday morning work out as a time for us to sit down and 
have our conversation concerning the paper I've drafted? We could 
meet at CIJE or over breakfast at the Roger Smith. Will this work 
for you? 

I hope all is well. 

DP 
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A CONVERSATION WITH SEYMOUR FOX 

THE IMPORTANCE OF A VISION 

Education that' s parve, that isn ' t driven by a vision, is highly 

unlikely to work. M. Smith, the undersecretary o f education and 

a former dean o f Harvard, wrote a paper analyzing the various 

attempts to reform American education during t h e 1980s. But 

despite an enormous amount of legislation that was passed, very 

little was actually accomplished -- except in a f ew schools and 

institutions that were driven by a vision. 

You can see the same thing in Sara Lightfoot ' s book, The Good 

High School, where she described a handful of successful schools, 

each of which h ad an identifiable vision. Or in David Cohen's 

book, The Shopping Mall High School. Cohen says that American 

high schools are the academic equivalent of shopping malls . 

Virtually everything is available as a course offering, which 

means that the school stands for nothing. 

Or look at the University of Chicago during the Hutchins era. 

over the years, Chicago has produced more Nobel Prize winners and 

more university presidents than any other institution. It was a 

special place, a uniquely exciting place with a vision, and it 

still is. 
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In the Jewish world we've had many educational institutions with 

a vision, including the great yeshivot of Lithuania, and the pre

state Zionist youth movements. 

I believe that the Jews have some special things to say about 

education, that we have something significant to offer. James 

Coleman, the sociologist who died recently, was a great friend of 

Ramah . He visited our operation in Israel, the Mandel Institute. 

"What's amazing about you people," he said, "is your optimism. 

You really believe in this. Other educators I meet are so 

depressed!" 

Just as doctors take a Hippocratic oath, which affirms that they 

refuse to give up, there ' s an Educator's Oath that states that we 

must refuse to accept failure, and that there has to be away to 

reach the hearts and minds of children -- and adults. 

WHAT WAS THE VISION OF RAMAH? 

The founders of Ramah made a basic decision . They had a choice: 

they could invest their energy in day schools, or in summer 

camps. It could have gone either way. They chose camping 

because the issues t hat had t o be addressed coul d not be handled 

by a school, even a day school. There's an Aramaic phrase, girsa 

de yankuta rishit -- that what really counts is the learning of 

an infant. People used to think that if you didn't learn a great 

deal as a young child, you were lost. But that's not true. Jack 

Neusner is an excellent example of why that idea is wrong . So 

was Rabbi Akiva -- although nobody, least of all Neusner, takes 

that legend seriously. 
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Ramah was a response to problems that Jewish education confronted 

in the 1940s and 1950s -- problems ·that we still face. First, 

most Jewish children are not exposed to meaningful Jewish 

experiences in their early formative years . Second, most Jewish 

families do not significantly contribute to the Jewish education 

of their children. And third, most North American Jews live in 

an environment that does not support the values of Judaism. 

In an era when most Jews were too busy trying to becoming 

Americans , the Jewish home was either negative or neutral . our 

response to that was to create a subculture, an e nclave, a new 

opportunity to accomplish what the family and the community were 

no longer doing . 

I was fortunate, because growi ng up I had all of that. There 

were no day schools in my day, but I had a better Jewish 

education that any day school kid. In addition t o a rich Jewish 

family life, I went to an afternoon school from 3 to 8 every 

weekday, and agnin on Sundays. The shul didn ' t o ffer a junior 

congregation; our job was to get into the adult congregation . 

My parents never asked me what happened in school , only in Hebrew 

school. My extended family rewarded me for how much Hebrew I 

knew, and how I participated. We were a moder n Orthodox family. 

My elementary s chool was most ly Jewish, and our d istrict, which 

was heavily Democratic, was completely for FDR. In the 1940 

election, when I was ten, Wendell Willkie received all of four 

votes, but still we wondered: who were those people? 

The Ramah challenge, as we set it up, was to create a setting for 

Jewish learning and living. 
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RAMAH WAS ECONOMICALLY INEFFICIENT 

The Mador Program was my idea. This was a unit in one of the 

camps where a full summer was devoted to the training of high 

school graduates, who would then serve as Ramah counselors for 

two additional summers. From a practical or economic standpoint, 

it was a dumb idea to devote all that money for this one program. 

What kind of investment was that? But the lay people bought it. 

Some of the best talent we had in camp were the dishwashers 

smart Jewish kids who didn ' t know Hebrew, but who wanted to come. 

They accepted j obs as dishwashers just to be part of the camp, 

and we responded by giving them the very best teachers, usually 

the professor i n residence. If you moved from dishwasher to 

junior counselor -- that was upward mobility at Ramah. 

THE CONSULTANTS 

We had some terrific people as consultants. Fritz Redl, a 

student of Freud , wrote a two-volume book, The Aggressive Child. 

He gave us a real compliment when he said that Ramah was the 

greatest amateur operation he ' d ever seen, that i s, that Ramah 

was full of dedication and real believers. 

We had a real mix of experts. Some responded in terms of Jewish 

tradit ion, while others came in with their psychological 

insights. We also had Bettelheim, who happened to believe that 

Judaism was an anachronism; he couldn't believe that people 

would take it seriously. He wrote Love is Not Enough, and he ran 

a school at the University of Chicago for the most disturbed 

kids. He wanted to create a home setting, and some of his ideas 

came from August Aichorn , Freud's disciple in Vienna. 
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The United Synagogue was responsible for the afternoon schools; 

that wasn't the Seminary's domain. But Camp Ramah was legally 

owned by the Seminary. The approach we took was, Let's talk 

about what we own -- Ramah, and let's ask ourselves, What is the 

ideal product of Camp Ramah? What are the themes we want these 

kids to internalize? This was the subject of the Melton Faculty 

Seminar, which included Gerson Cohen, Shmuel Leiter, Yochannan 

Muffs, Nahum Sarna, Fritz Rothschild. We ran this Seminar for 

four years, once or twice a month . We arrived at a consensus, 

and then formulated concepts that we 're still using today. 

One of the participants was Joseph Schwab, my teacher at the 

University of Chicago, and a major figure in the philosophy of 

education. Other participants includes Israel Sheffler, James 

Coleman, Lawrence Cremin, Bruno Bettelheim, and Ralph Tyler (dean 

of Social sciences at Chicago and author of Basic Principles of 

Curriculum and Instruction). 

AN EXAMPLE OF THE RAMAH APPROACH 

We had a thirteen- year-old boy at camp who used t o wet his bed . 

Joe Lukinsky and Burt Cohen would run out of staff meetings at 

11:45 at night -- these meetings went forever, and didn't end 

until Elie Shapiro went to sleep and fell off his chair -- to 

make sure this kid got to the bathroom. When they were too late, 

they'd wake him up and change his sheets before the other kids 

woke up in the morning. The driving force here was the religious 

concept of haMalbin at chaveiro b'rabim that you just don't 

embarrass people in front of others. 
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SAUL KRIPKE, RAMAH SUCCESS STORY 

I once asked Sir Isaiah Berlin to name the greatest young 

philosopher in the world . He mentioned Saul Kripke, which gave 

me a shock of pleasure. Saul should have been in physical 

rehabilitation, because he had no motor coordination. He could 

hardly walk. He learned about philosophy at Ramah in Wisconsin, 

and went on to solve several important mathematical paradoxes. 

But he learned more than philosophy at Ramah: he also got help 

for his physical problems. The counselors taught him how to play 

baseball, and a t the end of a big game, the final batter hit an 

easy pop fly to right field, and Kripke dropped t he ball. I was 

sitting with Joe Lukinsky, who was ready to run on the field to 

save this boy f rom the anger of his teammates until I grabbed 

Joe's hand and said, "We're not going to move." The kids ran up 

to Kripke, but they couldn't hit him -- they just couldn't. 

Kripke never forgot this incident. 

Israel, he talks to me about Ramah. 

Every time he comes to 

And not just to me, either. 

If I'm not mistaken, the majority of the mitzvot are bein adam 

l'chavero, and the Seminary faculty stressed the quality of 

interpersonal r elations . Finkelstein, Heschel , Lieberman 

Ramah was, in a sense, the distillation of their wisdom. Yes, 

kashrut it important, but what makes you think that what goes 

into your mouth is any less important than what comes out? 
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STAFF AT RAMAH 

We had three full- time staffs at Ramah, which is outrageous: 

counselors, specialists, and teachers. By and large, we didn ' t 

allow people to cross lines. There were no double- roles, because 

different peopl e had different functions, although I'm not sure 

we were right about that. 

The utter madness of Ramah is that we were talking about all 

these things at once. We were trying to do it all . 

The purpose of the s peci alist was to get you to s tretch yourself 

as far as you c ould . The best specialist was somebody who pushed 

you and stretched you and sometimes that led t o serious 

problems for t h e camper. Whether you ' re talking about sports, 

singing, acting , or anything else, competition and striving for 

excellence can be a tough business. Classes were tough, too , 

because the teache r would force you to grapple with the text and 

str etch you r mi nd. 

I n the mids t of all this s tress and c ompetition, the c ouns elor 

was s upposed to create a home hav en to help you put it together . 

But how, exactly , do you create a home setting for normal kids? 

I did a l ittl e work in Bettel heim ' s school -- I was taking my 

Ph.D. at Chicago, and I mentioned to him, with the chutzpah of 

youth, t hat this school was not exactly what he described in Love 

is Not Enough. "No, he said , "the book is a description of what 

the school was supposed to be. " He admitted that the school fell 

short of its vision. 
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The Ramah librarian is supposed to do nothing. His job was to 

sit there and be available, and when you came in he would help 

you. We got this idea from the kibbutz movement, from a book 

called Edah Mechanenet. Ideally, the kibbutz teacher would 

continue the morning's conversation with you in the afternoon. 

Similarly, the camp teacher was supposed to continue the 

discussion that you began in class -- the kind of discussion that 

is a luxury back in the city, where the goal is to cover a 

certain amount of material. In camp, the discussion is 

everything. 

There were two jobs at Ramah that I would nev er delegate . 

The first was t h e me nu for the first week of camp . I had 

to see the menus -- to make sure it included foods like 

hamburgers, that would involve the least difficult transition 

from home to a new environment. Also, during the first week dr 
there had to be as many helpings as a kid wanted, so nobody would 

leave the table hungry. We even had the counsel ors serving 

snacks at night . We were nuts about food , especially with all 

those Freudians on our board. 

The other thing I always checked was the director's schedule. If 

he had any structured activity on his schedule at the beginning 

of the summer, I crossed it out. I knew that by the third day he 

was going to be overwhelmed by failures, and that he'd be too 

busy for anything else. 

spff 
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EDUCATING LAY PEOPLE 

We had to educate lay people to help them change their 

assumptions. Who ever heard of a librarian at camp? Or a 

professor in residence? These people are expensive . And why 

three staffs, with a head of each one? We made our case to the 

parents in terms of their children. If you can give a parent any 

hope that you can help their kid evolve into a mentsch, there•s 

very little that you can•t ask for. 

Chicago had wonderful lay leaders, with a lot of money and a lot 

of drive. The most powerful one of that period was Maxwell 

Abell, one of t he first Jewish Republicans I ever met. He had 

started out as a social worker, and when he didn 't get a pay 

raise he quit a nd went into business. He became enormously 

affluent, and h e donated millions to the Seminary. He also made a 

lot of rabbis wealthy: he built a big hotel and sold off shares, 

and if you didn' t have the money to invest, he'd lend it to you 

His hotels did brilliantly, and when one of them failed, he still 

paid off the investors. 

Abell had a · disturbed son, and he felt that his s on was getting 

more from Ramah than he would ever get from therapy. 

The lay people saw how excit ed the kids were. They saw results. 

They also saw how hard it was to get in . I once had a call from 

Louis Finkelstein, who wanted me to admit the grandson of a 

prominent judge, who was a big contributor to the Seminary . 

"Can you do it?" he asked . 

"Yes," I said, "but we'll get caught . " 

"Then forget it," said Finkelstein. 
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RAMAH CAUSES PROBLEMS, TOO 

Wasn't Ramah in direct opposition to many of the homes the kids 

came from? Well, if the first principle is that there's nothing 

more precious to parents than their kids, the second principle, 

which was less evident in those days, is that if parents have to 

choose between kids adopting the destructive values of society, 

and refusing to continu e eating treif, the parents will swallow 

it, so to speak. Whenever I fly to Israel, I meet heartbroken 

parents whose kids have become ultra- Orthodox. Even so, they 

tell me, it's c ertainly better than drugs . 

There are always disappointments. Professor Shraga Abramson, 

scholar in residence at Wi sconsi n , was trying to help a girl who 

was very upset about returning home to her treif family . He 

spent hours with her, and t alked to her again during the ten- hour 

train ride back to Chicago. When we got off the train he came 

over to me, shattered, because he saw her eating a hamburger at 

the station. How was this possible? Well, she was a teenager, 

and these things happened . 

Ramah is an institution that was created to respond to a 

challenge. The problems of Jewis h life require t he establishment 

of new institutions. What we had in those days was Indian camps. 

Before us there was Interlocken, the music camp. We were very 

different than Interlocken and the science camps. We wanted to 

touch every part of the human psyche, which couldn't be done in a 

school . And yet the cognitive plays an important role: it 

requires applying . 
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SAM MELTON'S PHONE CALL 

We're weren't always successful. Sam Melton in Columbus had an 

intense dislike for Orthodoxy. When we set up the program, part 

of the arrangement was that we'd start a school in Columbus. But 

he warned us: if we made the place Orthodox, then it's all over. 

Late one night, during the school's first year, I got a call from 

Sam, who said, "This school is finished!" Why? One of the 

teachers had declared that the cookies being served at the 

synagogue were treif, and that was enough. I went straight to the 

airport, not even stopping to think if there were flights at that 

hour. When I finally arrived, I learned that the teacher, a 

Ramah product, had objected to the ingredients on a box of 

cookies, whereupon the rabbi, who was no Heschel, and also no 

Einstein, had thrown a fit . 

I went to see Sam, and after he threw h i s tantrum , I said, "What 

are you getting exciting about? This is nothing . Wait until we 

really get successful. What's going to happen when these kids 

come home and t ell their fathers that they can't treat mom that 

way any more? Or when they tell their fathers that it's not all 

right to cheat on their taxes?" Sam burst out crying, and said, 

"Okay, run your program." 
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ORIGINS OF THE MELTON PROGRAM 

It started with his visit to the Seminary in 1959. I was acting 

dean of the Teachers Institute, and everybody showed up to meet 

Sam Melton. We thought he was there to announce a big gift, but 

as he read his speech with his shaking hands, he said, " I'm 

giving my money to Brandeis because you people have failed. My 

kids are learning nothing in their school. " 

Soon the other guys in the room started to slip out until I was 

the only one left. "Mr . Melton," I said, "let me save you some 

trouble. Just outside of this buil ding there's a big sewer . Why 

don't you take your money and drop it in there? Why give it to 

Brandeis? They don ' t even have a school of education." 

"I'll build one , " he said. "No, " I replied, " these people are 

the ones to build it . Plus, we ' ve got Columbia r ight here. I 

went to the hotel with him, and for three days we fought it out 

until I convinced him to give us the money. 

People said I u sed rabbinical accounting. Wel l , the Melton 

Center and the brain trust of Ramah were the same , and we would 

finance each other . The parents' money would come in during the 

fall, and we ' d use it until we received Sam Melton's 

contributions. 

"I want a place that will teach people the Ten Commandments," he 

told me. That alone was enough to make you give up! I told him 

we ' d build a program, but I asked him why he wanted to teach the 

Ten Commandments. He explained that his whole upbringing had 

been one big program of character education . 

He came to see us in 1959, and I went to see him in 1961 for a 

bigger gift . When I walked in he started to scream at me that we 
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would receive no more money, because we had done nothing for two 

years. But at the end of that meeting he gave u s an endowment. 

This was the first time I had ever seen a speaker- phone, by the 

way. To confirm his gift, I asked him to call Finkelstein and 

announce it. (I didn ' t know it then, but Melton ' s word was 

good.) Finkelstein got on the phone , and Sam said, "All I have 

is a piece of stationery, and this whole thing is a big nothing. 

But I ' m giving you an endowment anyway . " I believe it was for 

$750 , 000, but he always increased his gifts to us. 

My approac h to Jewi s h e ducation i s that o f a big c afeteria . Some 

people will be attracted to religion, while others are tone- deaf. 

Some will be attracted to the cognitive - - like Maimonides. 

Ot hers will be touched by music, by the family, o r by mitzvot . 

Ramah comes out of a belief that you have to hit o n a l l levels 

the intell ectual, the emotional , the spiritual, t he artistic . 

I believe that Mordecai Kaplan will turn out to b e greater than 

we realized, because he saw Judaism as a religious civilization . 

We need to cast out a wide net . 

Michael Steinhardt gave me a good phrase: he said we • r e g oing to 

have to deal with post-mater ialis t man. Some people can live on 

material things, but others are looking beyond that for meaning . 

They want to know what our tradition is about, and somebody has 

to take that tradition and present it in contemporary terms so 

that it speaks to people. Sometimes you get a genius like 

Heschel , or like Kaplan, but you have to build places where those 

people will come and flourish . 

y IJl(J/1 
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PRAYER 

On Friday night I went to Bnai Jeshurun, which is clearly 

influenced by Ramah. Every Friday night it's mobbed. They have 

found a way for people to get in before they're ready to get in . 

They sing the whole service. It's done magnificently, and it can 

be reproduced in any synagogue . You don't need Pavoratti. 

The best prayer experience I had was at the Mador in Palmer in 

1970. I remember singing Ein K'erkecha and not being able to 

stop. Now of course we had the time; we weren't in a hurry. 

But it's wrong to channel all our energy into theology. It's 

important, but it's not the whole story. Do I count? Do my 

feelings count? And what about the fragility of life? There's a 

concept that you have to live your life as if today was your 

final day, but that didn't really touch me until I turned 59. 

Yochannan Muffs helped me understand that Judaism is one large 

system of pedagogy . Take the idea of tefillah, which is quite 

different from other religions. Catholicism has that grandeur; 

it provides an awful lot that we don't. We concentrate instead 

on the power of the word, which will only happen if you let the 

word speak to you . Prayer isn ' t something you get automatically. 

In order to pray you have to understand the words. You have to 

learn the technique of letting the words speak to you -- a kind 

of internal catharsis. Maimonides talked of prayer as the 

emulation of God. And the largest part of prayer is praising the 

attributes of God. Why? Maimonides says it's a challenge of 

emulation -- that we, too, have to become merciful. I find the 

Elohai N'zor prayer to be very embarrassing -- because of what I 

said five minutes ago. You've got to be willing to let those 

prayers speak to you . 
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Saving world Jewry is no less an undertaking than establishing 

the state of Israel. 

In contrast to systems where an authority knows and you follow , 

in our system you can ' t survi ve without applying principle to 

practice. And sometimes you have conflicting principles, such as 

the conflict between to ' cheiach to'hiach a nd not embarrassing a 

person in public. These are principles in tension, and you can 't 

always be running to the r a bbi. In Judaism you have to learn h ow 

to sort principles and how to apply them, and that ' s a very 

different cognitive assignment than what schools do . 

That ' s what Talmud is s u pposed to do -- it ' s a dialectic of 

principles applying to cases . You ' re supposed t o learn the 

technique to become spir itually mature . You come to the rabbi 

only for the ext r eme s i tuation . 

THE NEW SIDDUR 

The rabbis were fighting for their identity as conserva tive Jews, 

so they developed their own siddur with mayb e four sma ll 

linguistic chang~s in the entire book. This was the Sil verman 

siddur . Should we use this new prayerbook at Ramah? 

Aaron Blumenthal , a rabb i in White Pl ains, a nd Rabbi Aronson from 

Minneapolis, said : We don 't permit the R.A . [Silverman] 

prayerbook at Ramah because it would be divisive to the faculty 

a nd a few of our campers . Ther e was a big summit mee ting at the 

Poconos , with Cherry of Philadelphia, Blumenthal, Aronson, and 

others, and Wolfe Kelman s aved the day. We s a id to the rabbis : 

" You ' ve got to give u s some time t o build this institution . We 

can ' t lose any of these forces . Hold off on the prayerbook." 

Wolfe produced the v otes . He knew how to talk to these guys. 
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THE BULL SESSION 

This was a ritual among adolescent girls under the guise of 

improving your friends. People sat in a circle , usually at 

night, and it went on for hours. Everybody was supposed to tell 

the other what was wrong with her under the rubric of self

improvement. But it always ended up with scapegoats and tears . 

When this practice became a problem, we decided to make it 

illegal, like eating treif. But if you simply outlaw it, they'll 

just do it after you're out. 

Bettelheim told me that these groups were led by bullies. He 

outlined some l ikely symptoms: a group disliking its counselor, 

a counselor not coping, certain intergroup tensions. I had a 

rule: when the symptoms became too severe, I had to be called 

in. I wouldn't let the counselor handle it. I c ame into a cabin 

with some very smart operators . "We don ' t understand what the 

problem is," they said. "We want to help each other." 

I said, "Okay, I want to participate." Nervously, they agreed. 

I started listening, and soon I interrupted. "This is fine," I 

told them, "but Ramah is a Jewish place, and one thing you can't 

do as a Jew is to embarrass other people. I buy your goal, but I 

don't like your method . What if we studied a text together that 

spoke about the way we ought to behave, and each person did the 

evaluation privately? " Here the healthy girls prevailed over the 

sadistic ones. But it ' s hard to win this battle unless you have 

an alternative. We studied the sixth chapter of Avot, and 

discussed what it meant to be a good friend. We took each item 

in turn, and discussed it every night for four weeks. That ' s 

what I was doing as the director. 

This was a case where the cognitive became the trigger for 

looking at life situations, or the response to life situations . 
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SHOULD MINCHA BE OPTIONAL? 

Ramah was characterized by a generosity of spirit on all sides . 

Prof. Shimshon Rosenthal was an ultra - orthodox Jew from Israel, 

with a long beard. He cast the deciding role that Mincha at 

Ramah would be optional . It was that close. 

I remember the meeting. The argument was presented that these 

kids coul d not davven thre e times a d a y as a r e qui rement. 

Shacharit was e nough . Okay, said the faculty , let ' s make it de 

facto optional . No, say the educators , that violates the 

integrity of the camp. If it ' s truly optional, we have to be 

straight with the kids and tell t h em that . They vote to make it 

optional, a nd t he logic that carries the day is t hat we hav e to 

distinguish b e t ween hala chah and education . 

The bet was, When you give shacharit a fair chance, you might get 

Mincha. 

Rosenthal argued that American Jewry fit into the h a lachic 

concept of tinok shenishba, a child that ' s been k idnapped. If a 

Jewish child was kidnapped by outsider s, h ow would you 

reintroduce him to the tradition? Rosenthal said that this 

applied to the e ntire community, which had los t i ts heritage, so 

you had to develop it pedagogi cally. 

[Joel Roth in The Ramah Experience] 

If a halakhist/c onsultant is asked to state which of the 

three daily s ervices he would recommend as mandatory at 

Ramah, assuming that the status of the campers is that of 

tinokot she- nishbu , it is not surprising in any way that he 

would recomme nd Shachari t . Whether explained offic ially or 
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not, Shacharit is preferabl e to Minchah because it includes 

k'riat Sh ' ma in addition to a n Amidah, and is preferable to 

Ma'ariv because Ma ' ariv has a different legal status than 

Shacharit, having originally been r ' shut . 

As a halakhist/ consultant he has answered the question. But 

he has been insensitive to issues that he would not have 

ignored if he had also been a halakhist/educator. For 

example : What educational steps are being taken to ensure 

that campers and staff understand that a heter for tinokot 

she-nishbu is j u s t that, a nd is n ot i n t ended to be a 

normative prescript i on? Are adequate s t eps being planned to 

ensure that c ampers and staff who wish t o participate in 

voluntary services may do with out being perceived by others 

as orthodox and without forcing them to make a difficult 

choice between the voluntary service and s ome other camp 

act ivity? Ar e those who are establish ing camp policy 

attuned to the possibility that older divisions, 

particul arly those with a high percentage of returning 

campers , might progress from volunt ary Minchah to mandatory 

Minchah? Wh o is worrying t hat a n educational hora •at sha'ah 

not become halakhah le- dorot ? 
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BUT WHEN THE KIDS COME HOME • •• 

Solomon Goldman, a great conservative rabbi in Chicago, and 

Finkelstein •s only competitor, brilliant orator, c a lled me in one 

day and said : " Young man, your campers at Ramah come back here 

and won•t davven in our shul. You ' re producing a fifth column. " 

I sai d to him, " Is your service the ideal, or the optimal?" 

(Moshe Dav is i nter view i n Melton Journal] 

One of the most difficult experiences I had was with a rabbi 

who will r emain unnamed ... . Th is part icular r abbi had an 

abiding respect for me , and it was mutual. He took hold of 

me one day a nd c h afed: "Moshe, for heaven' s sake, you ' r e 

destroying my congregation. " I said , " What do you me an I ' m 

destroying y ou r congregation?" He said, "The k i ds come back 

from Ramah and then they don't want to come to my service!" 

"Where do t hey go? " I asked . "They go down s t a irs and pray 

with the older generation where it's all i n the original, 

because they don't like the English. " And I retorted: "For 

the same heaven's sake, sin c e when must Ahavat Olarn be read 

in English? When did that become a cardinal principle of 

Conservative J udaism? We introduced English rea ders because 

we wanted t o maintain interest in t h e servi ce . Now that the 

children know the prayers in the He brew, that ' s a highe r 

madreiga . 11 

And he countered, "Ramah has become, in my congregation, 

detrimental t o my interests. " This is a striking example of 

one existing tension . 
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It was critical that the leader of the camp was an educator 

rather than a businessman . After all, the camps were handling 

fairly large sums of money. But the boss had to be an educator , 

and he could hire a business manager. That came from the 

Seminary . The rest of the world ran the other way , so people had 

problems with that . But there was no way that our principles 

were going to be bent t o economic viability. 

I opposed the Mishlachat at first. I didn ' t want Israelis 

comi ng. I saw them as people who came here to buy refrigerators. 

I was wrong. Over the years I've made some doozer mistakes. 

What about electricity on Shabbat? 

We developed an interesting position, which was hard for 

everybody to buy, which was: No public use of electricity, 

but complete private use . That isn't the halachic position; 

it ' s the educational position . I t wasn•t a compromise. It was 

an educational d ecision. You and I have different convictions. 

I have to be abl e to live the way I want. 

A guy like Ray Arzt was a genius at developing preparation for 

Shabbat . I think they started on Wednesday . 

White clothes on Shabbat began as a way to end the fashion 

parade . You had girls walking in with t wenty suitcases, and they 

never got a chance to wear it all. It was a constant struggle, 

and white c l othing was the solution. People came up with ideas 

that fit the problems and the situations. 

r 
J 

~l l 
rut~ 
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TI SHA B 1 AV 

Tisha B' av was grotesque . It was like Yom Kippur. In Wisconsin, 

we used to burn down the Beit HaMikdash on an island in the lake. 

The lay people loved me . Judah Goldin was dean of the Teachers 

I nstitute , and he came to Chicago to offer my candidacy as 

director of Ramah in Wisconsin . The decision was a unanimous No , 

because I was impossible . 

Finally they took me, because there was no other candidate . But 

they insisted on some conditions. One was that I wouldn ' t burn 

down the Beit HaMikdash again, because it was a f ire hazard. I 

agreed . That summer, two weeks before Tisha B ' Av , I explained 

our new policy. A counselor came up and told me that he had only 

survived because he had promised his campers t hat they coul d burn 

it down. I called Lou Wyner and offered my resignation . I 

explained that I had made a promise, but t hat I c ouldn't keep it. 

If I didn't back the counselor, those kids would conclude t hat a 

counselor lies , and that ' s the end of this camp . If a leader 

breaks faith, he has to go . They board met and they decided t o 

l et us burn it down one last time. 

I was the leader of a group of fanatics. I was even against 

staff members taking a day off . If you take a day off, I 

t hought, you're telling a kid that leisure time is when you' re 

not with him. Devotion means that what you want to be is with 

the k i ds , so how could you take a day off? 
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AN UNHAPPY COUNSELOR 

Sue Talmy was a gorgeous junior counselor. I just couldn ' t take 

my eyes off her. After five days they told me she had to be sent 

home because the didn ' t believe in tefillot, and she argued 

against the rules of the camp, which required the campers to do 

various thinks . This was mekach ta •ut; she hadn ' t understood 

what the place was like. 

We met with her , and after several days of conversation we all 

deci de that she should leave . Before she left , s he said, "I made 

a mistake in coming here. But I ' ll never forget this place, 

because of the way my situati on was treate d . There was a genuine 

attempt to keep me here, and I was respected and taken 

seriously. " 

My high school, Marshall , had the best basketball team in 

Chicago. Although the team was made up of short Jews, we won 99 

straight games. The coach taught that the first thing to do was 

to hit the other guy so as to intimidate the opposition. At 

Ramah we didn't play that way . Winning was important, but so was 

being a nice person. Ramah was a direct confrontation with a 

series of American values . 

But Ramah didn ' t always succeed. Some of the things we talked 

about reall y happened, but we also had some glaring failures, 

such as our inability to create the year-round Ramah. There was 

no excuse for that not happening. 
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ODDS AND ENDS 

I built a building in Wisconsin, a terrible failure, because it 

had a concrete floor, kids made noise. Leah would stand at the 

door so no kid would bring in a coke bottle. 

Gladys Gewirtz is with me on visitors day Kol Ish Poreit Al 

Ugavo, every man p l ays with his organ. The place went bananas, 

and I just walked out. 

Has the educational community taken on the challenge of Jewish 

continuity, and the problems of assimilation and intermarriage? 

We need a massive attack on the problem; it won' t be solved with 

a coupl e of little seminars . 

Do you want to affect lay people? You ' ve got to make them think 

that your project is going to make a difference. 

Do you want Jews to be Jewish in this world? You 've got to 

convince them t hat their being Jewish will make a real 

difference. 

I feel I have a right to plan for the next five years, and then 

we'l l see. How many months do I have? Aniyai Amcha Kodmim . The 

poor come first. That ' s what it means legally first your 

family. I've come to recognize the power of that statement. 
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I have three boys. The youngest is 29, a protege of Chomsky's. 

He's a great kid. We had dinner, and nobody wanted to leave. 

This morning we both called each other. Why should we deny this 

to each other? Are you available for your kids? When I was 

making it, I had no appreciation for that, and my kids could 

wait. I'm now understanding that this is a major sin. 

I live in Israel because I want to build a model society. 

There's a way to make a difference because it's small enough. 

In rabbinical s chool I was told that we were studying Jewish 

texts because we would be changing the tradition. My first wife 

said I was being taken, and she was right. 

Finkelstein used to say that Rabbi Akiva was the first 

conservative Jew. 

our tradition used to treat women well. How did that change? I 

was told that we could master the text and make the change. 

Having MY Fair Lady translated into Hebrew? I thought that was 

pandering. 

Every department thought that the entire camp existed for them. 

It was a collection of prima donnas. 
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'A CONVERSATION WITH SEYMOUR FOX 

THE NEED FOR VISION 

!(JlJ ''fc l'YP dt Jhc l/)1(~1 

t...Jnrndvchqri : 7huo fll!fh1') JJ poc~nl 
)J 1 9rc ?I· f<ie~. 

one of the things you•re known for is your c onviction that 

-- ,) every educational initiative must d be guid~d by a clear and 
R evid~t · 
cfu.mc well-developed vision. But what may seem~~~ to you is 

O•Y.Jh/J ~ \ 
r not necessarily obvious to everyone. Why are you willing to 
'D(U) v11 

11 u 1,J,i r~ihv 
1
allocate so much time and energy to what some people would see as 

,. I 

:~: 6~ r'an introductory or preliminary step in the creation of a new 

-
1 

· • enterprise'? 
.... _.-

If you begin any new project with serious ideas and lofty 

~ ideals, some people will criticize you for being grandiose, or 
I~( 

1lpo /l1 V(.h .!~ I MCl/19 .
11 

A ~ee deliber a t e':" And it ' s true that in t he natural course of 

events you will invariably fall short -of your carefully thought

out vision. That ' s the way of the world: if you start out with 
luc/1'1 -✓ 

cognac, you'll beAfertunate' to end up with grape juice. But 

that ' s not a bad result when you consider the alternatives. If 

you start wit h grape juice, you ' ll probably end up with Kool-ai<O 

Let me put it another way. Education that ' s essentially 

,/ ~ 
I . -.. _ _./ 
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parve -- that's neutraliand doesn't take a strong stand -G 
stands little chance of working. In my experience, all 

~uc~essfuL; effective education has at its foundation a specific 

and well-considered point of view. The proof of that proposition 

is all around us -- especially these days . Marshall Smith, the cvrrent 
Undersecretary of Education, wrote a paperAanalyzing the many ("heo he ,ns 

attempts to reform American schools during the 1980s. He founq [P F J 
\ t..J1CJI) or ~. ·-:, 

that despite over a thousand pieces of legislation, and the "'------/ 

expenditure of billions of dollars from both public and private 

sources, very little had actually improved. The only exceptions 

were those few schools and institutions with a clear and 

substantial vision. Gr;iJvJfr 
Sara Lightfoot from the Harvard/\School of EducationVJ91ve spccrfi < Mic J 

elaborated on t his idea i n her 1983 book, The Good High .School, 

where she described and analyzed six successful s econdary ~ ! 
'· .____; -

schools . She f ound that each of these schools had a disti nct 

vision, and that the attempt to realize t hat vision was precisely 

what motivated the headmaster and the staff. In some of these 

schools, the concerns of teachers, administrators and students 

were easy to identify because they were articulated explicitl y ; 

i n others, the "repetitive refrains" and "persistent themes " were 

expressed in more subtle and i ndir ect ways . But whether the 

bedrock visions that animated these schools were shouted or , -;icfvJI 

whispered, Lightfoot report s, " they emerged at all of the schools '\ qu oh. ~ , 
\ . 

I visited. 11 
'---

,___________ Another book from the mid- 1980s, The Shopping Mall High 

[)uiho rs J) Schoo\' examines the other side of the coin -- that is, what 

___ · happens when you establ ish a school without a real vision. The 

authors contend that by trying to anticipate every possible need 

and desire that a student or parent might have, American high 

schools have turned into the academic equivalent of shopping 

malls. As they put i t, "Both types of institution are profoundl y 
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consumer-oriented. Both try to hold customers by offering 

something for everyone. Individual stores or departments, and 

salespeople or teachers, try their best to attract customers by 

advertisements of various sorts, yet in the end the customer has 

the final word." 

In other words, if you offer everything you stand for 

nothing. Or, as the authors conclude in a real understatement, 

contemporary high schools "take few B stands on what is 

educationally or 8 important. 11 

Does this mean that vision is a tough sell? 
e.u-1e.r g' Yes, but i t ' s getting .h-ette~ Five or ten years ago you had _ . 

Convince. )bout A -~ 
to se-1-l people e-R the importance of vision, but t oday that idea 

is increasingly accepted -- if only because we've al l seen what 

happens in its absence . There's a professor at Stanford who 

argues that in the business world, vision is even more important 

than leadership. He argues that if your company has a clear 

vision, and that vision becomes internalized, you can withstand 

periods of weak leadership -- or even a move toward bureaucracy. 

In my experience, that holds true for educational institutions as 

well . 

Anyone can claim that a particular idea constitutes a 

vision, so let•s take a moment to establish what a vision is 

and what it isn•t. 

As I see it, a vision is a living entity. It's not a 

mission statement, or a declaration of purpose, both of which can 

be knocked off quickly. More often than not, these end up as 
-

frozen, static, and irrelevant assertions. 

And a vision is not a goal. Goals are important, but 

they're specific to a particular educational setting, or even a 

specific class or text. You might have one goal for teaching 
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science, for example, and anot her for the study of Talmud. A 

v i sion will offer a series of goals to educators, parents, 

communit y leaders and student s , who will apply or translate that 

vision into various concrete programs. 

For educators, vision is like oxygen . A great vision will 

inspire them t o be creative, and even to invent new institutions . 

Goals matter, but they ' re not sufficient, and sometimes they can 

be so pedantic that they leave no room. for vision. 

A vision that is guided by great ideas will survive periods 

when those ideas are out of favor . In philosophy, for example, 

trends come and go, but you still find Platonists in every 

generation . 

VISIONS I N GENERAL EDUCATION 

Let 's l ook at one o r two speci f ic visions i n American 

e duc a t i o n . 

John Dewey has been on my mind lately because I've been 

reading Alan Ryan ' s book, John Dewey and the Tide of American 

Liberalism. Although Dewey did most of his significant -writing 

during the 1920s and 1930s, there's a renewed interest in him 

t oday, just as I believe that we ' ll soon see a similar renewal of 

interest in the ideas of Mordecai Kaplan . Dewey had an unlimi ted 
✓ Jbwt· 

optimism ~ Awhat could be achieved by the combined powers of 

science and the intellect, and his vision led to a revolution in 

American education. " For a generation, " wrote Henry Steele 

Commager, " no i ssue was really clarified unti l Dewey had spoken. " 

Dewey ' s followers took every l i ne he wrote and trans f ormed 

it into practice. The same i s true o f the followers of the 
' 

spiritual philosopher Rudolf Steiner (18 61- 1925 ], who have 

established dozens of schools across the country. They think 

about quest i ons like what color to paint the wal ls i n order to 
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achieve a particular result that's part of Steiner's· vision. 

Whenever you get a vision that excites and involves people, they 

continually ask themselves what it would take to translate that 

vision into practice. 

Another example of a successful vision in education is the 

University of Chicago. Robert Maynard Hutchins led the school 

during the 1930s and 1940s, but his influence has endured for 

another half-century. Over t he years, Chicago has produce more 

Nobel Prize winners and more university presidents than any other 

institution of higher learning. It was a uniquely exciting place 

that was guided by a vision, and it still is . 

VISIONS IN JEWISH EDUCATION 

And in the Jewish world? 

Any number of important visions have influenced Jewish 

education over the years, and most of them have been directed , 

either expl icitly or implicitly, at the larger Jewish society . 

Maimonides wanted to prepare young people for a s ociety that 

would conform to his concept of Judaism, where the intellect 

played a central role. Centuries late~, in a very different era, 

the modern Zionists believed that if you educated a new type of 

individual, he would then create a new vibrant s ociety in the 

Jewish homeland. The Jews of Israel would become or laGoyim, a 

light unto the nations. 

One of the most important figures in Jewish education in our 

century was the Brisker Rav, Mordecai Ben Joshua Briszk (1884 -

1944), who headed the largest yeshiva in Hungary and Transylvania 
hfc,e -✓ 

in the years f{~ the Hor~~~~:1:;:~~ His vision was to . 

build a Jewish elite that would ,r reiJ:ifuse Judaism throughr7 

~study of rabbinic texts. His followers built a network 

of yeshivot, and their influence is felt to this day. They 

.,, ... ~-.. ----.. 
'spell J/lJ: 
, CtJ ~)) 

-- -
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deliberately chose texts that other Jews d i smissed as~ 

impractical, such as the sections on sacrifices. Most yeshivot 

in those 1 days concentrated on those sections of the Talmud that 
th e onrJ ~ , 

were more immediately relevant -- Athat ~ta!t with such topics as ~ 

civil damages, marriage and divorce, ~ -the ritual s of prayer,~ 

and other examples of hala/ hah that you could actually use. ~-

But the Brisker Rav ' s followers insisted that to ignore the 

more esoteric texts was to mi ss a great deal . As they saw it, if 

you skipped over certain sections you were not only distorting 

the tradition, but you were also neglecting some great treasures . 

Who's to say where you 'll find the most significant texts? Don ' t 

presume to know where the highest wisdom lies. 

Or take the Musar movement , which introduced a serious 

concent ration on ethics into the yeshiva world . In most yeshivot 
a.---

this area had been considered too soft, a.Rd not worthy of S 
significant attention . But the followers of Rabbi Israel 

Salanter created entire institutions that were concerned wi th 

Musar. They bel ieved that t h e traditional emphasis on pilpul 

[intell ectual a rgument] in most yeshivot was a distortion of 

Judaism, because the students failed to develop t he proper amount 

of sensitivity t o other people. The Musarist s were reacti ng to a 

world that they viewed as both excessively intellectual and 

insuffi ciently ethical. 

Their opponents countered that the message o f the Musarists 

was inappropriate because it effectively demeaned the power of 

the text. In other words, the text already contains within 

itself the power to affect people's behavior . But eventually 

the Musarists began to prevail, in that their influence 

penetrated most of the yeshivot, includi ng the Chassidic ones. 

The confl ict between these t wo v i sions continues to this day. 

THE FOUNDING OF RAMAH 
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Let•s jump forward a few decades and take a close look at 

an important Jewish educational institution in which you were 

intimately involved: Camp Ramah. The founders of Ramah could 

have put their energy into any number of projects. Why a summer 

camp? 

Ramah was a response to problems that Jewish education had 

to confront inJ;he 1940s and 1950's --· problems that we .continue 

to face :b.n the i99os7' First, most Jewish children were not being 

exposed to meaningful Jewish experiences during their early, 

formative years. Second, most Jewish families did not 

significantly c ontribute to the Jewish education of their 

children. Third, most North American Jews didn 't live in an 

environment that supported the values of Judaism. During an era 

when the children of immigrants w~re busy trying to become 

Americans, the Jewish character of most Jewish homes was 

declining. Our response ~as to go beyond what a school e 
could accomplish by trying to create a special en~lave, an entire 

subculture that might ~h what the family and the 

community were no long~_:,--·/ C) 
Even the best school operates only a few hours a day. our 

hope was to create a real and total society that would respond to 

the whole child , twenty-four hours a day, even though we could 

maintain that s ociety for only eight weeks at a stretch. But 

within that framework, which would include daily classes for 

every camper, our issues could be educational in the broadest 

sense not only teaching Hebrew, for example, but grappling 

with all kinds of social issues: How should counselors treat 

campers? How should the drama coach react when a child screws up 

a play by forgetting his lines? Because Ramah was a round- the

clock society, our basic source, often explicitly, was a vibrant, , 

living hala~ah. (1) 
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Or take the inevitable conflict between competence and 

compassion . It's wonderful to improve your baseball skills, and 

it's wonderful to win the game, but when you're striving for J 
~£1u + t~~ necJ ,i ~,n 

excellence, people get hurt. So you have to draw a lineA-- up to 

here, and no further. Whether it was sports, or the arts, or 

speaking Hebrew, our goal was to lower the potential for hurt 

without seriously compromising the potential for excellence. 

The founders of Ramah could have invested their energy in a 

cluster of day schools. But ultimately they chose camping, 

because the issues they believed had to be addressed could not be 

handled by a school -- even a day school . Among other 

limitations, a school -- even a day school -- isn ' t best place to 

effect a child' s emotional incubation into Jewish life . 

Ultimately, the challenge of Ramah was to educate the entire 

child -- including , but not limit~d to, the child 's mind. We 

wanted to pay e qual attention to emotional issues , and to the 

articulation and l i ving out o f Jewish values. 

6 

/~ -E,,~ JE'M U}t JOEAI 8 EH/ND RA rlAJI) 

It's generally known that Ramah 1 s Jewish vision was guided by 

,,----..__ 

the faculty..__of the Jewish Theological Seminary. But who were 
(schd ) (( 

these ~and what, exactly, did they contribute? 

'r-Jhy ib ·; J--~ .I would start with Louis Finkelstein , who was the primary 

~ figure in Conservative Judaism ~_:_.!~-~1=- ~ima.-6) was president 

the Seminary d~.=,.~n~-- the. 1~4'~nd chancellor during th~ 1950s 

and 1960s. ~lieved the Talmud embodied a great ethical 

message, and that" ~hi~ message applied not only to Jews, but to 

our . society at large. ,~ even wrote an article on the subject 

for Fortune after Henry Luce had called him in to discuss the 

of 

negative image of Jews and Judaism in the business world. [ Note: 

quick twenty-year search of Reader's Guide fails to turn up any 

8 
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references to Finkelstein as a Fortune author. But Time put him 

on its cover in October 1951. ] 

Above all, Finkelstein relished the opportunity to apply 

Talmudic principles to the issues of modern American life. 

During the McCarthy hearings, he act ually want ed t o be summoned 

to testify€) -b~ ~e was8to tell the Committee : "I will 

not answer your questiory,sThecause you cannot speak to me the way (3 
you do . In our traditio\;Je have a position ol tlined in the 

Tal mud, in Ma~chet Sanhedrin, known as drisha- v ' chakirah0 R1 
<>d.. ?~O UT 

deals with tn~e-$f Ahow y ou interrogate a witness. And I say 

to you that you cannot speak to me this way ." 

This was an essential Finkelsteinian response. He wanted 

Jews to compete in the American marketpl ace of i deas from within 

our own tradition , especially with regard to ethics and social 

behavior. He once said t hat we were a people who have been 

living on top o f the volcano from the very start, and that we had 

a great deal to offer to a world that was just beginning to 

discover that we're all living on the volcano. 

In postwar America, Finkelstein was viewed as a sage who 

spoke from a long and venerable tradition. President Eisenhower 
r 1n fc._!.rt e1ri 

would consult with him on ethical matters, and -l:l.e' gave the 

invocation at Eisenhower's inauguration. One of Finkelstein •s 

proudest achievements was the Seminary's Conference on Science, 

Philosophy and Religion, where individua l s from a vari ety of 

,,,--
, - ·) 

worlds and traditions would address a _single theme, such as peace E,) 
or equality. If I had to identify a single influence of 

Finkelstein on Ramah, it would be his passion to produce educated 

Jews who were active and responsibl e citi zens in the larger 

society. 

Next comes Saul Lieberman's emphas i s on the study of Jewish 

texts. When Ramah first began, people who heard about it were 

C Wk 
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slightly incredulous: "You're running a summer camp where the 

daily schedule includes- classes? " In those days this was almost 

unheard of . Kids went to camp to get away from classes, although 

there were a couple of prominent exceptions, such as the 

Interlachen camps for students with exceptional musical talent, 

or camps devoted to the study of science. 

In effecMe were running a school within the camp, complete C) 
with its own ~ncipal. The classes were ¥,IOstly t~xt- based;l aJ' O 

the rne;,n ,v of D 
it was possible to spend the entire summer onAa single verse. D 
The teachers were considered full - time members of the staff, so 

they were not g iven other duties, although that would have made 

much more sense economically. They needed enough time to 

prepartZ)and to be available to any kid who might seek them out . D 
We believed in open inquirgrather than dogma. We were 6 

never looking f or intellectual obedience, because we didn ' t want 

to end up with constipated minds . Every now and then the Talmud 

will ask, Minah ~ ~iliD How do you know? The risk, of c_;J 
course, is that students will ask this same question about 

theological issues. But you have to allow these questions, and 

all questions . A tradition that encourages tough questions will 

every now and t hen produce an Einstein, a Marx, or a Freud. 

The main purpose of text study at Ramah was to uncover the 

basic ideas of Judaism, although that wasn ' t always a simple 

proposition. I n those days, the Seminary didn ' t allow Biblical ~ 

texts to be taught in the Rabbinical School. [ You'd have to study /unc 1e-;;r -
I ('rl dJ ; 

them critically or scientifically J and t he whole topic was so ~;,r, IC i 
I ori,--.,ho,) 

rife with controversy that the Seminary responded by avoiding it. \-~ ~uuv~ 

The Prophets: J ~ ine0 but not the Torah. ,/ ---- CJ 
'/
/ /"' Meanwhile, we at Ramah were putting out all of this Melton- _7 _ ____ 

r;;,- i,l'c 1,-] 
In the early 1960s our Book' was Re!yft, ,.,Jl' 'f 

i' .bet. R)m)r 
sponsored material on Genesis. 

in galleys, but we still didn't have approval to use it. 

went to see Lieberman -- not because I necessaril y had to, but 

\ --------\ / _,,.--

_ ___..., 

f•<.i ,ft,r f',.~!- :, 

~\6 9d- fhc ~,r e,/.-- J/lCcJo-k 
I- ' I ' , _ "(hi . , I. 

vn f ,211 'rle necJ 

,,1·1- f'lelhn ' 1s. 
·11 vriJoJ,r,, ,,,1,, .. r,,,_ 

'------- ---------- ----
... __ ____ _ ---
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because it would have been irresponsible not to check in with the 

rabbi of the Seminary Synagogue, to whom Finkelstein deferred on 

matters of Jewish practice, and even doctrine. I brought along a 

report on the social science program of the Westchester public 

schools, where the students were being taught to distinguish 

among " science" (meaning, The Truth), "philosophy" (meaning, True 

Ideas), and "religion" -- (meaning, in this context, myths and 

legends) . 

"This is what we' re up agai~ I told Lieberman, 

is why we' re putting out our book~ Genesis. Whether 

"and this 

or not the 

reader regards the Torah as having divine origins , we're showing 

that it has an enormousl y important ethical and religious message 

to offer . " 

Lieberman ' s response was simple: "Thank you for checking 

with me, but please understand that this conversation never 

happened." He didn't want to censor us, but the Seminary was a 

conservative institution, and Ramah was a few years ahead of its 

time. We liet :r1c./!(c1,:I c;'J"(Cs . 
f\ 

Another important influence was Mordecai Kaplan's view of 

Judaism as£ civilization. Kaplan believed that Jewish theology 

could serve as the basis for the salvation of society . He 

defined God as the power leading toward that salvation, but he 

was seen as a heretic by some of his more conservative 

colleagues, who regarded his views as a demythologizing of God . 

Some people felt that Kaplan was essential l y a sociologist who 

had wandered off into theology. He had supposedly said that if 

the Seminary greats, especially Ginsberg and Lieberman, had dealt 

fully with theological issues, he would have left them alone, and 

that it was their failure to address these topics that inspired · 
;:i tl< mp t !1' , ,._;,.-..__y· r-

him to Adea]; with the5-€----i--s-s-cr=_::r. l____ 

In any case, Kaplan embodied the centuries-old conversation 

I 
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between Judaism and the great philosophers. He saw Judaism as 

being in inter-relationship with the world around it, and he 

brought elements like music, art, and drama into central focus as 

le itimate religious concerns1f)of course, Kaplan and Heschel 

· represented wo completely dAferent points of view. The fact 
G 

that both sides were ~epresented at Ramah gave us an added degree (3 
of theological tension and intellectual excitement . 

Which brings us to Heschel, whose reli ious visi,@was 0 
critical to Ramah's success. Heschel ( elieved that Jew~ ~Y 
rituals and symbols embodied a deep an / profound messag~ 

how human beings should live. H~hat Shabbat was a 

great gift to t he world, and he viewed it as a sanctification of 

time in a society where the sanctity of t ime was continually 

being violated . Heschel was amazed, for example, when the dates 

of certain American holidays were changed for the mere 

convenience of having them coincide wit h a three-day weekend . 

For Heschel, prayer was a way for an individual to get in 

touch with his deepest self. The whole question of what t'fillah [prJyer J 

meant at Ramah was guided by Heschel and his students, including 

the concept of kavannah [religious intention] and the idea of 

t'fillah as an opportunity for contemplation and self-

improvement. 

Finally there was Hillel Bavli, £ professor of Hebrew and£ 

poet. Bavli functioned as a kind of watchdog,~ho wanted to make 
/ J_. ' 

sure that we were really using Hebrew at Rama1\tGihich was no easy 

task. But all of us believed that if you wanted to participate 

in Jewish history over the centuries, you had no choice but to 

master Hebrew . For that was how you became part of the ongoing 

conversation with Rashi, Maimonides, and all the great 

commentators and philosophers. The Seminary faculty also 
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appreciated the importance of Israel, although it must be 

acknowledged that Finkel stein wasn ' t a Zionist at first, and I 

wasn ' t either. 

After a l l these years it may be difficult to appreciate what 

a crazy idea it was to run a summer camp in Hebrew. Massad was 

already doing it, of course, but Hebrew and Zionism were ~H;isnJ~ 6 
th:, Gi/\JUV'JTI11CI -+--fH".--CI= ✓ Which · 

religion. ·rn ·a-. movement like ou~, ~ was competing in the rnon ,riy J.. _ 
ct - ) (d(VUi J r, •IC · 

struggle to define and live out an a uthentic Judaism in the _ . __ _,.. 

twentieth century, to make Hebrew the official language of Ramah 

was a powerful yoke around our necks . The importance of Hebrew 

is far from self - evident, and that trend has continued; today, 

Hebrew is on the wane even in some day schools. If you can get 

the same ideas in translation, why go through all the trouble of 

studying a whole new language? Of course it ' s al so possible to 

go too far in t he other direction. In some Jewish communities, 

especially in p laces
1
like Mexico and Argentina, Hebrew became the 

ot Je,,.vh cov(;hcr-
main goal f-nd conteni became secondary. 

At Ramah we believed that Jewish education, effectively 
~ WUif 11'1 'l pec,rlc f ::,re 

carried out, will ~eveloph a perso:t{,._who is deeply rooted in the 

Jewish tradition through an a ttachment to Jewish texts, whichfheV 
f!,cy hm. r 

can grapple with because he.. h~s~some mastery of the necessary 

skills. Once you introduce students into the method, anyone can 

join the conversation. In our tradition, there i s no way around 

6 
E> 

it: the method is Hebrew . \ [On , .... ~,c JT,,:,.-!c. r, ,,r-r +0,,din-~ dcod J, it . ] ,C.. 
/ . 

But while Hebrew is essential, it ' s not sufficient. You 

need several other components, ~oo, including text, mi7,2vot, 

prayer, a communal consciousnessi)both narrow and wid~t,~ nd an 
\ / -· 

involvement in the larger society. And at Ramah you had all 

these forces coming together. 

i regarded t~ese five pgfessors as my teachers, and I 
(±he rnntrl,uti,,,f o f-

I would be violating any one of them if I didn ' t allow his 
/\ 

felt 
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influence to play out. I spent hours talking with these men, and 

to some extent I saw my mission as one of serving as the conduit 

from the older generation to the future. The Melton Faculty 

Seminar, which discussed and debated the essential principles 

that would guide Ramah, and which ran through the 1950s and the 

1960s, constituted what was possibly the longest ongoing 

deliberation on Jewish education in the history of the Diaspora . 

We asked ourselves questions like: What is the ideal product of 

Camp Ramah? What are the themes and values that we want our 

campers to internalize? We gradually arrived at a consensus on 

various points, and we formulated concepts that a re sti+l i n use 

today. 

[Unclear exactly what the Seminar is, and whether these five were "B,ll: 
part of it. J App)rC/Jt/y 

Jf,ev'rr ~u+ .1 

Dc~n1+cft 
(;(CJJ 

(f;r'-( J 1l&r· 

On P'..5:~_!:? 
v./1n St•"•o; ,y; 

hc!f,r. Pu( ,,r1, 
Two of the five major influences on Ramah, Heschel and .fcri,,,,r; 

Kaplan, were so different in their respective outlooks that today nc.1-kin 

they•re generally seen as polar opposites within ~theology of 

Conservative Judaism. Did these differences cau~e,/ problems for 
. . ·0__/ 

a camp that was searching for a clear ideology? 

No, because from the start, Ramah recognized that Judaism is 

'"i'. )wfrl 
s( tr Jn ){. 

too complex to be defined by a single ':_.i~-1:_on~ Within a 

philosophical system, an eclectic approach can be problematic 
\ . ' \(.!I~ / l I.J 

because people feel a natural pull toward consistency. But while 

Ramah was guided by ideas, it was a practical place where ideas 

were put into action, and in that kind of setting an eclectic 

approach can provide an enormously rich source of energy. It's 

true that these five professors represented different and 

UJ !r. .. J , ' ·· 

,, C "] 
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sometimes conflicting ideas, but there was a history here, in 

that these various approaches had already managed to co- exist 

within the framework of the Seminary. Ramah was able to take 

these inconsistencies to the next level by building a society 

that would be guided by a similar multiplicity of visions . 

Fortunately, the people embodying these particular visions were 

willing to affirm that all of us had far more in common than not. 

But even when people agree on the fundamental principles of 

Judaism, there are inevitable differences as to how those 

fundamentals should be combined. Yochanan Muffs~once pointed out 

that the three basic principles of Judaism as set forth in Pirke 

Avot (Ethics of the Fathe rs, a popular early rabbinic text] -

that is Torah, \vodah, and\; ' millut chasadim ['study, ~ and 
\ I ' 
\cts of kindness] -- while mu tually supportive a nd reinforcing, 

~ are not always in tota l harmony with each other. 

, u t dl_ , ):I Focus exclusively on t ' fillah [pr ayer], and you become 
• re 1n,, .. , r t 
; ~ w. overly involved in theology . Prayer is inner- directed, and by 

,,; <.,·, r . 

Im\, fvsr. itself i 'Vls.an produce reclusi vene ss, removal from the world, and 
~lY * ~ a passiJ -e that the rest of Judaism cannot abide. Focus only on 

Torah and you ' l l get d i sembodied b r ains, which was exactly what 

the Musarists were worried about. And ~itzvah al l by itself can 
\ 

turn a person i n t o a loose cannon . Piety is a beautiful thing if 

you're living in a simple and i nnocent world, bu t that's not our 

reality . The only a nswer is to try to integrate these three 

fundamental forces so that they're all part of the picture . 

Of course it's much easier to ignite people when you're 

dealing with extremes . It ' s harder to produce individuals who 

are committed to religious tolerance and to democracy, and to get 

them excited about that. How do you produce people who are 

genuinely excited about non- fanatic positions? That was our 

challenge, and I think we achieved it . 

[ 10] 

6 

c1 ' rn,Ji.1 -
J -

, .. f .,,J ~ d ;t" . 
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f0 VCA11GN /\ L l lJUu £ "EJt1tlt> f<N1At1 

JeSE'P'H SCHWAfr A:HD DRUHO DE'i''i'ELHEIM 1vhu1: -h c-1p1;,~ 
II 
1r11c:. 

f~rrc ! ·' 
we•ve looked at the major Jewish influences on Ramah, but 

that's only part of the story. You also brought in a number of 

experts from the worlds of general education and social thought. "' JJ du-h~ cJ-
We had an active and impressive group, known as th~ Melton 

Academic Board, whose members included, among others, Goodwin 

Watson, the social psychologist; James Coleman, the 

distinguished sociologist; Ralph Tyler, a powerful force in 

American education; Jose~chwab, the great philosopher of 

education; and the reno~~sycholog ist Br uno Bettelheim, who 

regarded Ramah a s a mar v e lou s experiment . I should add that I 

had written my doct oral thesis under the guidance of both Schwab 

and Bettelheim a t the Univer sity of Chicago . 

Tf~IYl • RoocJ.-. 
( (lj-lv :nJ 

6 

None of these people was paid for part icipat~. They were 

all intrigued by the ambitiousness of the productljnd delighted 

to be part of i t. Schwab even came to camp to lead seminars for 

the staff before the campers arrived . 

Somebody a sked me recently what motivat ed these high- profile 

professors with little or no interes t in Judaism to donate so 

much of their time and energy to Ramah . The answer, I think, has 

to do with a social scientist ' s sense of i mmortality, which can 

only occur when people read his books and put his ideas into 

practice. Schwab not only generated ideas; he actually lived to 

see them acted upon . What we offered these people was a 

laboratory in which to try out their ideas. Somehow we were able 

to inspire in them the confidence that the various plans and ---,.,,.-

c 

ideas we discussed around a conference table would actually A1>1)c , i;:l, zr. 

~- Moreover, we never undertook a project without their 

approval. So we were offering a great opportunity f or a 

professor -- the equivalent of a businessman maki ng a b i g deal. 

Schw~~~ n particula£Viewed Ramah as a p l ace to produce e 
l l) (:!) 
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disciple5G J£ertainl y he was the single most important force 

in shaping my own ideas about education. In 1985 I contributed 

to a symposium on his work, and he wrote back to me: "I always 

said you were the only person who really understood me. " I could 

have died right there. 

Tell us more about Joseph Schwab . He seems to have been the 

key figure in this group, but his name. is not well-known today . 

cv+
-ho 
Jc/f -
Sc.•Vl/'lq . 

..; 

Schwab devoted a tremendous amount of time to RamaiQJ_ e 
between 1952 and 1966 I used to spend at l east two days a month 

with him . He c ame in to help us ~ith issues such as the 
111!c /iedu)) remc"flM)I ) . 

connection between the cognitiveA nd the affectiveA Ramah was 

built on the belief that you have to reach kids on a ll l ev els --

the intellectual , the emotional, the spiritual, a nd the artistic. 

I see Jewish education is a kind of big cafeter ia . Some k ids 

will be touched by t h e music, while others are tone deaf. Some 

will respond especially to prayer, or to Shabbat, or to social 

justice, or to intellectual commentaries or to abstract theology. 

Ideally, of course, kids will respond to several or even a ll of 

the many components within Judaism. Our tradition offers a great 

deal of wisdom , but the mind is not the only way to access it. 

In an essay entitled "Eros and Education," Schwab argued 

e 

that the mind i s not only cerebral but passionate , and that the 8 
;; /.SC 

intellect is hardly an emotion- free area. HeAbel ieved there was 

no emotional area that didn't have cognitive e l ements . And he 

was convinced that there was no meaningful distinction to be 

drawn between mind and body, between intel lect and emotion. 

As he wrote in that essay, Eros was all about "the energy 

wanting . " The aim of educa tion, he wrote, was to produce 

" actively intelligent people, " whom he described a s follows: 

They like good pictures, good books, g ood music, good 

movies. They f i nd pleas ure i n planning their active l ives 
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and carrying out the planned action. They hanker to make, 

to create, whether the object is knowledge mastered, art 

appreciated, or actions patterned and directed. In short, a 

curriculum is not complete which does not move the Eros, as 

well as the mind of the young, from where it is to where it 

might better be. 

Schwab believed that the definition of "to know" had to 

include "to do," and the concept of mitzvah was especially 

intriguing to him. Although he was never an observant Jew, or 

even an educated one, there was a natural fit between his ideas 

and 'our goals . 

We also worked with Schwab on how best to teach traditional 

Jewish texts . That made sense to him because at the Un i versity ~ 

of Chicago we never used textbooks, only original material . . We ( dlS"h0c:huri 
. ( l!(l c.'cv 

spent hours with Schwab discussing how best to t each the story in\~~- , 

Genesis of how Jacob and Rebekkah conspired to cheat Isaac and 

Esav. Jacob is a crook and his mother is a liar , and poor Isaac 

is deceived. 

The larger issue her e is t hat when you ' re working with 

adolescents, how do you tell them the truth -- t hat the world is 

often a terrible place -- without kill ing their i dealism? This 

was a tremendous chall enge, and we discussed it a t some length. 

How do you teach t hat there are often shades of gray when 

adolescents normally reject t hat i dea? Freud wrote in 

Civilization and its Discontents that the way most educators 

prepare young people for the .world is the intellectual and moral 

equivalent of sending explorers on a polar expedition in summer 

clothing. How do you tell them the truth about the world without 

~doing damag~to their innate enthusias~dhoiQ,~ 

If you look at leadership training in recent years, you'll 

see two main schools of thought. The British school say~ study 

-.. :_::/ 
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the greats. Plato, Aristotl e, and Shakespeare wil l give you the 

principles you need . Alfred North Whitehead said that everything 

he needed in life could be found in the Bible and ancient Greece . 

~ The American model, as you might expect, is less theoretical. 8 
The Harvard Business School say~ If we can provide eno~gh case C) 
studies, which include the principles and situations you ' ll 

encounter during your career, you'll be able t o flourish in the 

real world . 

Schwab had a third conception that was reall y a blend of 

these other two, and it fit nicely with the goal s of Ramah: 

Teach young people the pri nciples that have guided your 

tradition, and then give the students exercises i n analyzing 

practice in view of these 

The other major figure in t his g r oup wa s Bruno Bettelheim. 

What was his contribution? 

While some members of t he Melton Academic Board responded to 

Ramah in terms of their Jewish background, that wasn't the case 

with Bettelheim , who saw Judaism, and presumably all religion, as 

an anachronism. But he was a realist, and he still appreciated 

B 

what we were trying to do . As a graduate student at Chicago I 6 
' , 1 f ' ' ' /) )/Yl(; I had spent some time at Bettelheim's schoo or autisti c chil dren A 

and with the chutzpah of youth, I once mentioned to him that the 

school did not a l ways measure up to what I had read in h i s book, 

Love is Not Enouqh ~ " You ' re right," he replied . "The book is a 

description of what he school was supposed to be. " He 

acknowledged that it fell short of its vision, but that didn ' t 

mean that it wasn't gui ded and helped by that vision . 

One of the great successes of Bettelhe im ' s school lay in its 

creation of a "home haven," a comfortable and safe setting for 

these kids . Bettelheim used every availabl e resource -- from the 

architecture to the f ood -- to ma ke that happen . I bel ieved that 
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the camper ' s bunk at Ramah ought to function in a similar way as 

a refuge from the inevitable pressures and problems of an intense 

summer cam~ an.ff Bettelhei m helped us understand how best to 6 
bring this about. (~ ( ; m p d,rnfi, J 

Because of Bettelheim, there were two jobs · at Ramah that~ 

refused to delegate . 

first week of camp. 

The first was overseeing the menu during the 

I wanted to be sure that we were serving 

familiar foods like hamburgers -- foods that would facilitate the 

smoothest possible transition from a kid ' s home to this new 

environment. The other thing I made sure of was that~ 

H:r: st -week, especial~ there had to be as many h e l pinqs ,1 as a .i:. ~ . '-
CJ p{Cl ) II Y 111 ll-!C j //J 'foJ(C:r:, 

camper wanted, so n obody would leave the t able hungr:1)\ We even 

had the counselors serving extra snacks at night. We were a 

little nuts when it came to food, especially with all those 

Freudians on our board. 

Another thing I learned f r om Bettelheim was the importance 

of the school j anitor, because for some kids this indivi dual was 

a more significant educational figure than the t eachers and other 

professionals. At Ramah we always paid close attention to the 

kinds of people we hired, not only the counselors and teacher{2:) 8 
but the service s t aff as well. Some of o/)\dishAhers were 

Harvard kids who didn ' t know enough Hebre~ but@ wanted to be 

at Ramah. They a ccepted menial jobs in order to come to the 

camp, and we responded by g i ving them the very best teachers . 

Bettelheim stressed the distinction between education and 

therapy - - that while education could be enormously therapeutic, 

we shouldn't confuse the two. He taught us that there ought to 

be a place in camp where kids could be wild and noisy, and 

another place where a kid could find peace and quiet. One of the 

most important things Bettel heim helped us understand was that we 

had a great built-in advantage that we hadn't been fully aware 

of, and that was hugely appeal ing to our older campers: that 

e 
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because Ramah was in opposition to some basic American suburban 

values, the camp was inherently counter- cultural in£ way that 

was attractive to adolescents in rebellion against their elders . 

It was Bettelheim who told me about Eric Erikson . In his 

biographies of Martin Luther and Gandhi, Erikson had portrayed 

charismatic individuals as unreconstructed adolescents who 

continued to believe that the world could be change0and that e 
history was reversible. That's an idea that educators need to 

hear. I went to see Erikson at Harvard, and before long his 

books were being read and discussed at camp. 

Our ongoing conversations with Schwab, Bettelheim, and their 

colleagues created a questioning and dynamic envi ronment. We 

continually asked ourselves : © this is what serves the needs of G 
chil dren, how c an we best offer it within Judaism and the Ramah 

setting? 

~ P}rlLoJOfHIUIL (of1/1/if1£Nr T~ [XCHLU✓CC 
It s trikes me that during its formative years, Ramah was 

unapologetically elitist in a way that might not be acceptable 

these days . 

Back then, of course, elitism was a commonly shared assumption, 

and nobody would have questioned it. rt was a necessary 

consequence of a commitment to excellence. The Seminary sought 

out great scholars and the best possible students, and to a large 

degree it got t hem. Ramah wasn't open to everybody. rt was 

difficult to get in, a nd there were long waiting lists. 

We believed that if you invested in the right people, they 

would change the world. Judaism may be a classless tradition, 
' 1. 'J+t\ but it's an e 1t1

0
one. We believed that with talent and hard 8 

work, anyone can make it 

is a top. 

to the top. But we also believed there 
1 'tlc11 doM '. 
·'-------
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FROM THEORY TO PRACTI 

we•ve looked at some of the intellectual background that 

helped create Ramah . I'd be interested in how some of the ideas 
f~culty 8 

and principles that came up in the MeltonAseminar were ultimately 

expressed in practice. 

When Burton Cohen, the first director of our Wisconsin camp, 

was Schwab ' s graduate student, he wrote a doctoral dissertation 

on Exercises in Ethical Reasoning. This was an attempt to get 

people who have mastered a text to simulate what it would mean to 

act it out in pract ice. Obviously, the l e ap from the theoretical 

to the practical is a big one, so Cohen split it up i nto f i v e 

d i sti nct stages. 

The first stage is phil osophy . 

The second s t age i s phi losop hy of education . 

The third stage is : What does this mean for educa tional 

practice? 

The fourth stage is actual pract ice: teacher education, 

curriculum, and pedagogy . 

The fifth stage consists of monitoring and e valuation, and 

of building a c orrective into everything you're doing. Moving 

f rom theory to practice should be a dynami c p r ocess, where you ' re 

c onstantly observing, improving, and rethinking . 

1 s w~, ~ruJ .svch ?J 

What would it mean to apply these stages to~ 1 fillah or 

prayer? <>/ fX•plc, 
Stage i : What i s t ' fillah? Why doe-s' ~eed it? Where 

does it fit into Judaism? How is Jewis h prayer d i ffe rent f rom 

prayer in other religi ons? Where d id i t come from and how did i t 

develop? we )f(, /?) 
( One possible ans wer i s that ~ spiritual be1ng/( and 

( prayer is one avenue through which ~ a n express M-s-~ '--

\ ~ ~ 
9t Hcru j,"" Y-nJ \.,('t/lJ lrk t/,Hc JPJcJ ;,f J 9r1J -h ndf 7<111 i ~,ll/1 :,,;;vr 

hlJl.i yw w..JntrJ ii trut- t/',r J\J~jelt t{ pnyv l/\ ~O eJvo'h v1JI sdh ny. 

thrsc S 
ShQCJ ){(, .., 
\C\Jf>'.("f '' .._, f V - , 

no~ 

6 

E-
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spirituality. Or you might say, following Maimonides, that most 

of our prayer consists of adoration. Does God real l y need that 

adoration? Of course not . To Maimoni des, God functions as a 

role model ; if God is merciful, then you should be merciful . 

Our discussion could end here and remain theoretical. 

Stage~: What do we want to teach children about prayer ? 

Is prayer s omething that small children can engage in, or is it 

bet ter to stick with simple repetition? How do you teach kids 

apout kavannah -- spiritual intention? How do you tap the i nnate 

spirituality in a child? 

With Stage~ we move into educational practice. What is 

your teaching s trategy? You might decide that you really can ' t 

do much until you make people sensitive to words, because the 

whole assumption of prayer is that reading or reciting certain 

words will set off something inside of you. And what about 

specific melodies? What about meditation? 

Stage± has to do with your curriculum. Exactly what are 

you teaching about prayer, and how are you going about it? How 

a r e you going t o educate teachers? 

Stage 2: How will you monitor this activity and make the 

necessary changes and improvements? In addition to understanding 

what they ' re doing, teachers have to want to do i t, and they have 

to be abl e to do it. 

As long as we•re talking about pray e r: 0 ven the general 

intellectual ope nness of Ramah , why was it m~ datory f or campe rs 

t o attend s ervices? 

Because in order to reject something you first need to 

experience it, and at Ramah you could experience religious 

services under optimal conditions. And, as Schwab used to say 

about musi c, the sonata form isn ' t something you immediately 

love. It takes work and experience before you appreciate it. 
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For t'fillah to succeed you have to work at itc:J a.J{@entually it 8 
becomes meaningful -- or not. Rejection is always an option, but 

I ~ 

it ought to be a thoughtful and considered one. 

( ,n ,t. We believed that most young people w,,h-oex:;1erienced Judaism 

at Ramah would become deeply invol~e~ Of course, all 

tion works on that assumption, whether you're talking about 

science, music, or the classics. If you're introduced to 

something of quality by good teachers, you'll buy i t . That's the 

faith assumption of education. 

But while morning services were compulsory at Ramah, we were 

far more lenient about afternoon services. Hal@iically, the 

Minchah service is no less important than Shacharit, but there's 
I ~ie It) , ( i IC, 
1 a limit as to h ow far you can push. Our educational analysis 
I 11+.II ~ii --; bvt- n~r-
' I , • ' Sn Jlh J(r 1 

made it clear t hat if we insisted on Minchah at camp, then we'd 

lose much of the impact of Shachar it . In the end, the Seminary 

~, fjf {)c}i)h~ aculty voted f or an optional Minchah at Ramah, recognizing that 

\~ this was an educational position rather than a l egal or religious 
/:\ tJI T!mJ1r1y ;~ ~~cy 

one. It was a difficult fighli} a~d i&tti~ i t was decided by 

one vote. 

On the other hand, Ramah never used the Rabbinical Assembly 

prayerbook because a phrase or two had been altered on the 

subject of sacrifices . The Seminary faculty refused to approve 

that edition, and t he r abbis wer e furious . But we wanted to be 

inclusive . We want ed t h e Seminary faculty t o participate in our 

services, and we didn't want a civil war over four words. 

How did Ramah deal with the fact that even within the 

conservative movement, not to mention the rest of Judaism, people 

observe Shabbat in a variety of ways? 

We were somewhat more flexible about Shabbat observance. As 

we saw it, the camp's public space had to be maintained as a 

religious preserve. That is, while I couldn't stop you from 

G 

e 
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turning on the radio in the privacy of your bunk, we wanted 

people to experience as close to a total Shabbat as possible. 

As with the issue of Minchah, our policy allowing the private use 

of electricity rather than its public use was not, of c0urse, a 

ha~ic position. It was an educational decision. 

But many things at Ramah were simply non- negotiable, 

including Hebrew, classes, services, kashrut, and instructional 

swim. If I were doing it all over again, however, I probably 

wouldn't insist on the recitation of birkat HaMazon after every 

meal. 

Let•s return to the five stages that move us from the 

theoretical realm to the practical. We• v e already seen how they 

mi ght apply to prayer. But what about a very different area, 

like sports? 

With sports those five stages might look something l i ke 

this. Stage 1 would begin with general questions : What is the 

relationship between mind and body? Why do you n eed a healthy 

body? How is a healthy body in ou r tradition dif ferent than a 

healthy body in Hellenism? 

Then, in Stage 2, you might as() What is the role of sports 

in education? You might talk about the importance of fa i rness 

and rules, and about issues such as cooperation Qnd competition. 

® rn Stage 3 you woul d t hink about more pr actical i ssues. What is 

the role of sports going to be in your institution? How 

important is it? To what extent will you allow it to compete 

with other activities? Are you prepared to let a student 

graduate who shows absolutely no interest in sports? What about 

a student who doesn't respect and value his body? 

In Stage 4 you might think about i ssues of curriculum and 

teacher education. How will you teach kids to be good losers? 

G 

e 

And good winners, for that matterd)Finally, in Stage 5, you e 
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woul d take a critical look at your program and figure out what 

needed to b e changed or impr oved . 

It sounds fine, but almos t e v ery ins titution with 

aspirations to greatness makes g rand claims about its be ing 

guided by lofty theoretical princi ples . How do you ensure that 

there really is a link from those i de als to the real world? 

If you develop your ideals carefully and thoughtfully, and 

you constantly reinfor ce the message that they really matter, you 

can make those principles come alive. We once had a thirteen

year-old camper who used t o wet his bed. We used to have late-

o\J 
night s t aff meetings,~ I clearly r emembe r t hat no matter what 

we were discuss ing , o · p o r t ant i t was , at 11 : 45 PM each night 

Joe Lukinsky and Burt Coh en would run to this kid ' s bunk and wake 

him up to make sure he went t o the bathr oom . I f they arrived too 

late, they ' d wake ·him up and cha nge his sheets before t h e other 

kids woke up in the mming . Th e driving force here was t he 
hJ-rru l~1n - c .\ 

principle of haMalbi ~ c haveir o b 'rabim -- that you avoid any 

situation where a person might be embar rassed in front of others. 

The professor s at the Seminary used to stress the importance 

of mitzvot pertaining to ben adam l'chavero s ocial and 

i nterpersonal r elat ions -- and Ramah was, i n a very real sense, ---------~ 

the dist illation of t heir wisdom . Yes , kashrut is important, but Aavroir1-. 

what makes you think t h a t what goes into your mouth is any less -i-, EH1v . , I; 

Jrnu r;:i; d i 
' I 

1 /· u ' 
-fiu4- I l 

i mportant than what comes out? 

That reminds me of another case involving t h e principle of 

not causing embarrassment to a fellow human being. We h ad a Nti- He. r,_i'· 
'/ U II/Pry .,/ 

problem one summer in a bunk where adolesc~~s would have a .!,ch ,r-J 1 

O\Jfln" 1>hJ1 ) ,. , I ·. 
"bull session" -- a late-night discussion --.1 , under the rubric 1. 1,. ;r,,;n · 

of self- improvement, each girl ' s faults and deficiencies would be \_.---/ 
. a, ,,,.--._ 

addressed by the entire group . ~ t hese sessions invariably ( -:-

ended in tears, with some of the g i r l s being scapegoated. 
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When this turned into a serious problem, we wanted to outl aw 

these sessions. But of course if you do that, the kids will 

continue doing it as soon as the counselor leaves. When the 

the s i tua~\n became severe, I came into the bunk to talk to 

girls~"We don ' t understand what the .problem is, 11 they told me. 

" We just want to help each other ." 

" That sounds fine, " I said,- "but I'd like to sit in~" I 

started listening, and I soon found myself interrupting. "You 

e 

know, " I told them , " I appreciate what ·you ' re doing. I buy your 

goal, but I have a problem with your method. Ramah is a · Jewish 

community, and one thing you can ' t do as a Jew i s embarrass other 

people. What if we studied a text together that talked about how 

people should behave toward each other, and then each girl did 

her own self- evaluation privately?~~ this point, because I had (9 
provided an alternative, the healthy girls prevailed over the 

sadistic ones . We studied the sixth chapter of Pirke Avot 

(Ethics of the Fat~rs)~~ nd discussed , among other things, what 
. h . . . d it means to be ~ ahu -- an intimate frien. We took each 

item in turn, and we discussed it every night for four weeks. 

That was part of my job as the director . This was a case where 

the cognitive approach served as a response to a difficult life 

situation. 

j {'{ V tJ T Jti ~ i ri .STA fr 

s interes ting that the c amp dire c t o r would s pend s o much 

time with one bunk 

many spe cialis t s. 

e s pe cially a t Ramah, where there we r e so 

We weren ' t too concerned about conserving our resources. We 

had three full - time staffs at Ramah, which is outrageous: 

counselors, specialists, and teachers. There were no double 

roles because different people had different functions, although 

I'm not sure we were right about that. But this was part of the 

utter madness of RamarGJY~e were trying to do it all . 8 
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The best specialist was s omebody who pushed you and 

stretched you, and sometimes that led to serious problems for the 

camper. Whether it ' s sports, singing, acting, or anyth~ng else, 

competit ion and striving for excellence can be a .tough business . 

Classes were t ough, too , bec ause the teacher woul d force you to 

grapple with the text and stretch your mind. If there were . 

problems, the counselor w_as there to pick up the pieces. 

. . - ---· 

Perhaps the most unusual position at Ramah was that of the 

camp librarian, whose job was to sit in the library a nd be 

available to anyone who needed his help. We got this idea from 

the kibbutz movement, which produced a book called Edah 
ItDnJ brc.] 

Mechanenet . Aideally, the kibbutz teacher would continue the 

morning ' s conversation with you private1€)in the afternoon. 

Similarly , the camp t eacher was supposed to continue the 

discussion that you began in class -- the kind o f discussion 

that ' s a luxury back in the city, where the usual goal is to 

cover a certain amount of material in a specific amount -of time . 

In camp, the discussion -- or the process, if you prefer -- was 

G 

everything. 

book] 

[relationship unclear between librarian and this 

I\ 'f PE" 0 (L t I\S 'f /I R T w' EY?S} ,----
PPH-=LA i PBePuE"' 

Let•s step back from the camp its elf to c onsider a 

constituency that is often overlooke@ but that i s critical to 

the success of any educational institution. I'm referring to the 

lay people who support it . 

The se days, lay people are more supportive of good 

in educational programs, a~Gmor e active in their suppor t than 

the past . Until the midA1980s , most American Jews of means 

stat us cared about Israel, hospitals, and the defense 

orga nizat ions. Jewish education and J ewish cul ture ranked very 

and 

8 

e 

e 
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[pvt- In diroria/~ 

of- '()vd l V ffrl <11+-
low. There were a few exceptions, such as Morton Mandel in 

Cleveland, Philip Lown in Boston, and Sam Melton in Columbus. 

But during the 1960s and 1970s you could probably count on one 

hand the number of influential lay people who really cared about 

Jewish education. 

Today, a l l that has changed. More and more, people are 

coming to realize that Israel's best asset is a strong Diaspora, 

and that American Jews should be investing more in Jewish 

education . Fortunately, this point of view has recently become 

fashionable, especially as part of the " continuity" agenda. In 

addition , today' s la/~°!A~ist on having a greater voice in the 

projects they s upport. They also tend to be more knowledgeable. 

Of course, the content issues are also different today . 

When the Melton Center was established, the underlying question 

was: What claim does Judaism have on me if I don ' t necessarily 

believe that its origins are divine? Today, the question is 

somewhat different: With the entire world at my reach, and with 

Judaism as one choice out of many, why should I commit myself to 

this particular journey? Why do I need all these restrictions on 

what I do and who I marry?1 An educational system has to answer e 
that question on several levels. But how do you commun~cate your 

message to somebody with a thirty-second attention span? What is 

your vision? What is your content? What is your didactic method 

going to be? These are the questions for today. 

But we now have some major assets that we didn ' t have then. 

There are professors and well-educated lay people all over North 

America who care about Jewish education. And families can draw 

on a variety of different programs. There are hundreds of day 

schools in North America, some fine university programs, and 

several excellent trips to Israel. 

As long a s we •re on t he s ubject o f lay pe ople, I' d like your 
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advice on what for many would-be institution-builders is a 

difficult and intimidating process, although it•s absolutely 

essential if you•re hoping to build or sustain a meaningful 

project. I'm talking about fundraising , of course, which is an 

area where you•ve been especially successful . 

I r eal ize this may sound strange , but I firmly believe that 

money is the least of our problems . That hasn ' t always been 

true , but these days there ' s more than enough money around to 

support a wide variety of excellent proj ects . 

The key thing is your own enthusiasrn~ve never asked 
ri fllld h 

anyone t o support an institution unless I willing to donate a 

similar amount if I had it . In other words, if y ou ' re ~not 

enthusiastic about the cause, you shouldn ' t be trying to raise 

money for it . You have to start with vision and commitment, and 

you must convey your vision and your commitment t o the people 

you ' re approaching. And you real l y have to mean it . I bel i eve 

that we 're a l l transparent, and that as human beings we're 

continually judging each other and asking, "Is this person 

genuine? Is he sincere?" 

Another t h ing : I always start with the assumption that the 

p e rson I ' m asking is at least as smart as I am. And that there's 

no inher ent r eason for him to support my project, because he has 

many other valid claims to consider. Therefore , it ' s my job to 

convince him -- or better, to educate him. Onl y if you take the 

time to educate people about your project will they be able to 

make informed decisions. Treat donors like a cow to be .milked, 

and they'll be resent ful -- with good reason . Bu t treat them 

inste ad as people who can j oin you and help you in creating this 

new ent erprise , and you may well get somewhere. 

Now a l though the situation is far better than it used to be, 

the relationship between Jewish educator s and wealthy giv ers is 

e 
e 

still largely advers arial. The professionals s t ill as1(0 How can G 
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this person make an informed judgment if he can't even read 

Hebrew? And the lay people still thiniQ If this guy were really 

successful, he'd be in a business like mine. It's unfortunate, 

but it's true. 

X see three common mistakes in fundraising, and they're all 

connected. The first mistake is to treat the donor like a dope. 

The second mistake is arrogance. And the third one is failing to 

disclose the full truth about what you're doing, including your 

problems and your failures . 

I'll tell y ou my favorite fundraising story. I was walking 

with Sam Melton at Ramah in the Poconos, and we pass a kid on his 

way to class. 

"What are y ou studying? " Sam asks him. 

"Chumash," answers the kid, who had no idea who this man was. 

"Chumash with what? " Sam asks him . 

"Chumash with Melton," the kid replies . 

At that moment I didn't need to do any more fundraising . 

VS. l3\JD~ 

St1i1, there must be times when a wel l-developed educational 

vision and a prudent bus i ness plan are at odds with each other. 

At Ramah t hat happened all the time. The camp was 

economically inefficient, which was hard for some people to 

accept. Take t he Mador program, where we devoted an entire 

summer to the training of promising high school graduates, who 

then agreed to serve as counselors for two additional summers. 

From a practical standpoint it was dumb to devote so much money 

e 

to this one program. And what about the camp libraria@and the e 
professor in residence? These people are expensive! What other 

summer camp had three separate staffs, with a talented person 

heading up each one? But when you can give parents reason to 

hope that you can help their kid evolve into a mentsch, there's 

very little you can't ask for. 
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It was critical that the camp director was always an 

educator rather than a businessman . The rest of the wor ld worked 

the other way, especially an institut i on that was handling 

reasonably large sums of money. But we refused to allow our 

principles to be dependent on their economic viability[}~ G-
rtunately, the Seminary supported us in that view. Each camp (3 

. yJ~,u, 
d a business manager, of course, and this was an extremely G 

important job. But Ramah was always led from the educational 

side. 

WHERE RAMAH FAILED 

we•ve talked about s ome o f Ramah 1 s accompl i shments, but as 

you said earlier, v i s i ons of cognac usually turn into grape juice 

-- and that•s if you• r e lucky . What a r e s ome of the areas where 

Ramah missed the b o at? 

Looking back on it, I see five major failures. 

To begin with, we failed to conduct any systematic 

evaluation of t he enterprise. This was a major mistake f or two 

reasons . First , we weren't able to catch problems in time to fix 

them. Ralph Tyler once told me that not conducting evaiuations 

was the educational equivalent of testing the patient as he's 

leaving the hospital. In other words , we were getting no 

feedback on what we were doing until it was too late to do 

anything about it. 

If our results were really as promising as they seemed, we 

should have been documenting the testimonies. It's amazing that 

we never once asked our campers to write about their experiences! 

We were so busy building something new that we didn't even stop 

to look at it. 

Conducting a serious evaluation of an ongoing project is 

time-consuming and expensive, and to some people it sounds like a 
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l _uxury. Even today, when educational institutions embark on a 

serious evaluation, more often than not it ' s a fundraising 

technique rather than as an attempt at self-improvement. But it 

ought to be done. 

Ramah ' s second failure was that for all our efforts, we 

didn ' t real ly become£ Hebrew- speaking camp . Hebrew was a 

clearly articulated goal that was central to the phil osophy of 

Ramah , and we simply didn ' t do well enough in this area. It ' s 

true that most of our counselors didn't know enough Hebrew, but 

that ' s no excuse. We could have taught them Hebrew in the off

season, perhaps in a series of regional centers . We could have 

sent them to Israel. But we didn ' t do either . 

We had no real curriculum for Hebrew at Rama@ and no E) 
language labs. We didn ' t even look to Camp Massad for guidance 

in this area . We assumed they were successful at Hebrew because 

that ' s all they were doing . 

I have to share in the blame on this one, because I failed 

to give Hebrew enough emphasis. My attitude wa~ tt there's ever 

a conflict between understandi~g ideas and learning the language, 
In the nc HJ/) f ]cul-ty fen,,,)s, 

let ' s go for understanding. A Moshe Greenberg, Gerson Cohen, and 

Moshe Davis all fought for more Hebr4bnd they were right . So 

did Sylvia Ettenberg , whom I consider~ great hero of Ramah, 

and who represents the only coherent continuation from the 

founding of the camp until her recent retirement, a span of 

forty- five years . She was both an anchor for lay people and a 

nurturer of directors. 

On a related issue, I made a similar mistake with regard to 

Israel. For years I kept Israelis out of the camp, because the 

ones I had met had come to America to buy · appliances . But 

eventually I became convinced that we should bring over an 

Israeli delegation every summer to serve as teachers and 

0 
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e 
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specialists, and I personally chose the first members in 1967. C., 
/\ IA Jc1rkll Ge ::ibwt- ii,e,n 0J111Y1 bvti'dl). J \.J 

our third failure was in not establishing£ year- round 

program. Our original hope was to hire full - time directors to 

maintain the camp program during the year by working with the 

Conservative ¼ovement's Leadership Training Fellowship program. e 
The summer months could have served as the climax of the year, or 

perhaps the launch of a new year -- or both. All the camps could 

have been winterized . On this one we simply quit too early . We 

didn ' t even get far enough to merit being called a fai l ure. 

Our fourth failure was t hat we didn ' t establish£ 

curriculum. It' s amazing, but we never for malized the various 

camp programs, although some of them were remarkable. There was 

some sharing of ideas among t he camps, but not nearly enough. 

There was far t oo much re- inventing of the wheel, and probably 

too much improvising . At least this failure was deliberate: (j;- e 
were afraid of formalizing what we had and thereby killing it. 

The final failure that comes to mind was that we didn ' t 

achieve an effective transition between Ramah and the camper's 

home community. We paid a lot of attention to this problem, and 

I think we were on the r ight track. For example, we often 

discussed how t o help the kid who ret urns t o a non-kosher home. 

Because we respected the camper ' s relationship to his family, we 

did not encourage kids to tell their parents what they should or 

shouldn't eat. 

To our surprise, the problem with returning campers was not 

with their familiegbut with their synagogues. After a summer e 
at Ramah, it was enormously hard for our kids to return to a 

service that was led by a rabbi who was pompous -- or who might 

seem pompous when contrasted with the informality>J camp -- and 

a service that often seemed stilted and complacent . J{lJ ,ntwdy 
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It hadn't occurred to us that in some sense we were creating 

misfits. We were arrogant enough to think that our campers could 

turn around the Conservative movement. And to some extent they 

did, although that process took years. Many, many Ramah campers 

went on to become Conservative rabbis. When I first arrived at 

the Jewish Theological Seminary, it was filled with ref~gees from 

Orthodoxy, but there's been a dramatic change in the 

demographics. And of the people active in professional Jewish 

life, especially in institutions of Jewish culture and learning, 

Ramah is extremely well represented . The same holds true for 

North Americans who have made aliyah . 

And we did succeed in growing our own tomatoes. That is, 

much of our staff consisted of former campers . We had some 

terrific directors, and most of them, too, came up through the 

ranks. We made sure our directors were well-paid . We created an 

actual profession, and these people got tenure, j ust like 

faculty. Being a Ramah director was a difficult job that 

involved dealing with a variety of groups and issues, including 

lay people, staff , rabbis, educators, kids, parents -- not to 

mention complex issues lik money and religious i deolog . Most 

of our directors had been trai ed as rabbis, which meant that 

a-siae--~rom----uXey had a clear and obvious career line -- usually fj 
in the pulpit, or in education or Jewish communal life . But with 

Ramah they were really going out on a limb in terms of their 

careers -- some of them for years, and others for the rest of 

their lives. 

(l~SS6NS foR N HI /NSTITVTJoli) 

What would you identify as the most significant lessons that 

other institutions can possibly learn from Ramah? 

Above all, Ramah shows how a vision can motivate a staff, 

and how a staff can stretch itself. Second, I think there's 

something to be learned by the way Ramah combined sophisticated 
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content and theoretical discussions with the most concrete and 

mundane nitty- gritty. For example, at what point in the weekly 

camp cycle do you start preparing for Shabbat? Ramah was a place 
· ::ind senNJ OIJJlllnq vef/cchfl) 

where you constantly saw solid theoryApaying off in practice. 

Ramah was also about investing in ~talent, and about the 

vital importance of lay supporters. In our case, the lay people 

protected us from outside attempts to cut down on our educational 

component. They believed in the project because they understood 

it, and they acted out of real conviction. Ramah made it 

possible for rabbis, scholarsb-and lay people to join fo~ces and 

look beyond their normal reference groups . There was a real 

generosity of s piri({_fa.nd a genuine attempt to understand the 

other guy's position . Ramah was more than a cam() It was a 

movement . 

Beyond that, I believe that the success of Ramah empowered 

some of us to t hink about institutions that didn ' t exist, and 

that still don' t exist . At some point we will probably see a 

Jewish boarding school, and presumably other new institutions 

that will break down the conventional walls between formal and 

informal education. Just as the followers of John Dewey hoped to 

produce an active participant in a democratic society, this 

school, if it should ever come into existence, would serve as a 

training ground for Jewish citizenship. 

As a friend o f mine told me recently, our next challenge is 
pe,1plc,I")/ 

to deal with post- materialist~-- More and more, people are 

looking for meaning beyond their physical realities. They want 

to know what our tradition is all about, and somebody has to take 

that tradition and present it in contemporary terms so that it 

speaks to them . Sometimes you get a genius like Heschel or 

Kaplan, but you can't spend your life waiting for these people to 

come along. Far better , in my view, to build places where future 

Heschels and Kaplans will develop and flourish. [END] 
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11/ 
If- t p'(,'l_ .b'J 

If vi .f)( 

(j) Jr rb 0pt>m 1 

-;if'JJJ : )fl 1/d<I' ! (~ld ...;~rt)cf11,iy1~'-<- .~ hv, t,,1' JI'., fucc..h•~ /Jlljh/- II J.c .) JC,)n/J &I\(, 

0u 11 ~rc1,. {J;) 0ifi~Jk) 
~ .;f,)J) (Jlhnb): nu11< cJVLJv1rJrcct'Jlfy. 7 Jomb frf"' LJ ()I" JJ"ll-tn,5 l ()J/ivilj IN,, 

/iflJ hcJ :I q;p 11- b hvr ,1~. /J/'Jh -u.,.J 11r., v,y •~ ,1} .>Jr ,J--.. 

f )tYJJ~ rn?Jc. JlfJmMY ~11 , 

re/!7.-
/n J w/rVrl hJ1 {1 0, hJrJ f Mp f ; nci- cMc.cphon ~f «Jud y•J lif'I• 1- JDJJ 

drh,. ~ ~e;frr,,- !r.jvlro fw,.. /Ja>i1p t ttlJCI)~,~ ji ;<r .J c,Jn,m•ri ~ >j/'4. al' > JllJll~ >IJ~ .Jffr(/}u'-i. 

{ J/'JJ) ~:,r \{j (/QIJ.,. J)/tJ fy YJ7b.J y. H.)rl''n(FC,J ovr /'7 fOchtl 

Jlhu(; ;tfr~/ Jdr, K(l.t .kc -fa.ctr p.1{r;)b Ju yov/1 p tn~ Mr/ ~ f1J1Y>r/, 

, : 1ox!v)f Jfl) ty1u J, 1,.,J, J,1., h ,v h rl ; )f c9 
0rry 'r"I ; d e.li bt1? i,IJ 

Qpw- fl<J/J' /l!.,0 Jb/<,J': 
h Cl~(.. -Ji ;, 

rub! (( JQ/)J)(/) r~-ftcJJ }j J() 4.!>.f&'\?11.C<_ /tfJ(/Y(. Vft W)~t pc,•pi, h &tip ;.,Jp/)J/xA•c .J),.)6 j /w1.Ne,. 

d crwn )I/ &IV1,,npWJr, 4fl(c..p!- ~-fl_.. jv/1 J 7 /1,,,-,I,_ 



17/ 
(W!Q 
H~w-phl«-

S \.i ll)'l')'ll, -, e/J (/f)J 

y)/?~/)fl') 

t(df- (,~~ 

,, n JJI 011 JhJ),- "rn11u 1 

~c)-1,~k i,.,-..; 

\rYr dt.f{ u1/v1 f f>tf 1,1, ,F ; J ,J J--:,11: nl 1µ< u1 r t'-'Jw·. Iv fp1- J,..J t k ,' 

Ncvrr; '1v1J CY' f eat--. 

v.),r/(; /{1'11 do'\/· JiH'v l' -}heir "'~-

f1oJvCL nJ:J~tl. 

ff i1 rtJJ r lnoVvrv.4-- 1'r f (}i,/ J ft'l. 

H h"-' ,n)l1y b« rJ~PU) J .Jtvlru/ .?ity>t..
1 

f."/Jf . J l1k.,1 eJ11L~ In )II rrv.von,11J. 

hth1f- h)VC w-c br r,d .fr /vM,J. Jrtlr< 1 <f;v- JMf' ~ 

Ufhir IJfl~'./l.l >Jpc.t.b ~I- ~,,.,..?J... 2 h'l,i /ncfrt )f{rc 

.\fr)J)) spov 

£1/llf{J 

fantl-J 
1.1, A Jrt1lf 11r {ll'Yl'J !77 fK,y>lc; lvh• In ... 11Nm/,.,J ,1) p"Jr'tr)c/j ~ f //0; f'i>"'JA. IN r fe?/ 111.r

1J 
. j(Y1c/hb 

5. (✓ t e,rl.nr jhv t CY> j<J- 9twr mHt,l.1 [')(;ct,~ ellJC>h{J) f::>f\lrb /4vi /vt,-J -.. p->dlJrfJ/2,p 



1&/ -------------
Mw.1 It~)/ m,J-J ") Jhcrrfll'fY'l pbn. 

H1v1 lull) .O'l ) J 4( rely At1/J r.,r v/"11/- JG-~ f)t (Clv:,r/J j 

&ere fvLQ rtVJrlJ ~ Ny /WJrt fi~.JF l do~ Y live /:,7 

J/7/HJ 

Are +lierc ()C.J 9v <fn</lj 1f ..Jbrhy 11d-.,.,.., 

hm f!l'rlt an!; fw>~ Ql/{c In tJic,r ltkti11'11l.. 'Ju.J(fnhv( Jtnlc).;1i 
1
- cv7 ru. Ii, JT J prv~11Pl /hr:. hu ,1b.JJv 

tJ 
IW t✓dn+ /t fir -fr,._ VntuMWVJ 1111/ur y J:ni-11 1/ GtXJJiI. 

fu.,rli:. Jen 1-- U1JJc. -t,-.,,r J\Jbi:b,,ivr Jtrvdvru. I hr 1 h,J"' 

h)vc Otff ir" vlJh•fJ -Ji dJJ. 

I. ff~/- J d1f1 .1 ) b,d J ,fv. dr(f-. 71-y C//flJb. \Vh, .Ye h.y ": /Jiff 1,d::.,- li'hu Jrl I,/'"';) -b .k .,J t1:; 111111! > 

PJrvrb7 bJJ1 Plihu/ ft ''o/ wk(.o 

l:y f c.c.plc p{M1DI JIil.im if- ptMr1 p_;,triVJhp A1WJ71, /,vi- mvc.h mo~ .1. VJcJ j .bt .> !">:.I°' JufYl,/>,11 - .fbho 

ft111fl,_ ~ (.,;r.,J .» /Jot! J /1.ol (J(/vi10 1 n1. JJ/l.,, fl~Jfcf>! ]~rby.1 drftl/Cllf J c•Jt1(. i"DJ -$r _;'J-o-fi f"'ll,, J r.J. /cAJ ,/) J-
,jl.J-fJ 4,/,nffoC//(C 1,,• ,/ ,'h<~ :, Cl/>"?W'l1'7f, ~ 

~der. P11r~ fflV'' ,)M(/U/Y/./l'WIT. J)"1 /1c ltv1 r fn )k.. /'(S')-3 1y ,~1,l._1 ; J.;,,-n n~ l°k"l_; r1i,1 L4.1.11/ I::! ~11 /?•JC/}f/,,J/ (H-j ~ J/il~ 

'"Tu v.it J fJbJ/ 1 iu~ J J•JD h 'ti 1n J(,,,~rr,; Jvn,'11 .Jyn1 d.!>u. 7.J>y/ 1 "'"1Jnv1Jy C.;/JllfA .u ~ fit t/vri -w~fhv bv22. 

\litYd.11hy.YJ I/" J,11; d:t P1h11n)!?lc. fudJyl A' ewer/- JjfW7'N'lf- Yw~v- ?rk !,on [ j h.M JJ.~ fJ:>1- lr.i;c. d W• /1'1(/) 

lv11/ JH'-- 'He IY lr i :)~ -fnf>t J f lu7- ~ ,ru. !Jy rrt, .J't ~ lu,wlc-!J__e?J,(-<, 
doe; 

.i, (.Ofl7l/lV JJ.MJ ..)rt d, ff-.. hhvi llc,)- 0, v.,1 CJ'e?fe.l,, kvf -:, iD.J -J;; nM- fvn J. J.J { Cv111 U i.rhy ~ 1 Jr?d ( ;1 , T.,1,..,; 

hn-c J c{Jl(YI 111 y Jf '/ ~ 're n.il-- ,JI/I'( 1r'/ d<luJ?t : 

)'(; lM;u · f fn2}•/ ~ T {()Orr. ..RP<NJ : :· liMh f i,,,r IJ J, /JI)' r0t.A Jr,J Jvtl Jll.i,._ .>r,,/Jv- u/1.~ why 11111 J 

gJ Jrff) ,~; Ill nt>- fTIJrry Piu /Ncly fV.'.1'n ! tr n,,c11ey J l, rn1M1•1/J) Jtitr,,<t,,/U :. rviy : l~?l:J f f'td cJ·-,;,l/u,Jt:-

H1r<t h, JNlvf..r 1r 11fldtly. l/ll'J h)vr OJ)( ._sh,1-- '-')> /'YCA"'_,, fwl.yif. HN Jt l (JkA f1w.> /(I ) ()cf/ '16¾?)- ,)/t l 

8b'(j ~ }di ~1f'L.CJA (JIil £,t : ~.tlf'!VO J1i" ,m,.µ, i, > ptr.Ju1 iu"-1 h?J >"' .)th (f;,n ot J 1 Jec,l'J.1. ,' 

A(.)_; mJt11r '. '-f.t> /-Jwz 3 /T)/f"/\/7[.J,_ {ti f<f.!11:>/c In 1nufv) /11 ::::n7 Jf)-/vv,JM ,.r; 7>;> ;,Ji<;y l'r>J)tl/\ 

fk .IvJJJ ffV.. ~ 1>>:_ I ti¥ h1"'. 5 11,nu 1/IJM 11--t rf'I~ f 'ficri.. .J rn11'/vl.J _ 1hc ffltlJLfV lwl,'-- h,n,., 

\,Jk,, d, 7 .J~ i Lu.r > pw~,, /fl 'hr > '7f .' Ji»~J rr. ,.,,.,rJJ 

-J:J 



J. h.>jM ))Jc.;b -iii J
1

, (1" m)n1 J)J. Ju J ,Jv< 2J ,mi] (/'hert i.rc11 N A11)1c Euw -fnvi.1 

N~1 ('(IJ//fJv(ccJJ .J11flCJ, X7n-ii~1 ttxu~7 l-7Jdi1td1 IJr~~1~ 1 J Jtvd,u.>t v/J,v, 

~- P~-fvl h,>} 1'h7 -I, di) flp<cfhyJ 7 UltlJflr J, 11-v\_ . 7oly I ,1 b111/1 11 7 r T fb,c, -roorJ, /J > )11,1 ;1w,iy,, 

.but y 1,J Jrm, 11.J J--,, -Jl-i?r ,r ,.,,,J Mr ) litr 

S 'fwti_) J1-" () ,.,l. t.0nf" ~ ld/1/y,b 

l lv:y ~ Cbpi-1{ r J f'r'llro) /I' .) ~oy d,J-y- ~I>, wi ur mf//1'.j: 

7 
11 >'l'l t- cd'tft_ [h:,,.,,._ 

1 NIWlf ~ ,s;,, Jd+- ir tJv( /Nt d-- 7) 1r»,//. 

A1 ,r>frvfrvd· Crr,o iii W din 'r Cl><V l.- Jdur. 

fn111,,rl bl- J fJ.•~' )~ 17: ]tu IY\eJr <½fld /J!) V,,,f1,/l(l}W 

l} 011"( ),,_ J; t } It~ Jt J 'J.. 1 

f'v( ke,, Ill thu Old ir > ('lip'-< ,F- d->7J It I 1Wt. ~// q/' l.fu "fld}'/ j ,,J .JU ~ k~t,)hr<1"¥_Jlv I/\ f]CW /IV)_ 

t ftJ\l 11 d v-fz1 /lJ 

--~1h,") u 101hj~-+, b.'.'. CM?tl~- 'fw ()Cld _!_ nnhJIA0._'r:Jt~ -{J wr wh>_2_ ,11v.JaOb 

f y 1>irrhv -f>yyh· rn,._ M -61Juf(J u tu; r, f hx1, • .n. ( 

wl hwt.> }_l ,t y,1) Jdc-,.J. ~(ND(cl / Jc.t !do Wh✓"dtu ,1-- Yl'IVJ/IP .!,.? k ,,.. fr:-,.11,l1: J 
~(~ ,r, r,,1 llh /.iv fh-i JJ~ mw -I;rn1h1117 lie/ i>,,.,• M •Jc.' (I} --J. Ji )-,J ... ~,· 4t )..,.;-,_J--,,1',~ 

d1Jr,r(/'(,;,J 
1 

~ 
X (11=.fil!V... d1-;i 

j jrutJd 'I p.;, e)1 J uhid f>,vlf>j 

)( Mt utitfJ 

_j,o/!J(,J Gwh//l: Jet Vjl..J {,./Yll'n. -/, Jb >l/1/to ·J>Ji/ .b11~J-. ln-1z 1/(().;)I X(flJ -JJ.JU _;vJyJ,,,; 

J~ /1J nil' v1 ft, !J1t1b.J: lf ,, ..) tiJl-i Jth 

½ti~ h.J d, )' Pim f .)) > Iv. ) l<1fi)· 1v111 11 .1,, lt!.L' \4i)y ~,// ,t .be Ht /1'1?}: lilh,>- 1-111/ Jr b~< ~ dv ,tJ 

7{"1} - (i)}r_ fwf~ fvA· --Pie JI l")J ;,}J{l( ~fu 



:;_oj 

ProJr. ff! ldtt. JNm)iub 

fAt1r.llP Gf- li:)n Jt'. ~11t,/J . 

HGll<-J U f lcvl ,f f r11bh,n. G.;r pr,b lf ~ Uf'IVIIJW -fltu< Ju. /fl JI.A u} 1)/ 1hu U W Jl'fh fhw nfr'l. 
ha\- .kr. I JM·t /1/u J''?' ,r f>MV'. h1 C/¾ h;i., cvv-- .:>rct/JtJ I"'( di- frnr. 

~10l thu 11 J Jn,,1r mD«i) 
0(1 ~I\Q(.))J ')1 I hn11 r .vW )'lj"¾ fir > fW)J II),' I) W· ,J- ) )))J ~" 'l'\M~ 1tANIJ11 r JM )./ .mvcA 

v. 'I 
qf m•rt ")I ) lJC.,J[. -~ {.lll>fvj i Vt.11,11 ) Arr.. J"" Ufl~,/1;) 7,rVI o'lvl! (J.rmd rrv,/ ? /In ;/ rnl_y j. /J•Y f rnc.r ? 

\ft!V YT U-ll/nb 1'hvn:1Jff.> J o/ ll"'fl fh,y. ~,I J>/>\f.}.., I }nvi ..> fc.1~) }hJ /10/... yr ),JJ- n,tll/. ~ 
~ G1nb (/lit /ivv, (dtrYn, r ~- I ") 

YVv'rl nd· 3111':J ,/, f»I J'l-J~'l'j. t:V-vy1.-.,'.J fPl'lvfJl'VV; <tl1t;;· (t thv y/C,?f ,r ,.,,J,- fv,0 I 1 

\ie dM.i1r 11)0((«• ~ {"U/)Jlf/1. ihJ!'-. En;y JII'/ l"t,, ""k.'.J +· ✓ /I .JJ- kJ~ J Jf'l>AV V $tn)"1i/ ili,n /?'I(_ (t,, h,u}t> 

;/vu•, flu ;,,fi.VvJ-.. Jo.J,4 ~JJvt} ~ rf',J/,- <,/.- c-/rva,/f~ rrl'7 l1J1jll }__:_•'l~11w 1-,,,n. 1A 11w -hrn, If .Jdv/r e.Jvl/ 

{J[-.; ha -/hr-...1 Jp,~~)1/J) ,b J ,ti}l/1, .. , A 1:,, j(£JII" ..i.lYJ Jrnv.~ j},.pv,1 _we J:Jy J,r;; .>I} ,d,,r, Vt.y j 
--"'----... 

fl (iJC; j r1 . .1" ruW1.f,rJ ~ -~IJl~_!lt,) It ) al,1 ~~,fl f 1,,1t'; l /tl,J,., t,,,.,,..,,.. (It Jtr,) {lfe.;,rt/, 

un/ilcr S//c,e.J.;) .Ht1d, JY uf tdv-c., fl,J t c)u. to/I( f'-1,hu u a 1,)y I ~ h,vz. J Jby WI,- uf ti' -evvi 
-::::::::::::::::==:,;,._ __ _;_ __ =::::::_ QJU 

>;j"p-,,,,./ yr IMf'J- 11 JfY!d /l,r~ 1J :,_ rn.;1Jr- -iM,,-, JjJiJmvi f1f i .J ftbf/c, 
- ---:::----- --===-.;..~===--

______ J_ n_:N y J }t PY-_rcnlthj - 7;..,.,, (/ti,l])<J 11,h,• I J. 7,.. •on } J- Jt/1 j}t-r7tv .J um1 

wli kti_; .vcll'Y" )r1lt 1h<-v -1111_,, 1-."' ,h 1-):,"J/1 frnJ.-.1 

two o1- 3/P 

4/A 
~111 di I yJ JP'IJ 1Jcv i "'') /.trv J, 7 hu.L rn y,w ('mtruftrvJ/::J ~ 

~1by- nu1J,1,. 0/fhiflr I Pf/11'1 

~ fuvl) 

H?IJY>V; !)VI 

pllVVJb~IA. /hlJ,nrv , ,.') lf of- 11,h,I f,._ {{IJj wr,1 'x_ ch,y..J bu p1,;1hw l,/f ~ t.vJ1W hvt '· 

©,I) 1-- Mb I ) ?rn/ J; .)' ll )J .) ·11)< .,}j }.]) . 



JI/ 

~(ll.,JV ot /1nb, o/' ,,,/Jht(,J 1'10') y.i,, fu..,.c. f')),Jr, t 1Je,J 2 jvi hvfte,; bv/)J -f,.,n. 

·1-,J" Q : h'..in r , ,.. ~ Jt .f, fh,;;1 r1i11 "" v;rv,,, ,k,J -J, /(c )/ ly urrJ ,r/ ~m dlt111t./J h~ 

1eiu ,r bt, AMl<ffu 

1uht -I rr.b r. IJ ]tlvVJY1,;1 - tti;, Jf,,) ~ ½J-vr Jn7lh':Y i> .I'>/ 1 7h; --:;:; rr,,J ~ 
Or; If ht t&J J v UNt-lv& iv· J he ;,, ~7 !Jv.J ,nt 1✓ _ fl<·, ) J Ii 1,111v. / ---

)-, 

011<- (i~ f lrr.f ~J ~ h1Lt .,/: /f-y-f Jcffr.gUJIH Jv,~,. JJ'J) 11V fl1f (';v/,l.( 1-1U di W/Jt 11. 

llvr II' t,;y-Jf,J/•r, ,f 'lfl""'rl t/_}l;J e,,,pvii () -f,h NV 1 .JyJ~. ~ 

An1rff; l>t /D,-,),1,,,J ,){],f\?j'U"' - Ji -<-1t"..1:ti11v 

ftvi f ft /,t,,; ub±Jl'fWl/ (.JIJ'.2P? )17.._ I'• /01 q<1'pr,1 fh.n f l/<p(/1-, 

Jf}!J : y VI ~N( J jr '>IP ( /27 f~f 1< 

. ~ kit )J .) C•l'I ~ .lt "1,/}J ~if )j rrt vi- /7tVV l r1: 1> Jatlc ,,~'7. )('I .>') ..,.;.,..<nft. .,;bt)L... /'r>, ~r f JIN, 

,Or lvc'a IV/iil:J-..>nJ \tt °':J"" ~ /.o, ft,., 111"'-

H- tf.) J vror:J 1J0/ /cJ-.,; J<f rd ,• ,~. 

) /.. I,..., fr r !Jf-v./ J e ;--~ Jt,,.,, 

l;k,, ht )J .) J,fe, li/J~ d/Jt/ f ~~ frurii J~ _hlrr .J.V jJv,..._ ~ vr~ .> ,;;) 



:J2/ 

5 /evw ~ HuV111y -fv- ph,! ii £VJ///y ~t du.. 
vh,f cJ r /)Ji" ,1 .ri,' 

I. [o!lte-p1ltl\ df J J J. sv.:.rc~ - fclJ rf fhil/,J ~f "1 : SNrr.< ~r 
.b n~• 

..,J-,,· J wy1r i lu /I ,,, tJu, . 

11b)f /J -Inc ,r71 ll hJ t jJ rndh: J .~ 

.J Pt111 Gt eJv(. ; Wrnr 11 t fl')( ti J<• r eJv.. ! H phu 1n t -J,J,/ t•/l{crfie'I. 

J ~bt i.1lt 1hu mw §1 due.. pr>cht<: Jfr.:A,.,,gy of h"" ~ 'fr.>ru hh 11/h ,✓->CNe, 
rJ:>chu: 

4' 7ouw eJ/· ur111(!/11,,.J p:JJ"JY 

J1e, 11),ll f\coJ er_' (f:_rv, Jr J(!l, '/J f\W/ 1/nJI It) ~ ~ 
I. W~rl Ii fe-6b~ Hlf'r Ou!J {Y)Yl nccJ1r: Iv~ J,u Jr hi-· /."k J-Jy .. d01 ,,11,) Jt.1/.)~ f!µ (}ff (r ,\1--t,~) /1,,.//(1'1~ 

~ pu1'1iin: n.Y) ll ) Jp,0/-,,; ) ..k0 ' ,~Ir/' !J ✓ 'v)! i "'{'1/J 1!1 up1J1/t-J~7. ( }t(JiN) Grru/~-YJ) 

~ : - HJ1rno11,J(I: f7uJ.- lJ :,J~{)f,,I), GoJ flu.JJ l +, -k it hr" At~ Jrraf} ft~- ,-.. -..>-tt_ p_fiJ_</.J_ c._f_fn--u:)@ 

~) ,MC ~t ?JO) [liU)L_._(r,,-7-~1.J ~~ ii tY•wbi7, (Jr,J. _,---
N:;ilvn ~1- ~1/J; .>J111r/ /t:;>l l! f,,, Gir,tv,r. - / 

.:i. w~,- wJ ..Jf-,JS1 Pt: -fr /h1! cf di/<,-:- J).)1 ,.,/ Jvt},, 91!{Jti6-'IJ )/ I I/ Jnv .JJl'V../n'.) hr d,'11 &,ri h:;inl/, _? 

)Ybylt ib !ll~ <tplH11r. \"i~?I-- Jv(J I >J), mton7 /fk Jo r -bp Jflrl/vJ l/7 {ft.) fJ,Py;, p'hrJJc I hJVl VJr} 

.)f \ JlJ) o _ 1/r., Jo 1w pHrc.c. i~-,,) bcf rid ,r '/h;r / 

j hh)} /J yr .f7P1tjj ; t1 Pi,, II .,,1-r;, ... l IQ/}f 1i ),.' Ey ,J)JI';):) vf., .... r fvcJ, ,,. M h(r.,JCl)Jlf'IV(} l<t//11,) 

Jvffi) 1(/ -tr,,u-, ~1 fhf1f ir,J,~,, {Ill J, b1l•IJ l Our fvl/ ('Y rJ(!(J~ 'r Jc IJtl/t Ill 1vr,rJ.., 

[; 1rlvi t t pe) WJ y;,_ . 
4. Curn£<1fu.,.,: 1r-,tN tJ, f<'ftrl"'),,I r:4f~ (y,-p' II;,,, J~ Jf'Vl- Pvr.1:Jtfhv:' 

5. h"' t,.,I/ 7 f1tC/11~r 1'nu J)lh'fl"J z lh~-,, r vll«rP•(IJ Ji,,,.. ::>i ,/)v Jtv-r,/.r: ~1:-rr:; 

1c--,Jv.r.J ~I uPJ 11--J "°"t i de ii'/ Jc .5') le 11 d r 1Y-, 



J.3/ 

t?rr>1h-~lucJPNetJ 1./'1 

ht/)J • ' J {,N,J ji 

d,r 51 
d1r 51 

f1-v- .hn'"ry Je~d; 
t ~ f-ehr. d· (Y'lf\J f h✓J;: lvh_7 h(I) IJ+.7 l-,Jy'7 hrh Jj-J d1tf .Jb J. pl).J1/)<I') V.I /ftllf/JIJm ? IJ0J7 dtKJ,."r 4(,/,,:) j y>II. 

Ho /jh/ htrJ1 ) (AmNi,J,1Jf'lr4, 0J, 
~ dv t 9/F>t, w h). /' thc,,y, J't1Cpl )J prJ-. /)rt ~t .J /r/".Jtn u . 

.1. Pull d ~ -Sf/JfD h (Je,c, . LC:>ffl':} rv/cJ ._; (t.tnpc,I> be~ be DH, ~.b,r d~v JI' l'"\f/)' ; Cu.p(/.)tr,: C.1v.>k /l//rJ t /JI( 1'7 ~ 

1o-tvur .' li,11 1 11/coft 1h~• d1-1w1i-/ 7 I 
4 [11rf) (V Ju r'\ ,J * ~J.cf el, <v /4JC .... ; J •h"-£ mo.Ntt ~f d:jl/11-y. 1cw-cJ. -/iN JtJ yvu je;t), h J..s i ,~JC ) 

:5, kt,V d~ y cA,7, y pruy. ).J 7 5(Julr of JCcty, if] , ... ,)',,. ) ) 

J dc1>Jt1: 

),)/~ I{ ;-inJJ : Ou, (d(f( ::x,,lpl) -b~1i~ VJ wr·I /,Jc .{})1)/)v. luri11' .JJ Ji ho11 1Y'_ pwly vtiJ fi_,. _n/() .JfuJ}v ('yll) h, 1 h b>w ,. 

,j) O,)J) u };JI) N J)OdJ) 

\{)J ()ii. A,i-,tJ,,c Jbhcb 'U '1,l?1k:, ft r cJVl 
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Dill 

Monday 

Dear Neasa, 

I've l:>een workinq throuqh the materi al w• di■ou■aed , and it•• 
slow going. As we both expaetad, it ~a• better aa talk than it 
ia on paper. And ■o 1DUQh ot itl But I ' m continuing •.•• 

About ten days ago you mantioned that a check for me was "in the 
mail. '' can you, er , Qb■gk on that plaa■a? 

Had an.ice talk with Batelle z. yesterday. some day I'v• got to 
vi■it them out in weat•rn Florida. 

You should have received my book propoaal by now regarding the 
heart lady. I t not, maybe t oday. 

Yours, 

~·--



FROM: INTERNET:CAPE@vms.huji.ac.il, INTERNET:CAPE@vms.huji.ac.il 
TO: Nessa Rapoport, 74671 ,3370 
DATE: 2/13/96 2:18 AM 

Re: RE: William Novak 

Sender: cape@vms.huji.ac.il 
Received: from VMS .. HUJI.AC.IL (vms.huji.ac.il [128.1 39.4.12]) by arl-img-4.compuserve.com 
(8.6.10/5.950515) 

id BAA27431; Tue, 13 Feb 1996 01:53:38-0500 
From: <CAPE@vms.huji.ac.il> 
Message-Id: <199602130653. BAA27 431@arl-img-4.compuserve.com> 
Received: by HUJIVMS (HUyMail-V?b); Tue, 13 Feb 96 08:53:41 +0200 
Received: by HUJIVMS via SMTP(128.139.9.82) (HUyMail-V7b); 

Tue, 13 Feb 96 08:51 :32 +0200 
Date: Tue, 13 Feb 96 8:51 +0200 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
Subject: RE: William Novak 
To: 74671.3370@compuserve.com 
X-Mailer: SPRY Mail Version: 04.00.06.17 

Dear Nessa, 

Received your inquiry from Barbara Piperno. I do apologize for the delay but 
have not yet received an O.K. from the tax authorities here that allows our bank 
to issue the check. The moment it arrives - it should be this week -- a check 
will be issued and Fedexed to Novack. Unfortunately, we have a sizable 
bureaucracy here and they move at times at their own pace. Please apologize in 
our name for the delay and assure him that he will receive it as fast as humanly 
possible. Thanks for keeping on top of it. 
Sincerely, Estelle 



TO: Barbara Piperno, internet:alanhof@vms.huji.ac.il 

Re: Etc. 

I've faxed you everything you need for Hartman. Hope it came through OK. 

Could you please aslk Estelle the exact status of Bill Novak's payment--and have her e-mail 
me her response ASAP? He is (rightfully) inquiring, and I know not what to say. I had told him 
two more weeks from whenever she and I spoke, but I suspect the two weeks are up. 

Thanks. 

Nessa 



Feb 20 

Dear Nessa , 

WILLIAM NOVAK 
3 Ashton Avenue 

Newton Centre, Mass. 02159 
(617) 964-0293 

Here is a write- up of our two Boston interviews. 
There was , as you'll recall, a large amount of 
material , and some of it was thin, or scattered, 
or both. 

This is the better stuff. 

Assumin~ you want to move further -- and 
that ' s your call, we would, of course, want 
to inteqrate all (or parts) of this with 
the previous material: 

I assume that some of this material can ~o , 
but I ' ll leave that to you. When we met , 
you had spoken of turning out a much shorter 
document than you ori~inally anticipated . 

I n any case, this is what I have for you 
now, after quite a few hours of work. 

Yours , 



FA',( 

NESSA 532-2646 

Tuesday afternoon from Novak 

Dear Nessa, 

A busy day . First, the check arrived, Fedex from Israel, so 
that's taken care of . Thank you for moving it along. 

About ten minutes later, SF called to add a few points to our 
recent discussion . We spoke for about ten minutes, whereupon I 
told him the truth -- that everything he had just given me on the 
phone was a repetition from the hotel. But he wanted me to know 
that now he fel t more secure about the points he had previously 
made about Brisk, Musar, and about goals vs. visions. All of 
this was done very pleasantly, but there's no new material. 

After talking t o SF on the phone, I was inspired to spend the 
rest of the day on this material, and you should have it soon . 
What I send you will be in pretty good shape, but I ' m sure 
there ' s more to do. Before we taking it any further, however, I 
want to see what you make of it. 

This is considerably more time-consuming that I e xpected. Some 
months back, when you asked me to come up with a formula, I 
estimated that I ' d need a day at the keyboard for every day of 
conversation. That has usually been true for me in the past, but 
here we ' re deal ing with a different -- and more difficult -
kettle of fish. (The kettle is different, and so is the fish . 
Actually, we ' re still trying to figure out the kettle, right?) 

We ' ll probably have to talk business at some point, but first 
let ' s see what you make of this new material that is now on its 
way to you . 

Yours, 
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FEBRUARY INTERVIEWS 

We were talking last time about the need for vision in the 

establishment of new educational institutions. 

Five or ten years ago you would have had to sell people on 

the importance of vision, but today this idea is widely accepted. 

There's a book by a Stanford professor who claims that in 

business, vision is even more important than leadership, and he 

may be right. If your vision is clear and becomes internalized, 

you can withstand periods of weak leadership -- or even a move 

toward bureaucracy. 

A vision should not be confused with a mission statement, or a 

statement of purpose, which can be knocked off very quickly. 

These usually e nd up as frozen, static assertions. A true vision 

;:;, 
\_'.~/ 
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is constantly being developed , improved, and tinkered with. The ) 

[

vision of Ramah was that you could build an enclave , an RAHAH~ 
educational setting, where young people would be able to discover V IJ'/DN 

their Judaism and learn how to live it in their daily lives. 

Is a vision different than a goal? 

A vision is more broad, whereas goals are more specific. With a 

vision you paint a macro picture of what you want to achieve. A 

vision exists to offer goals and inspiration to educators, 

parents and community leaders, who will apply or translate that 

vision into concrete programs. A goal is specific to a 

y 
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parti cular educational setting , or a specific class or text, as 

in, The purpose of studying math is X or Y. 

When a vision is guided by great ideas, those ideas might lose 

influence at times, but they seldom disappear . In philosophy , 

for example, trends come and go, but you still find Platonists in 

)PEAS 

Q)(Z) every generation . For educators , v i s ion is like oxygen . A great 

vision wil l inspire them to be creative and to invent new 
17_1 institutions. But a vision that isn't responsible can be overly ~ 

"----
abstract, while goals can be so pedantic that they leave no room 

for vision . 

~ Let • s talk about some s pecific visions in education. 

Okay . Recently I've been reading Alan Ryan ' s book, John Dewey 

and the High Tide of American Liberalism. There 's a renewed 

interest in Dewey today, just as I think there will soon be a 

renaissance of Mordecai Kaplan. For all its weaknesses , the 

progressive movement was a response to Dewey ' s vision of what man 

coul d be, and h ow he could t ransform society. Dewey had 

unlimited optimism of what could be achieved with the powers of 

science and intellect, and his vision led to a revolution in 

education. His followers saw every word he wrote as a chall enge. 

Alan Ryan quotes Henry Steele Commager: "For a generation, no 

issue was really clarified until Dewey had spoken . " 

G 

His followers took every line he wrote a nd transformed it into jJ~~~J: 
practice. So do the followers of Rudolph Steiner in the Wal dorf 

schools . They ask: " What col or do you paint the wal ls if you 

want to achieve certain results?" When you get a vision that 

excites and involves people, they keep asking: What would it 

take to translate this into practice? 

can you giv e us an e x ample? 
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Dewey described what discipline could be like i n a c l assroom . He 

compared the teacher to the umpire in a baseball game , whose j ob 

i s to apply the rules of the game . But he viewed the teacher as 

the kind of umpire who first gets the c l ass to agree on the rules 

of the game. 

That • s giv ing t h e kids a lot of p ower . 

Yes, and that entails certain risks . At Ramah we took a big 

gamble when we decided that the campers would learn a great deal 

if they were responsibl e for pla nning some of their own 

activities. The danger, of course, is that poor planning will 

lead to failure , which produces a lousy experience. If the end 

experience is y our only goal, you might not want to take that 

risk. But we t hought it was valuable for kids to learn that if 

you don't plan a program thoughtfully, you ' ll get lousy r esults . 

@ Go ing back t o t he idea o f the v i s ion . Can y ou help us identify 

two o r three s i gnifi cant e duca t i onal visi ons in r ece nt Jewish 

his tory? 

Certainly. We should be aware that most of these visions , either 

explicitly or i mplicitly, were d irected at the larger society as 

well . Maimon ides ' conception of education was aimed at trying to 

get people to l i v e according to his concept of Judaism, where the 

i ntellect played a cen tral r ole. Later, in a very different 

period, t he modern Zionists believed that if you educated a new 

type of indivi dual, he would then create a new society in the 

- Jewish homeland. The Jews of Israel would become or laGoyim, a 

light unto the nations . More recently, Zvi Lamm, an Israel i 

scholar, has written a book about how the Israeli youth movements 

were able to transform their society. 

u) How about s ome visions that de al directl y with Jewish educat ion? 

Take the Brisker Rav, who was Soleveichick ' s grandfather. His 

(1611-J or 
/luf! - k,J ~ 
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vision was to build a Jewish elite that would reinfuse Judaism 

through a critical study of the texts . His followers built a 

network of yeshivot, and their influence is felt to this very 

day . They deliberately chose texts that everybody else thought 

of as entirely impractical, such as the sections on sacrifices. 

Most yeshivot in those days concentrated on those sections of the 

Talmud that appeared to be relevant, such as damages, marriage 

and divorce, and the rituals of prayer. This was halachah you 

could actually use. 

But the Brisker• s fol l owers i nsisted that to ignore the more 

esoteric texts was to miss a big part of the tradition. They 

believed that i f you skipped over certain sections, you were not 

only distorting the c ultu re , but you were also missing out on 

great treasures . Their position was: Who ' s to s ay where you'll 

find the most signi ficant t exts? Don' t presume t o know where the 

highest wisdom l ies. 

Or take the Musar movement, which int roduces a serious 

concentration on ethics. In most yeshivot this a rea was 

considered too soft, a waste of time. Israel Salanter introduced 

this idea into the yeshiva world, and his followers eventually 

created entire i nstitutions that were concerned with Musar . The 

Musarists believed t hat the intellectual emphasis on pilpul in ~ 

most yeshivot was a distort ion, because it didn ' t develop the 

proper sensitivity to other people . They were reacting to a 

world that they viewed as both excessively intellectual and 

insufficiently ethical. 

The Musar movement developed as a response to the Brisker 

yeshivot. The Musarists said, in effect, You people have made an 

important correction, but you're losing sight of the fact that 

you can study all sorts of texts and not become a more ethical 

person. The Musarists began to focus on specific ethical texts 
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- - including a few existing texts, but mostly newer texts that 

they themselves composed on the subject of how people should be 

treating each other. 

You can argue that Musar won the war, and that they achieved 

their victory on two different fronts -- in both the Chassidic 

and Litvak yeshivot . But the argument continues to this day. 

Some opponents of Musar claim that its message is inappropriate 

because it demeans the power of the text . What they mean is that 

the text already contains within itself the power to affect 

people's behavior . 
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(I) THE FIVE JEWISH INFLUENCES ON RAMAH 

Let•s take a closer look at Ramah, and at the specific 

visions of the educators from the Seminary faculty who were most 

involved in its creation and early development. While this 

e x ercise may entail some oversimplification, it would be helpful 

if you could tell us about a few key professors whose visions 

helped to shape the camp . 

I think you're right to stress the significance o f several 

people, because Ramah recognized the fact that Judaism is simply 

too complex to be defined by a single vision . You had a lot of 

inputs here, and if you sat them down together around the table, 

you probably couldn't have produced much besides cacophony. An 

eclectic approach in a theoretical realm can be a problem, but in 

a practical domain like a summer camp it can be a n enormously 

rich source of vibrancy. Ramah found a way for t hese different 

approaches, which had already co- existed reasonably well within a 

single institution, the Seminary, to build another, very 

different society, where people of differing views were willing 

to affirm that we had far more in common than not . 

1. Louis Finkelstein•s emphasis on the ethics of the Talmud 

Let's start with Finkelstein, who headed the Seminary during 

those years. Finkelstein believed there was a great ethical ~h~h~ 
message in the Talmud, and that it applied not only to Jews, but 

to our society at large . He even wrote an article about it for 

Fortune after Henry Luce had called him in to discuss the 

negative image of Jews and Judaism in the business world . [Note : 
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quick twenty- year search of Reader's Guide fails to turn up any 

references to Finkelstein as a Fortune author . But Time put him 

on its cover in October 1951. J 

During the McCarthy hea rings, Finkelstein had hoped to be called 

to testify, because he was dying to tell the Committee: "I will 

not answer your questions because you cannot speak to me the way 

you do . In our tradition we have a position outlined in the 

Talmud, in Massechet Sanhedrin , drisha v ' chakirah . It deals with 

the question of how you interrogate a witness. And I say to you 

that you cannot speak to me this way ." 

That was an essential Finkelsteinian response . He wanted Jews to 

compete in the American marketplace of ideas from withi n our own 

tradition, especially with regard to issues of ethics and social 

behavior. He believed that the Jews would make a greater 

contribution to America if we were armed with the parti cular 

insights and ideas of our tradition . He once said that ours is a 

tradition that has been living on top of a volcano from the 

beginning, and that we had a lot to offer to a world that was 

just beginning to discover that we ' re all living on the volcano . 

In his t ime, Finkelstein was viewed as a sage who spoke from a 

long and venerable tradi tion. He used to get calls from 

President Eisenhower on ethical matters . And every Tuesday at 

the Seminary we had a conference on science, philosophy, and 

religion . There would be a basi c theme, like equality, and you ' d 

have people speaking from different traditions, both scientific 

and rel igion, trying to create a common language . 

At Ramah we believed that you had to produce people who were 

going to be active in the greater society. That's the infl uence 

of Finkelstein, and also Heschel and Kaplan. 

UC. 
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2. Saul Lieberman's emphasis on the study of texts 

When Ramah first began, a lot of people were incredulous: 

"You're running a summer camp where the daily schedule includes 

classes?" In those days this was almost unheard of. Most kids 

went to camp to get away from that, although there were 

exceptions, such as the music camps for kids with exceptional 

talent, and the science camps. 

In effect we were running a school within the camp, complete with 

its own principal . The classes were mostly text-based, and you 

could spend the entire summer on a single verse . The teachers 

were considered full - time members of the staff; they needed 

enough time to prepare , and enough time to b e available to the 

kids. 

If a Seminary professor taught a course that was particularly 

moving, such as Shalom Spiegel ' s course on Jeremiah, you would 

see that same c ourse being taught in several Ramah camps by 

Spiegel's students . 

We believed in open inquiry. We were never looking for 

intellectual obedience , because we didn' t want to end up with 

constipated minds. Every now and then the Talmud will ask, Minah 

HaNi Mili? How do you know? The danger is that people will ask 

such questions about theological issues as well. But you have to 

allow these questions, and all questions. And if your tradition 

encourages tough questions, every now and then you'll produce an 

occasional Freud, Einstein, or Marx. 

The main purpose of text study at Ramah was to uncover the basic 

ideas of Judaism, although it wasn't always that simple. For 
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example, the Seminar y didn ' t allow the Pentateuch to be taught in 

the Rabbinical School. You'd have to study it critically, and 

the whole topic was simply too controversial, so t he Seminary 

dealt with it by avoiding it. The Prophets, fine, but not the 

Torah. 

Meanwhile, we were putting out all of this Melton material on 

Genesis. In the early 1960s the book was in galleys, and we 

still didn ' t have any approval to teach it. I went to see 

Lieberman, and showed him a study done by a student of mine who 

l ooked at the s ocial science program of the Westchester schools. 

The students had been taught to disguise among science (meaning, 

the truth), philosophy (meaning, true ideas), and religion 

(meaning , myths and legends). 

"This," I told Lieberman, " is the attitude we ' re up against, and 

this is why we want to put out our book. Whether or not the 

reader views the Torah as divine in its origins, we ' re making 

clear that still has an enormously important ethical and 

religious message to offer." 

Lieberman ' s response was simple: " Thank you for checking with 

me, but please understand that this conversation never happened . " 

Why did y ou hav e to check with Lieberman? 

I d i dn ' t have to, but it would have been irresponsible not to . 

After all, he was the rabbi of the Seminary Synagogue. He was 

the teacher of our community . When you went to Finkelstein with 

a question about Jewish practice, he would always send you to 

Lieberman. 
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3. Mordecai Kaplan's view of Judaism as a civilization 

Kaplan believed that Jewish theology could serve as the basis for 

the salvation of society. He defined God as the power leading 

toward that salvation, and was considered a heretic by some of 

his colleagues, who saw his vie ws as a demythologizing of God. 

One popular view is that Kaplan was a sociologist who had 

wandered off into theology . Allegedly, Kaplan once said that if 

the Seminary greats, especially Ginsberg and Li eberman, had dealt 

fully with theological issues , he would have left them alone, and 

that it was their failure to address these topics that inspired 

him to think with them. 

What Kaplan represented was a continuing conversation with great 

philosophers. He saw Judaism as being in inter-relationship with 

the world around it, and he brought elements like music, art, and 

drama into central focus. 

Of course, Kapla n and Heschel represented two completely 

different points of view. The fact that both sides were 

represented at Ramah gave us an added degree of t heological 

tension and inte l lectual excitement. 

4. Heschel•s religious vision 

Heschel believed that Jewish rituals and symbols embodied a deep 

and profound message of how human beings should live. He 

described Shabbat, for example, as a sanctification of time in a 

society where the sanctity of time was continually being 

violated. He was amazed, for example, that the dates of certain 

American holidays were being changed merely to have them coincide 
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with a long weekend. He believed that Shabbat was a great g i ft 

to the world , a day when normal time simply stops. 

Just as Shabbat was a sanctification of time, prayer was a way 

for an individual to get in touch with his deepest self. The 

whole question of what t'fillah meant at Ramah was guided by 

Heschel and his students, including the concept of kavannah and 

the idea of t ' fillah as an opportunity for contemplation and 

self- improvement. 

Many people feel out of touch with their inner lives today, and 

they ' re seeking it so passionately . The idea of Jewish prayer is 

that if you concentrated on words, that would bring up emotions 

and thoughts . How do you do that? First , you have to learn how 

to concentrate on words. If you say the Elohai N ' zor prayer, for 

example, and you really mean it, it can be very embarrassing. 

5 . Hillel Bav li , a prof esso r o f Hebrew and a po et 

Hillel Bavli was a watchdog who wanted to make sure that we were 

really using Hebrew at Ramah. We believed that i f you wanted to 

participate in Jewi sh history over the centuries, you had no 

choice but to master Hebrew. Otherwise you couldn ' t become 

e ngaged in the ongoing conversation with Rashi, Maimonides, and 

all the rest . The Seminary faculty also appreciated t he 

importance of Israel , although Finkelstein wasn ' t a Zionist and I 

wasn't much of one, either . 

You hav e to realize wha t a c razy ide a it was to run a summer camp 

in Hebrew. Massad was already doing it, but Hebrew and Zi onism 

were their religion . In a movement that was competing as to how 

to define Judaism in the 20th century, to adopt Hebrew as central 

was a terrific yoke. One argument for the day school was that 
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you needed the extra time to teach Hebrew, but today Hebrew is 

diminishing in many of these schools. People ask, if you can get 

the ideas in translation, why go through all the trouble of 

studying a whole new language? But you can go too far in the 

other direction, too. In some societies, such as Mexico and 

Argentina, Hebrew ended up as the goal, and the content became 

secondary . 

Ramah believes that Jewish education, effectively carried out, 

will develop a person who is deeply rooted in the Jewish 

tradition through an attachment to Jewish texts, which he can 

grapple with because he has already mastered the necessary skills. 

And this requires a full knowledge of Hebrew . If we taught 

classical Jewish t exts in a healthy environment, we would produce 

people with an attachment to Judaism who would live out that 

attachment spiritually, i ntellectually and ethically among their 

peers, their families, and the Jewish community . Ramah graduates 

would also feel a responsibility to participate i n the larger 

society, and to address that society in the language of Judaism. 

To look at it a nother way: Once you introduce people into the 

method, anyone can join the conversation. And that is how you 

produce liberated students. If you do this you n o longer have 

slavishness, but you ' re also giving up complete c ontrol. Method 

is the dialectic which forces you to grapple with theory against 

theory, and theory against practice. In our tradition, method 

means Hebrew, which is the key tool. 

Not that Hebrew is enough. You need several other components, 

including text, mitzvot, t'fillah. the Jewish people, and 

involvement in the larger society. And you had all these forces 

coming together at Ramah. 
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I saw thos e fiv e pro fessor s as my teache r s, and I felt I would be 

violating one of them if I didn't allow his influence to play 

out. These five professors, together with the members of the 

Melton Seminar, represented the smartest and most creative people 

we could find . I spent hours with these men, discussing ideas, 

and to some extent I saw my job as being the conduit from the 

older generation to the future . 

(]j THE DELICATE BALANCE WITHIN JUDAISM 

Could you say more about how Ramah balanced these vari ous - - and 

sometimes competing -- understandings of Judaism? 

Yochanan Muffs once pointed out to me that our whole traditi on is 

didactic. Torah, mitzvah, and t ' fillah -- or better, Torah, 

avodah, and g ' milut chassadim - - are not necessarily in harmony 

with each other. There ' s a conflict, a tension a mong them. 

Focus only on t' fillah, and you become overly involved in 

theology. T'fillah is inner- directed, and by i tself it produces 

monkishness, a removal from the world , a passivism that Judaism 

cannot abide. Foc u s only on Torah and you ' ll get disembodied 

brains. Rabbi Meir said that to be admitted i nto the Sanhedrin 

you had to produce 150 arguments as to why a lizard could be 

kosher. You don't want Torah without the mitigating forces of 

t ' fillah and mitzvah . If you take any of these to the inclusion 

of the others, then you ' re out of balance. 

Mitzvah by itself can produce a loose cannon. Piety is lovely in 

a simple and innocent world, but that's not the world we live in. 
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@ WHAT RAMAH WAS REALLY ABOUT tJf/1cf: 

How much can you really accomplish in a school? Ramah was a real 

and total society, operating 24 hours a day. our issues were 

educational in the largest sense, such as how counselors treated 

campers, how the administration treated the kitchen help, how we 

handled a child who was homesick, how we handled discipline. 

What should you do about a kid who screws up a play because he 

forgets his lines? Ou r b a sic sour ce, oft en explicitly, was one 

of a vibrant, living halachah. 

On the sports f i e ld , it ' s wonderful to improve your skills, and 

it's wonderful to win, but you also have to d r aw a line: up to 

here and no further. In sports , or the arts, when you're 

seeking excellence it ' s very easy to hurt people. Our goal was 

to lower the hurt wi t hout compromisi ng the excellence. 

There was a tremendous drive for a kid to improve himself, 

whether in the arts, in class, or on the ball field . One role of 

the counselor was to pick up the pieces from any hurt that was 

caused by the t eacher s and the specialists. The classroom was 

supposed to trouble you. The arts were supposed to raise you to 

new levels of a spiration. We wanted an ethical, caring culture, 

but we also wanted growth and excellence. We wanted to nurture 

people while putting terrific demands on them . 
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THE MELTON FACULTY SEMINAR 

The Melton Faculty Seminar was set up to determine the motifs and 

values that we wanted the child to internalize at Ramah . 

The group included David Weiss HaLivni, Gerson Cohen, Yochanan \ru 
Muffs on the left, Chaim Brandwein, who fit into the Bavli mode; 

Fritz Rothschild, the great interpreter of Heschel; Avram Holtz, 

literary mode; Shmuel Leiter , a great student of Midrash . These 

people spent four years thinking about the themes of Ramah . 

They developed a chart. On the vertical axis were the themes: 

God 

The Interpersonal 

The Intrapersonal 

The aesthetic 

The Holy 

On the horizontal grid were : 

Accepted Truth, 

Something to be understood 

Something to be acted on 

Something to live by. 

Had we continued with this exercise, we would have looked at each 

activity and each text in terms of where it fit in on the grid. 

We didn't finish it, but the chart, which was published in 1963, 

was a blueprint for Jewish education. 
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The Melto n Academi c Board 

This group consisted of Fritz Redl; Goodwin Watson, a social 

psychologist; Ralph Tyler, a powerful force i n American 

Education; Joseph Schwab, the great philosopher of education; 

Lawrence Cremin, the great historian of education at Columbia; 

James Coleman, the great sociologist who died in 1995; and Bruno 

Bettelheim, who saw Ramah as a marvelous experiment. (I had 

written my PhD at Chicago under Schwab and Bettelheim.) 

Reidl told me t hat Ramah was t he greatest amateur educational 

experiment he h ad ever seen . By "amateur " he meant non

professionalized, a product o f e nthusiastic peop l e. 

None of these peopl e was paid for part icipating . They were 

enormously intrigued by the ambitiousness of the product . There 

was a lot of time devoted to training, and Schwab would come to 

Poconos and Nyack to lead seminars for the staff before the camp 

season started. Melton a nd Ramah were seen as a continuum; if 

you were involved i n one, you were involved in the other. Ramah 

was a place to tes t the Melton theories. 

What mo tivated these various high-profile professors f r om well 

outside the Jewish world to giv e so much time and energy t o 

Ramah? 

What is immortality for a scholar? It comes when people read his 

books and carry out h i s ideas. Schwab actually lived to see his 

ideas acted upon. We were offering these people a laboratory to 

try out their ideas, and somehow we inspired in them the 

confidence that it would actually happen . 

Schwab saw Ramah as a place to produce disciples . He saw himself 
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adored. He was the most· important force in shaping my mind in 

education. In 1985 I wrote a piece for a symposium on his work, 

and he wrote back to me: " I always said you were the only person 

who really understood me. " I could have died right there. 

Some of these men followed me to Israel three weeks a year. And 

we, in turn , never undertook anything without their approval . 

That ' s a lot of power for an academic - - the equivalent of a 

businessman making a big deal. 

THE I MPORTANCE OF SCHWAB 

Joseph Schwab was the key architect of the Melton Program, and he 

also devoted a tremendous amount of time to Ramah. Between 1952 

and 1966 I spent at least two days a month with h im. He came in 

to help us with issues like the connection between the cognitive 

and the affective. How do you move from what you learn to what 

you do? In "Eros and Education, " Schwab wrote that the mind is 

passionate, that the intellect is hardly an emotion- free area. 

He believed there was no emotional area that doesn ' t have 

cognitive elements. Indeed, Schwab believed that there was no 

sharp or meaningful distinction to be drawn between mind and 

body, intellect and emotion. 

Schwab also believed that the definition of " to know" had to 

include "to do. " The concept of mitzvah,, then, was intriguing 

to him, and so was Ramah as an educational setting. He helped us 

set up the Mador program, and his conceptions of training have 

guided me to this day. 

We worked with Schwab on how to move text into the minds of 

teachers and kids . At the University of Chicago we had always 
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studied original texts -- no textbooks . We spent hours with 

Schwab discussing how to teach the joint deception of Jacob and 

Rebekkah against Isaac and Esav. Jacob is a crook and his mother 

is a liar, and poor Isaac is deceiv ed . 

Now when you ' re working with adolescents, how do you tell them 

the truth - - that the world is often a terrible place -- without 

killing their idealism? This was a tremendous challenge, and we 

discussed it . How do you teach that there are shades of gray 

when adolescents reject that idea? Freud wrote in civilization 

and its Discontents that educators prepare young people for the 

world by sending them on a polar expedition in summer clothing. 

We teach them t hat the world is good . How do you avoid killing 

enthusiasm, hope and idealism? 

There are two main schools of thought about leadership training. 

The British school says, Study the greats. Plato , Aristotle, and 

the right poetry and Shakespeare will give you the principles you 

need. This idea was formulated by Whitehead, who said all he 

needed in life could be found in the Bible and ancient Greece. 

The American conception is the work-study mode. The Harvard 

Business School says , If we can provide enough case studies, 

which include t he principles and situations you ' l l encounter 

during your career , that ' s the best education you can have. 

Schwab had a third conception : Teach people the principles that 

have guided your tradition, and then give the students exercises 

in analyzing practice in the light of these traditions. 
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THE SIGNI FICANCE OF BETTELHEIM 

Bettelheim ' s great work was Love is Not Enough, about his school 

for autistic children -- the most severely disturbed k i ds. He 

had a great record, and his idea of a closed institution s t ruck 

us as a wonderful model for Ramah. I was a student of his, and I 

had worked at his school. Bettelheim believed in using every 

asset you had , incl uding the food and the architecture. I saw 

disturbed kids coming in who were terrified of not havi ng enough 

food , so food was also available. Bettelheim also taught me the 

power of the school janitor , because for some kids these guys are 

more significant educational figures than the teachers. 

Bettelheim advised us not to have a Visiting Day at Ramah . But 

when we insisted, he warned us to be prepared for a terrible 

letdown when the parents left. He taught us that you needed 

rooms for kids where it was all right to go crazy , as well as 

quiet rooms . And he used to stress the distinction between 

education and t herapy: education could serve great therapeutic 

purposes, but y ou shouldn't confuse the two. 

Bettelheim gave us the idea of the bunk as home haven, and of the 

cou nsel or as supportive person . And he helped us underst and that 

Ramah was counter-cultural in a way that was beneficial a nd 

attractive to adolescents in rebellion agains t their elders . 

Bettelheim sent me to Eric Erickson, who , in his book about 

Martin Luther and Gandhi, described charismatic people as 

unreconstructed adolescents who believe the world could be 

c h anged, and that history was reversible. Older people on the 

verge of giving up find these ideas terrifically attractive. I 

went to see Erickson at Harvard to talk about his books, and t hey 

began to be read in camp. 
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Thes e are pretty lofty ideas for a summer camp . 

We had lofty ideas and high ideals, and we always fell short. We 

started with cognac and ended up with grape juice . Only a small 

part of our grandiose intentions came through, but stil l, that 

was something. If you get grape juice you ' re still doing well . 

The question is , How great is your cognac? Because if you start J 
out with grape juice, you ' ll end up with kool- aid. 

All our conversa t ions with these men created a questioning, 

inquiring environment. We continually asked ourse l ves: if this 

is what children need, how does Jud aism offer it? If you ' re 

worried about t he rights of children, how is an a ncient tradition 

gong to handle t his? Our Seminary p r ofessor s came up with 

wonderful concep t ions, l i ke how you can ' t impose strict halachic 

rulings for people who are not ready for it . 

f, fhrlHa ph1ul umm,f-/Yl(/)t h (!Xcel/(llc• 

During its formative y ears, Ramah must hav e b een unabashedly 

elitist in a way that might not be pos sible t o day. 

Yes. We believed that if you invested in the r i ght people, they 

would turn the world on its head. Judaism may be a classless 

tradition, but i t ' s a n elitist one. we bel ieve that anyone can 

make it to the t op given the ability and h a rd work. But there is 

a top. 

In those days elitism was a commonly shared assumption, and 

nobody woul d have argued against it . It was ingrained. The 

Seminary sought out great students and great faculty, and i t 

certainly succeeded . It was hard to get into Ramah, and there 

were long waiting lists. 

If I were building a high school today , I'd have to decide: Do I 

want it to be elitist, and if so, why? I might decide that in 
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order to achieve our goals we need a fairly homogeneous 

population. To stretch people the way we intend to, we are 

looking for kids with certain qualities. At the same time, I 

might also want to teach people of different cultural backgrounds 

to appreciate each other. 

@ Why did Ramah campers have no choice but to attend services? 

Because in order to reject something you need to have experienced 

it. Ramah is a religious camp, where you could experience 

religious services under the best conditions . Second, as Schwab 

used to say, the sonata form isn't something you immediately 

love. It takes work and experience before you appreciate it. 

For t'fillah to succeed you have to work at it, a nd eventually it 

will become meaningful - - or not . But the rejection has to be a 

serious one . 

We believed that most people who experienced Judaism under 

optimal conditions would become deeply involved. All education 

works on that a ssumption, whether its science, music, or the 

classics. If you're introduced to it the right way by good 

teachers, you'll buy it. That's the faith assumption of 

education. 

By the way, I would insist on t'fillah in a community high school 

because it's difficult to justify any rich conception of 

religious Judaism without it . If you're school includes the 

entire spectrum of Jews, you ' ll need to work out some communal 

agreement on what kind of t'fi llah would satisfy them. 

Although morning services were compulsory at Ramah, wasn•t was a 

little more flexibility when it came to observing Shabbat? 

The camp's public space had to be maintained as a religious 

preserve. I couldn't stop you from turning on the radio in your 
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bunk, but we wanted people to experience as close to a total 

Shabbat as possible. Some things were non-negotiable. Hebrew, 

classes, services, kashrut, and instructional swim . If I were 

starting over, I wouldn't necessarily insist on birkat HaMazon. 

What about the question of Minchah? Traditional Jews view it as 

compulsory, but Ramah said otherwise . Why? 

An excellent question. Our educational analysis made clear that 

if we insisted on Minchah at camp, then we'd lose the impact of 

Shacharit. There ' s a limit as to how far you can push. The 

Seminary faculty voted for an optional Minchah at Ramah, although 

they knew this wasn ' t halachic. It was a close decision, and in 

the end it was decided by one vote . 

Along the same lines, there was never a mechitzah at Ramah . On 

the other hand, we didn't use the Rabbinical Assembly prayerbook, 

where all of about four words had been changed -- concerning 

sacrifices. The Seminary faculty refused to use that edition, 

and the rabbis were furious . But we wanted to be inclusive. We 

wanted the JTS faculty to participate in our services, and we 

didn't want a c ivil war over four words . Wolfe Kelman and 

Heschel helped me win that battle, and the Silverman siddur was 

never used. 

' lne )f>l':j . 

Did you give much thought to how the campers would re-enter their RtENTCY 
normal lives when the summer was over? 

We often discussed how to help the kid who returns to a non

kosher home. We never told kids to tell their parents how they 

should or shouldn't eat, because the camper's relationship to his 

family was something we had to respect. At the same time, it was 

enormously hard for our campers to return to a synagogue with a 

pompous rabbi and a Protestant service. 
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We didn ' t know in advance that we were creating misfits. We were 

arrogaDt enough to think we could turn around the conservative 

movement , and to some extent we did . Look at how many Ramah kids 

became r abbis. When I first came to the Seminary, it was fi l led 

with refugees from Orthodoxy. Later, it attracted a lot of Ramah 

graduates . Of the people in professional Jewish life, the 

rabbinate, Americans in Israel, a large proportion came from 

Ramah. 

✓ ® LAY PEOPLE AND JEWISH EDUCATION 
LAY PEOt'LI: 

Lay people have always been a potential source of power and 

but that ' s more true today than ever . Until around ten years 

ago, most Jews of means and status cared mainly a bout I srael, 

hospitals, and the defense organizations. Jewish education and 

Jewish culture ranked very low. For Morton Mandel i n Cleveland 

to have gone into Jewish education was highly unusual . There 

were other exceptions, such as Philip Lown in Boston and Sam 

Melton in Columbus. But during the 1960s and 1970s you could 

count on one hand the number of influential lay p eopl e who really 

cared about Jewish education. 

The same was true within the denominations , where most people 

cared about seminaries , congregations and rabbis. But not 

educat ion . Today, that has changed. Education has become 

fashionable , especi ally as part of the continuity agenda. And 

lay people are much different than they were. They want more 

say, and they tend to be much more knowledgeable . 

The content issues are also different today. When the Melton 
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Center was established, the key question was: What claim does 

the tradition have on you if you don ' t necessarily believe that 

its origins are divine? Today the question is: with the worl d 

at my reach, and with Judaism being just one choice out of many , 

why should I commit myself to this particular journey? Why do I 

need all these restrictions on what I do a nd who I marry? An 

educational system has to answer that question on several levels . 

And how do you communicate that to somebody who has an attention 

span of thirty seconds? What is your visi on? What is your 

content? What is your didactic method going to be? These are 

the questions f or today. 

We now have several major assets that we d i dn ' t h ave then. Today 

we have academics all over America who care about Jewish 

education . And these days you can draw on a variety of different 

programs . You have Ramah. You have exciting day schools, some 

fine university campus programs, some excellent t rips to Israel. 

These are all a ssets you can use. 

GOOD IDEAS ARE NOT ENOUGH 

With Mandel, if one of us gets an idea, the first approach is to 

try to shoot it down. Sometimes we spend months on that. If we 

can't find what' s wrong, even after we bring in t he opposition, 

only then do we go ahead . My students come to me with ideas, and 

I ask, Why is t his a good idea? There are a lot of good ideas, 

so you have to rank them. There ' s a limited amount of time, 

money and energy, so a "good" idea isn ' t necessarily good enough. 

It has to be the best idea. Then you have to ask, what does it 

mean to do this? And finally, is it feasible? 

With zero- based budgeting, you take your current. budget and 

assume no commitments. It's a wonderful way to examine your 

present reality . I'd like to the intellectual equivalent of 

zero- based budgeting, where all ideas are up for grabs. 
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THOUGHTS ON FUNDRAI S ING 

First, I bel ieve that money is the least of our problems. 

These days , especially, there ' s enough money around to support a 

wide variety of excellent projects. 

Second, I have never asked a person for money unless I would 

give that same amount myself if I had it . If you ' re not 

enthusiastic about the cause, you shouldn ' t be trying to raise 

money. You have to convey your vision and your commitment . 

Third, I believe we ' re all transparent. All of us are 

continually judging each other and asking, " Is this person for ff:' 
real?" 

Fourth, I always start with the assumption t hat the person 

I ' m asking is a t least as smart as I am. I assume that there's 

no inherent reason for him to give me the money, because he has 

many other claims. It ' s my job to convince him - - or better, to 

educate him. My own relationship with Mort Mandel has been one 

of mutual education . One thing I have learned from Mort is what 

it means to navigate through reality. If you ' re running a summer 

camp where the kids will return home and not like their 

synagogue, you ' ve got to deal with that. 

There is no reason why the professionals can ' t educate the 

lay people about their chief concerns . In on the teaching of 

Science , Schwab posed an important questions . An informed 

populace is supposed to choose wisely, but how is that reall y 

possibl e i n view of our recent explosion of knowledge? For 

example, how can Congressman decide between Teller and 

Oppenheimer? 

Schwab concluded that if you c a n teach lay people the basic 

assumptions of the argument, and the worldview of each of the 

parties, they can act thoughtfully. Similarly, if you educate 

lay people about Jewish education, they can make informed 

decisions. If you treat them l ike a cow to be mil ked , they 'll be 
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resentful - - and they ' ll be right. But if you treat them as 

people who will help you think about policies, you'll get 

somewhere . 

Although the situation is far better than it used to be , the 

relations hip between Jewis h e ducato r s and wealthy i ndiv iduals is 

s till adv ers arial . The professionals still ask , How can this 

person make an informed judgment if he can ' t even read Chumash? 

And the lay people still think, If he were really successful, he 

wouldn't be in that business; he'd be in mine. That's terrible, 

but i t ' s true . 

The t hree bigge st mis takes in fundraising : treating the donor 

like a dope, not disclosing the full truth about what you ' re 

doing, and arrogance. Remember , Everybody has to start 

somewhere . Sam Melton wanted to start by teaching the Ten 

Commandments. 
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@ MOVING FROM THEORY TO PRACTICE 

When Burton Cohen was Schwab ' s graduate student, he wrote a 

doctoral dissertation on Exercises in Ethical Reasoning. This 

was an attempt to get people who have mastered a text to simulate 

what it would mean to act it out in reality. The step from the 

maxim to behavior is a big leap, with several stages in between . 

The first stage is philosophy. 

The second stage is philosophy of education . 

The third stage is : What does this mean for educational 

practice? 

The fourth stage is actual practice: teacher education, 

curriculum, is pedagogy. 

The fifth stage is monitoring and evaluation , and building a 

corrective into everything you ' re doing. You may find that a 

great philosophy is not one you can apply in education. 

@ APPLYING THESE FIVE STAGES TO T 1 FILLAH 

stage I 

What is t'fillah? Why does man need it? Where does it fit 

into Judaism? How is it different from prayer in other 

religions? Where did it come from and how did it develop? 

Man is a spiritual being, and prayer is one way to express 

his spirituality. That ' s one answer. or you might say, with 

Maimonides, that most of our prayer is adoration. Does God 

really need you to tell Him He's great? Of course not . 

Maimonides says that God is a role model. If God is merciful, 

then you should be merciful. Our discussion could end here and 

remain theoretical. 
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St age I I 

Is prayer something that small children can handle? For 

little kids, maybe it ' s best to stick with pure repetition . How 

do you deal with kavannah and children? How do you tap 

spirituality in children? 

Stage III 

Here we move into educational practice . What is your 

strategy going to be? Perhaps you can ' t really start until you 

make people sensitive to words. After all, t h e whole assumption 

of prayer is that reading or saying words will set something off 

inside of you. But then, what about meditation? 

Stage I V 

Curriculum. Exactly what are you teaching, and how are you 

teaching it? How are you going to educate teachers? 

Stage V 

How will y ou monitor this activity and make the necessary 

changes and improvements? Teachers have to understand what 

you're doing, t hey have to want to do it, and they have to be 

able to do it. 
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@) APPLYING THESE FIVE STAGES TO SPORTS 

stage I What is the relationship between mind and body? Why do 

you need a healthy body? How is a healthy body in our tradition 

different than a healthy body in Hellenism? 

stage II What is the role of sports in education? Learning 

about rules, competition, fairness, and cooperation. 

stage III What is the role of sports going to b e in your 

institution? How important is it? Does it compete with other 

activities? Are you prepared to let a student graduate who 

doesn't respect and value his body? Or who has n o interest in 

sports? 

stage IV curriculum and teacher education. Example: How do you 

teach kids how to lose? 

Stage V Evaluation and change. How do you change your program 

as you see it develop? 

ll p JI 
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@ FOUR MAJ OR FAILURES AT RAMAH 

1 . The failur e t o ins tit ute evaluat ions 

We never conducted any systematic evaluation, which was 

wrong for two reasons. First, we weren ' t able to catch problems 

in time . Ralph Tyler once said : "By not conducting evaluations, 

it ' s as if you're doing medical testing as t he patient is l eaving 

the hospital . You ' re getting no feedback on what you should be 

doing until it ' s too late t o do anything about it ." 

Second, if our story was really as encouraging as it 

appeared, we should have had these testimonies documented . I t ' s 

amazing that we never even asked the campers to write about their 

experiences! We were so busy building something new that we 

didn't even stop to look at it. 

As for a more serious evaluation, that ' s time - consuming and 

expensive , and to some peopl e it sounds like a luxury. Even 

today, most institutions have evaluations not because they might 

learn something , but because they see them as fundraising tools. 

2 . The failure of Hebrew 

Hebrew was a clearly articulated goal that was central to 

the philosophy of Ramah, and we didn't do well enough in this 

area. To start with, First, our counselors didn ' t know enough 

Hebrew. But that ' s not a good reason. We could have taught t hem 

Hebrew in the off- season in regional centers. We could have sent 

them to Israel . But we didn ' t do either . 

Second, we had no real curriculum for Hebrew at Ramah, and 

no language labs. We didn't even look at Camp Massad! We 
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figured they were successful at Hebrew because that ' s all they 

were doing . 

I have to share in the blame , because I didn ' t give Hebrew 

enough emphasis. My attitude was, Look , if there ' s a conflict 

between understanding ideas and learning the language, let's go 

for understanding. Moshe Greenberg, Gerson Cohen, Moshe Davis , 

and Sylvia Ettenberg all fought for Hebrew, and I loosened the 

reins. We should have hung tough on Hebrew. We should have 

dedicated part of the day to Hebrew. We should have had a Hebrew 

curriculum and language l abs . 

I blew it with regard to Israel, too . For years I kept 

Israelis out of the camp, because the Israelis I had met had come 

to America to buy appliances . But I was convinced that we should 

bring over an I sraeli delegation , and I personally chose the 

first members i n 1967 . 

3 . The f ail ure t o e s t ablish a year - r o und prog ram 

We wanted to hire full-time directors to maintain the camp 

program during the year through LTF. The summer was the climax 

of the year, or perhaps the launch of the year , o r both . All the 

camps could have been winterized . Here we simply quit too early. 

We should have a t least failed, but we didn ' t even do that. 

4. The failure to establis h a curric ulu.~ 

Ther e was never a formalization of t he vari ous camp 

programs. We had some sharing of programs among the camps, but 

not enough. There was far too much re- inventing the wheel, and a 

great deal of improvising. We didn ' t build an educational 

infrastructure in the central office. We were afraid of 

formalizing what we had and freezing it, and killing the juices. 
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@Sucu1.scJ 

But we did grow our own tomatoes. That is, much of our staff 

grew up in the movement. We had some terrific directors, and 

most came through our system. We made sure they were relatively 

well-paid . We created a profession, and these people got tenure, 

like faculty . This was a complex job, which involved dealing 

with lay people, staff, rabbis, education, kids, parents, money. 

Unanticipated successes: networking, aliyah, Jewish scholarship, 

people going into the rabbinate ; friendships and marriages; 

community leadership. Graduates of Ramah often remained involved 

in Jewish communal life, and many went into a cademic life. 

Sylvia Ettenberg is the great hero of Ramah. She represents the 

only coherent c ontinuation from the beginning until her recent 

retirement, a s pan of 45 years. She was a nurturer of directors . 

She was my boss , and then I became her boss, but we never fought 

-- thanks to her. She was stubborn beyond words on behalf of the 

centrality and i mportance of Ramah. She was an a nchor for lay 

people. She was great facilitator and peacemaker between warring 

factions . 
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WHAT CAN WE LEARN FROM RAMAH? 

We can learn how a vision can motivate a staff, and how a 

staff can stretch itself. Most of the directors were trained as 

rabbis, which gave them a clear and obvious career line -

scholarship, pulpit, or conventional education. But with Ramah 

they went out on a l i mb -- some for years , some for the rest of 

their lives. 

At Ramah we combined sophisticated content and theoretical 

discussions with the most concrete nitty gritty. For example , 

when in the camp cycle do you start preparing for Shabbat? How 

much effort was it worth to discourage hair curlers? Or the 

whole question of dressing in white for Shabbat. Or the enormous 

efforts to grapple with t ' fillah. 

Ramah was a place where you saw theory paying off in 

practice. Ramah was also about invest i ng in your talent, and 

about the importance of lay people. The lay people protected us 

from outside attempts to cut down on education . They believed in 

it, they understood it. People acted out of deep conviction. 

Ramah made it possible for the rabbis, scholars a nd lay people to 

join forces and to discard their normal reference groups. There 

was a real generosity of spirit, and a genuine attempt to 

understand the other guy's position. Ramah was a movement, not 

just a camp. 

looh~ AhexJ: New 1dw1 nc14 1"uhtutifll1 
@ Ramah e mpowered s ome of u s to thi nk about institution s that 

didn't e x i s t , and still don' t e xis t. Perhaps we'll see a 

boarding school or some other new institution that will break 

down the conventional walls between formal and informal 

education. And just as the Dewewian school hoped to produce an 

active participant in a democratic society, the Ramah school 

would serve as a training ground for Jewish citizenship. 
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ODDS AND ENDS 

** One of Paley's goals might be to produce a mentsch who can 

also get into Harvard, a scholar who understands that ethical and 

spiritual values are no less significant than academic 

achievements . 

** If we continue doing the same old thing in Jewish educati on , 

people will continue to hate it . Some people think we should 

close the afternoon schools because they're a fai lure. I'd 

rather see them changed. 

** American Jews should be spending their philanthropic money on 

Jewish education. Israel ' s best asset is a strong Diaspora. All 

t he contributions that come to Israel from the Diaspora 

represents only about 1% of Israel ' s GNP. 

corre c tions t o First Interview 

** Marshall Smith, former dean of Stanford 

** yes, over a thousand pieces of legislation. 

** Robert Maynard Hutchins 

** Lightfoot found that each school had its own vision, and the 

attempt to realize that vision was what motivated the headmaster 

and the staff. 
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(D Sara Lawrence Lightfoot, The Good High School : Portraits of 

Character and Culture (New York, 1983). She looked at six good 

Ameri can schools , both public and private. 

@ 

Sh e writes : 

In my visits to the schools, I did not enter with 

preconceived notions of key themes or a specific l ist of 

p r edetermined questions, but tried to learn early what the 

inhabitants regarded as central issues. Sometimes 

teachers ' , administrators ' , and students ' concerns were 

easily identifiable because they were spoken of by large 

numbers of people or pointed out by respondents who were the 

best informed by virtue of their roles or positions. 

In St . Paul ' s, for instance [an elite a cademy in New 

Hampshire] , everyone made reference to the s haping and 

determining influences of history, the power and certainty 

of tradition, and the comforts they provide . ... 

At George Washington Carver in Atlanta , there was an 

equally strong and identifiable theme. The principal, with 

his passion , force, and energy , was fighting against 

historical imperatives and trying to forge a new image. 

Everything he did was cal cul ated to undo old perceptions, 

rever se entrenched habits , and inculcat e new behavioral and 

attitudinal forms . 

Sometimes t he r e peti tiv e refr ains, the pers istent 

themes , were not voiced as forcefully and clearly a s they 

were at carv er and st . Paul' s , but I found that they emerged 

at all o f the s chools I v isited . 

** I ' m walking in Ramah in Poconos with Sam Melton, and a kid 

wal ks by and Sam says, What are you studying? Chumash . Chumash 

wit h what? he asks . Chumash with Melton. I didn ' t need to do 

any more fundraising. The Melton program was begun at Ramah. 
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THE SUPER HEBREW SCHOOL 

Many parents can handle their kids for only a limited amount of 

time . I got this idea from the kibbutz, where you ' d see the kids 

having juice with their parents at 4 in the afternoon . I thought 

of a combination of supplementary school and community center. 

The kids would come home at 6 pm for dinner with all their 

homework done. I ' d also keep the kids all day on Shabbat, and 

I ' d give them back on Sunday. We ' d teach them lyrical poetry to 

help them deal with t'fillah. We ' d teach them music to be 

sensitive to sounds . We ' d have them every day from 3 until 6. 

** There is so much at Ramah that we hadn't planned for in the 

beginning. Full-time directors . Year- round programs . Training 

for staff , and for the directors. The t eachers a nd the 

specialists. The Israel i delegation. 

** It ' s easy to ignite people when you ' re dealing with extremes . 

It's harder to produce people who are committed to tolerance and 

democracy, and to get them excited about that. The center often 

loses out. How do you produce people excited about non- fanatic 

positions? We were terribly excited about our middle position, 

but we didn ' t see it as monolithic. 

✓ 
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The Shopping Mall High School (by Powell, Farrar and Cohen; 

(D Bos ton 1985), begins as follows : 

" It's a big job to make up a curriculum that everybody 

can do . 11 That was how one student explained why her h igh 

school contained hundreds of courses and dozens of programs. 

Her words caught the essence of a widespread American belief 

that nearl y everybody should attend high school, nearl y 

everybody should graduate from high school, and nearl y 

everybody should find the experience constructive .. . . 

High school s take few moral stands on what is 

educationally or morally important. Pluralism is cel ebrated 

as a supreme institutional virtue, and tolerating diversi ty 

is the moral glue that holds the school together. But 

tol erance further precludes schools' celebrating more 

focused nothings of education or of c haracter. "Communi ty" 

has come t o mean differences peacefully coexisting rather 

than people working together toward some serious end . 

Such accommodations make many hig h s c hool s r e s emble shopping 

malls . Both types of institution are profoundly consumer

oriented. Both try to h old customers by offering something 

for everyone. Individual stores or departments, and 

salespeople or teachers, try their best to a ttract customers 

by advertisements of various sorts , yet in t he end the 

customer has the final word . 

The s h opping mall h i gh school says t hat ever ybody gets everything 

in small dosages, that everything has the same ranking. The 

cafeteria model is different . It says: This is such a rich 

tradition , and peopl e are so different that it ' s educati onall y 

dumb to impose only one styl e as a way to make contact. Some 

people are tone deaf, but might be moved by t he legal or l iterary 

aspects , or music, or art. Ev ery attempt to box in Judaism only 

makes us poorer . 



HBSSA, this just in, 
Bill 

JOSEPH SCHWAB, from 11l!IROS AND EDUCA'l'ION11 

?Chtc dmtc >r1J ihe )C1vu1~r. of- k.MwlrJ;c., 

Eros, € he energy of wanting/ is as much the energy source in 
the pursuit of tr1.1th as it is in the motion toward pleasure, 
friendship, fame, or power. Any means or method of education 
taps this energy source to the extent that the method is at all 
effective, and the best means of education will be one which taps 
it most effectively. (Though the best educational means must be 
measured against other oriteria as well,) 

Not only tne means, however, but also the ends of liberal 
education involve the Eros. For the end includes not only 
knowledge gained but knowledge desired and knowledge sought. The 
outcome of a successful liberal ourri~~lum is actiyely 
intelligent people. They~ good pictures, good books, good 
music, good movies. They ilns;1 pleasure in planning their active 
lives and carrying out the planned action. They h~nker to make, 
to create, whether the object is knowledge mastered, art 
appreciated, or actions patterned and directed. In short, a 
curriculum is not complete which does not move the Er os, as well 
as the mind of the young, from where it is to where it might 
better be. 

Enquiry i nto the means of liberal eQUCation must t hen seek 
answers to two questions concerning the affective factor in 
education. To what objects does the youtntul Eros readily 
attach? Which of these can be sufficiently ambiguous to serve 
not only in satisfaotion of present needs, but also to generate 
or bring to consciousness more enduring satisfactions? 

From the Journal .Qf General Education a (1954), 54- 71 . Reprinted 
in Joseph K. Schwab, Science , curriculum, Afil'l Liberal Education 
(Chicago, 1978), 105-132. 
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February 29, 1996 

Dear Seymour: 

Seymour Fax 
H~ndc.l lruntute 

-two p "J~es 

I am delighted to have retrieved for you the famous Cuban army analogy. (Please note-
confirming the aptness of my nimshal--that the number of fighters Castro marched past the New 
York Times reporter corresponds precisely to the number of professors of Jewish education in 
North America!) 

Status of the Ramah piece: I have just received from Bill a 36-page edited transcript of our work 
together. Its individual pieces are coherent and strong; it now needs to be structured as an essay. 
The next steps are: Nessa restructures this draft and integrates the previous draft into this 
material. Bill and Nessa have a comprehensive editorial conference, after which Bill reorganizes 
the piece. Nessa then line-edits, adding the missing connections (where you speak in "insider" 
shorthand) and the missing pieces for you to fill in. 

At that point, we should have the first complete draft of the essay for your reading and reaction. 
Both Bill and I imagine that we will then need a session with you (approximately one afternoon) 
to review and record your responses. In addition, when you see the draft and its sequence, you 
will probably have a couple of brainstorms about questions we may not have raised that would 
make the piece even stronger. 

I do want to make clear that we are well on the way now. These are simply the necessary stages 
of doing a serious piece of work. 

If you have plans to be in North America within the next couple of months, please let me know 
and I'll organize us around your schedule. If not, I can send you the draft when it's ready, and we 
can work together this summer. 

Right now, I'm the one that has to knuckle down. But your time will come! 

Meanwhile, and separately, am yisrael on this side of the ocean is with medinat yisrael on that 
side of the ocean in this painful time. 

Shabbat Shalom. 

Nessa 
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April 16, 1996 

To: SeymourFox 
From: Nessa Rapoport 
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Rumor has it that you will be in our area shortly. I don't know if I'll need more input from you at 
this point in my wotk on the Ramah piece. but it would be a great incentive for me to know 
where you are and how to find you! 

Please send me your general schedule of <:ities and phone numbers. Will you get to New York? 
Boston? I'd like to touch base. 

Nessa 
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4/18/96 

Notes on the Ramah publication 

Seymour Fox 
Interviewed by Bill Novak 

A publication of the CIJE/Mandel Institute Goals Project 

NR: 

Retrieve questions from Nov. 3 letter 
Review notes f rom Cambridge for missing material 
Xerox two mss . and send to Novak; schedule long call formJ1'2e 
Get disc from Novak; trans fer Cambridge material to office 

computer 
Seymour' s schedule; role. 
Create July schedule . When first used? December? July in 

draft? Disc t o Israel? Tape/transcribe? 

Gimmicks : " Th e Five Educational Principles Behind .. . " 

Categories for translating vision: Include? The grid of 
five? The Prolegomenon? (JiJJ J>e11c1 fim ti,t1.) 

111fe;vic1,,,,~ 

.Sfy/1, 



Ramah: Structure (4/18/96) 

Introduction: "There's nothing as practical as a great idea." The role of vision (philosophical R & 
D) in building a great institution. (What can we learn from Camp Ramah that can illuminate 
contemporary efforts to transform Jewish life in North America through Jewish education?) 
"We're living in a time when the North American Jewish community is looking for ways to 
transform existing educational institutions or is building new ones, especially community high 
schools or informal educational settings for adults and children. What can we learn about the 
centrality of vision to the greatness of a Jewish educational institution? How can Ramah as a case 
study be illuminating?" 

1. Why is it important for an institution to have a distinct vision? 

2. Visions from general education 

3. Are there models of Jewish educational institutions guided by a vision? 

4. What can Jewish education contribute to general education? 

5. What was the vision of Ramah? (Why a camp?) 

6. What were the great Jewish ideas infusing Ramah's vision? 

7. Balancing competing Jewish ideas in an educational setting 

8."Translating" the ideas into Jewish education: The Melton Faculty Seminar 

9. What were the great educational ideas infusing Ramah's -vision? (parallel to question 6.) 

10. A philosophical commitment to excellence 

11. Moving from theory to practice at Ramah 
l lA. Tefillah 
1 lB. Sports 
11 C. Human relationships 

12. Investing in people: Staff (correlates to 14C) 

13. Lay people and Jewish education; role of lay people in formulating, implementing, and 
supporting the vision of Ramah 

14. Fundraising 

15. What was the relationship between vision and budget/business? 



16. Evaluation 
16A. Four major failures at Ramah 
16B. Success, unexpected; problems of 

17. What can we learn from Ramah today? 

18. Looking ahead: New ideas, new institutions 

Bibliography/Further Reading 



April 24, 1996 

Dear Bill: 

Here are four documents: 

1. Your "February Interviews" 
2. My "First Draft" (12/95) 
3. My editorial letter to you (11/95) 
4. My newly created structure (4/96) 

What I've done: I have gone through documents 1.-3 ., in that order, 
numbering the sections according to the numbered topics/questions in the 
structure document (4.) 

My goal is to have an integrated manuscript--not a completed one, but an 
integrated one--for me to work on in June. That is, to create one document that 
includes all relevant material in the sequence I am positing in my structure. 
Almost everything fits, I think, except for some topics in the November 
editorial letter. I deliberately reviewed it, however, to see if we omitted 
anything in subsequent work. And I'll be happy to question Seymour about 
anything we haven't covered when I'm in Israel in July. 

We can talk more concretely on Tuesday. At this point, I am imagining an 
expanded and slightly reorganized version of your February interviews that 
attempts to follow the thematic flow of the structure. If there are missing 
bridges or transitions, you can either invent them or put all the material in as 
logical a sequence as possible--and I'll invent them. 

As I said, I'll be reviewing my extensive notes from February, to see if there' s 
anything else to be retrieved in Seymour's voice. And I'll go through my 
(extensive) file as well, to see if he said anything I meant to highlight but did 
not include. 

To be continued on Tuesday. 

With thanks, 



TO: Seymour, INTERNET:sfox@vms.huji.ac.il 

Re: Last e-mail 1996 

I was pleased to hear about your phone meeting with Bill, which he felt was very successful in 
meeting our goals. This note is just to let you know that I will need the final 
material--bibliography with a one-sentence annotation of purpose; and acknowledgments--no 
later than Jan. 2, by fax. All materials must be at the designer's by the end of the first week in 
January, and I must read them first. 

Please convey to Sue how impressive her editing is. The work she did was superb-and I don't 
say that often. I admired her suggestions enormously. 

The next thing you see will be a set of page proofs, to be turned around very quickly. 

MY THIRD REQUEST FOR THE FOLLOWING INFO: Please let me know your travel plans in 
Jan. and Feb., so that I can time the project properly. I will also send Shelly a copy of the final 
manuscript; and Danny Marom, for the Hebrew translation. 

My target date is timed for the March meeting. But I hope I see you before that. 

Nessa 
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PLEASE TRANSMIT TO SEYMOUR 

April 24, 1996 

Dear Seymour: 

Here's an update on Ramah: 

I have: 

1. Reviewed Bill's 36-page interview transcript from February; my "first 
draft" from December; and my initial editorial letter from November in order 
to create a structure around which all this discrete material can be thematically 
organized into a finished piece. 

2. Numbered each page or, where relevant, each individual paragraph of those 
three documents according to the 18 numbered sections of the structure, so 
that Bill can integrate all three documents into one thematically coherent 
manuscript. 

3. Scheduled an editorial call with Bill next Tuesday to review this material. 

4. Am about to review my own 26 pages of detailed notes on the February 
conversations to see if there is other material to be retrieved that Bill may not 
have included. 

5. Suggested to Bill that I receive the integrated manuscript in time for me to 
work on it extensively in June. (We'll talk further about this on Tuesday.) 

My goal is to bring my edited, revised work on Bill's integrated manuscript to 
Israel in July so that you and I can work together to "fill in the blanks" and 
answer the outstanding questions. (That is, the manuscript I bring will be close 
to a completed essay--but I can already see that some material needs to be 
fleshed out. Where I cannot do it, I'll need to sit wi_th you to do it.) 

That's where we are. I am starting to see the fruits of our labors and am quite 
pleased, although considerable work remains. 

Do let me know how to reach you in the U.S. 

IS East 26th Street, New York, NY 10010-1579 • Phone: (212)532-2360 • Fax: (212)532-2646 
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Ramah: Notes from Transcripts (4/30/96-7/1/96) 

Introduction: Without vision, how would you know what to do? What would guide your 
educational practice? 

There has been no Jewish movement of reform that wasn't guided by a great vision. If education 
is not going to affect society, it's very limited. A great Jewish vision contains: vision for the 
person; for the family; for Jewish society and for larger society (the relationship of Jews in/to the 
world). 

You could see Jewish history through the eyes of the various educational ideals that have been 
held. What are the shaping forces of that society? 

We really believed we were going to turn the world upside down. 

Cremin: People are educated in an ecology, not just in an institution. Society, media: All have an 
impact. His definition of education: The transmission of culture across generations. 

Shopping mall high school: Everyone gets everything in small doses. Everything has the same 
ranking. 

~ .Pevc1 
Brisk: Building an elite of Jews who would rein.fuse an understanding of Judaism through 
critical study of the text. They built a network of yeshivot. They're an influence in America and 
Israel until today. They claimed: It's a coherent system. 

Musar: Ethics was considered by others soft and a waste of time. "It's obvious." People became 
ascetics, with an enormous sensitivity to ethical behavior. They thought the emphasis on 
intellectuality, dialectic, pilpul analysis was a distortion: concern about the mind over concern 
for others. 

Vision of Ramah: Build an enclave, an educational setting where young people would be able to 
discover their Judaism and learn how to live it in their daily lives. The result would be people 
deeply committed to their Judaism but involved in American society. 

Asking the questions: If this is what the tradition is all about, what is education supposed to be? 
And: If this is what children need, what does Judaism have to offer? 

Ramah as a lab: Professors at the Seminary might teach a great course, and then it would be 
replicated for staff and translated for children at camp. What was the relevance of great Jewish 
ideas to the lives of nine-year-olds? These questions interested the scholars, some of whom 
actually taught in Ramah (Schwab, Sarna). The Melton Center used its new curricular materials 
for Bible experimentally at Camp Ramah. Ramah as a place where you could get excited about 
ideas and integrate them with life. It was taboo to think of them separately (Schwab). 

Finkelstein: There's a great ethical message in the Talmud for Jews and mankind. 



America is based on a conception of human dignity. In our tradition, we also have a conception 
of human dignity. I speak out of my religious tradition, which is my right as an American. We 
speak from the particular to the general, emiched by insights and ideas from our tradition. Jews 
have something to offer America. America has great room to be influenced by competing 
conceptions of justice, human dignity. Americans are sensitive to the Bible; our interpretation of 
the Bible should enter the discussion. And the essence of the arguments should be from our 
entire tradition, rather than stopping at the Prophets, as some classical Reform scholars did. 

Lieberman: Critical study of the text in light of the society when the text was created. Therefore, 
you can't understand the texts without understanding the society and its dreams/goals. 

''Professor Lieberman, this is what we' re up against." [Definition ofreligion as myth] 
"So what do you want?" 
"I want to publish this book [Melton]. It shows that the text has an enonnous ethical/religious 
message--whether or not it's divine in origin." 
"Thank you for asking me. Let' s agree you never asked me." 

So why did you [SF] ask him? "If you didn't ask him, you're a big idiot. Irresponsible." 

Heschel: Can you imagine changing Rosh Hashanah to coincide with a long weekend? 

Heschel marched with Martin Luther King out of his religious tradition. 

Judaism speaks to immediate, realistic situations. 

Hebrew (Bavli): We all believed that Jewish education, effectively carried out, would develop 
people who were deeply rooted in Jewish tradition through an attachment to Jewish texts--which 
they would become involved in by mastering skills to grapple with those texts. This required a 
mastery of the Hebrew language. They would have to understand that there is a tradition of 
parshanut; if they mastered it, they could live out their Judaism spiritually, ethically, and 
intellectually among Jews--which means peers, family, and community. They would feel the 
responsibility to participate in the larger society and speak to it through the language of Judaism. 
(See above, Vision of Ramah.) The idea was: You are entitled to converse with Rabbi Akiva, 
with Maimonides, but if you want to be part of the conversation with Maimonides, you have to 
master the language. 

Crossover of ideas: Schools attract kids because their parents believe they' 11 get them into 
Oxford or Harvard. Therefore, textual analysis that teaches kids how to read a book will be 
valuable, because they' ll know how to carry on a deliberation. 

Creative tension/eclectic vision: These thinkers' ideas existed in creative tension with each 
other. An eclectic vision in a practical domain like education is enormously emiching, vibrant. 
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Judaism is such a rich tradition and people are so very different that to impose a given style or a 
limited style is educationalJy dumb. Some will be moved by law, some by literature, etc. 

[Bill: I remain very confused about the distinction between the two that follow, who attended 
which, how often each met, etc. I think these notes aren't accurate.] 

The Melton Faculty Seminar: Assignment: What are the motifs that you would want a child to 
internalize at Ramah? Schwab and Tyler were members; it met 4X/year. 

The Melton Academic Advisory Board: We were determined to have the worlds of general and 
Jewish education "interpenetrate." These people represented the smartest, most creative minds. 
We were thinking very big in a parochial Jewish world. 

Fritz Redl: The Aggressive Child. Psychoanalyst. Thought Ramah was "the greatest amateur 
experiment in education." 

Goodwin Watson: Social psychologist. 

Ralph Tyler: Dean of Social Sciences at Chicago. Head of Center for Advanced Study of 
Behavioral Science in Palo Alto. Great man of curriculum, evaluation. 

Joseph Schwab: Philosopher of education. 

Lawrence (sp.?) Cremin: Great historian of education. Later president of Teachers College. Close 
to the Seminary. Pushed us toward a historical perspective. "Piety": Biblical influence on 
American education. Got us to ask questions like: How would you derive a theory of education 
out of Jewish sources to be competitive in Western society? [The idea that we could compete 
with the Whiteheads, Deweys, Montessoris, etc. 

James Coleman: Greatest sociologist. 

Bettelheim: Great education experiment. (Self-hating Jew) 

Dewey: Great influence on Cremin, Tyler, Schwab. From Seymour's writing: "For John 
Dewey .. . the world we live in is a flux created by the effects of livfog things constantly 
attempting to modify themselves and their environment. Every effort at change instigated by a 
need leadds to changes, and so on ad infinitum. The only way for a man to approach such a 
world is by rational efforts at perceiving problems and inventing solutions--the method of 
inquiry, or, in more popular terms, the 'scientific method"' Dewey saw man therefore as 
primarily an inquiring animal; one who felt needs as do all living things, but also one who sought 
to anticipate and identify his needs; one who sought to invent and develop an armoury or variety 
of means for their solution." 

3 



Why were they involved? They were very intrigued by the ambitiousness of the project and the 
fact that people believed in it. Impressed by how much time was devoted to training. We offered 
the possibility of acting on their ideas. 

We were the beneficiaries of their greatness, but they were influenced by their work with us, too, 
especially in relation to their own Jewishness. 

Schwab: Moving from what you learn to what you do. No sharp distinction between intellect 
and emotion. You definition of "to know" has to include "to do." Mitzvah so intriguing to him. 
Helped set up the Mador. His conception of training guides SF to this day. Judaism as a didactic 
system whose focus was theory of practice. He played a key role in Melton. Would fight with 
Sama about the meaning of the text. Schwab was the architect of the BSCS (new biology). 

[After British, American schools on leadership]: Schwab on leadership training: You teach 
people the principles that have guided your tradition and give them exercises in analyzing 
practice; get them reflective about their principles; then stretch: "If I acquired these new 
principles, what would my practice be like?" 

Schwab: "The Religiously Oriented School in the United States." 

Hours spent with Schwab on how to teach Yaakov/Rivkah. 

Seymour said to Tyler: Help me recruit the academic board of the Melton Center. Tyler called up 
everybody. 

Tyler: 
Therefore: Intro. text to psychology. 

Kimbell Romney. 

Cremin. 

Nevitt Sanford: Professions from a psychological standpoint. 

Bettelheim. 

(Seymour did his Ph.D. under Schwab and Bettelheim.) 

The board met 2 days/month from 1952 to 1966. Its contribution: A discussion of how to move 
texts into the minds of kids; thinking about the power of texts for educating young people. 
Rooted in the University of Chicago's emphasis on teaching with original texts, rather than 
summaries in textbooks. 
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Study: Classes at Ramah: "You could spend the whole summer teaching one verse, because the 
ethical, spiritual growth of the camper was the central goal of the place." 

Prayer: In order to reject something, you have to have experienced it. At its optimal, rejection 
ought to be a serious one. Ramah was a religious camp. 

In a community high school, for example, it's hard to explain a rich conception ofreligious 
Judaism and omit tefillah. From Orthodox to Reform requires great leadership and ingenuity to 
get a community to agree on a justifiable approach tefillah. It has to be hammered out in practice. 

Mitzvah: This was the area of the greatest innovation. Ramah was a place where you could play 
out Jewish practice in a total society, where you could live out ideas (ben adam l'chavero). A 
vibrant, alive halakhah. 

These three don't live in harmony but in tension. They're tough, and they're meant to be tough. 
Education is supposed to teach people who to deal with tough situations. 

On growth, excellence: There was an emphasis on ethics and caring--but also on growth. There 
was pressure for the individual camper to push him/herself. It was not a laid-back place. The 
phrase "not living up to his potential" was commonly heard. This caused disequilibrium in the 
lives of the kids. There were ideas to trouble you; arts to stretch you to new levels. 

On elitism: New institutions: Ifl were building a high school today, I would have to decide: Do 
I want it to be elitist, and if so, why? Ifl decide yes, I would say: In order to achieve our goals, 
we need a homogeneous student body. Or: I want to teach people of different cultural 
backgrounds to learn to speak to each other. 

On moderation: Easy to ignite people about extremes. Hard to produce people passionate about 
moderation and tolerance. The center loses out. People excited about non-fanatic positions. We 
believed that people with different point of view could live together. 

The five stages: How do you fill the gap between text and its incorporation into behavior? How 
do you move from mastering an idea to living it? Judaism is concerned with theory of practice, as 
distinct from systems that are purely theoretical or only dealing with practice. We draw on the 
dialectic of the Talmud, which describes practical cases. The rabbis either apply principles to 
those cases or derive principles from them. 

Moving from philosophy to the reality of education: 
1. Conception of Judaism, Jewish society. 
2. Philosophy of education: What is the nature of this conception for education? 
3. What will this mean for educational practice? 
4. Teacher education; curriculum; pedagogy. 
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5. MEF: Build a corrective into everything you're doing. 

Tefilla: 
1. How different from Xianity, Islam? Maimonides: Most prayer is adoration. But does God need 
you to tell Him He's great? Most are prayers of praise. Rather, prayer is a way to emulate God. 
2. How to you tap spirituality in a person? 
5. What if it's a great idea, but the teachers won't do it? 

Sports: p. 23. 
CHK 

Lay people: 

"You're contributing money, but we're contributing our lives!" 

On attitude to lay people: "If a kid throws spitballs in class, we call it an educational challenge. 
But if a lay person says something stupid, we say he' s an idiot. Why?" Today the relationship 
between lay and professional is adversarial, but why should it be that way? The professionals 
say: Why should the lay people have any input? They can't read chumash and Rashi. And the lay 
people say: If he was successful, he'd be in my business. He's a shlepper. 

In light of lay people's lack of knowledge about educational theory, what would a genuine 
partnership look like? 

Answer: Schwab, who asked: How can a democracy avoid the problem of the specialists 
running it? He said: An enlightened populace. If you could get experts to disclose their basic 
assumptions and how they move from principles to policy; present competing positions; and 
then, Schwab believed, the uninformed person is then no less competent than the expert to 
choose. 

The question is: Who are the key lay leaders who, if informed, could change the world? What are 
the criteria for choosing them? 

Enabling oflay people/rabbis/educators/scholars: What do you need? 

1. A dialogue with living thinkers: Without a burning, central idea, forget it. 
2. Unusual leaders: teachers and administrators. 
3. A concern with what the practice and culture of the institution will be that's different? 
4. A group of committed lay people who have internalized the vision, who are partners to the 
idea, who can help navigate through society, the real world. 
5. To the extent that you can get great intellects, exciting educators, and parents involved, you 
have the dynamic partnership you need. 

There should be mutual education going on. 
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Today: Are there new questions, if you were beginning again today? 

Most people think only once in their lifetimes. Everyone has a "substantive structure": Every 
researcher looks at a problem through his glasses. Most people don't change their substantive 
structures. And yet the times demand different things: 

1. The questions may be the same (How can you live a rich Jewish life and live in the world?) 
But the times demand different formulations. The clients are different today: Parents, kids, 
rabbis, policy makers. 

Lay people are a potential source of power, partnership. More than in the past. [hospitals, etc.]. 

History: Sam Melton was a freak as one person who could move a community. Who did we 
have? Melton, Lowin, Layton Rosenthal (key to JESNA). That was a mezuman, not a minyan. 
Younger people have a lot to say. So do women. They will not accept things by fiat from 
professionals. Some lay people are very knowledgeable. 

Content issues are different. When the Melton Center was created, the key question was for non
fundamentalist Jews (Conservative): Why does the tradition (Bjble, Talmud) have a claim on us 
if we're not sure it's divine? 

That's no longer the main question. Today it's: With the world at my reach and Judaism just 
another "ism," why should I choose it? Why not just marry this lovely person? That' s the great 
challenge. And we have to answer quickly; you get one shot with a teenager, a parent. How are 
you going to capture their attention in the three minutes everyone has? Then, how do you keep a 
person in for a year? There have to be staggered rewards: You need a long, mid- and short-term 
plan. No society can hold out only for the long-term plan, without seeing any rewards from the 
work. Quick rewards buy more time. Lay people need to be educated to understand this. 

On the other hand, you have major assets today: So many academics see Jewish education as 
important. Jewish studies at the university level is one of the big success stories in American 
Jewish education. 

4. Potential today to do something you couldn't do then. Research can be a higher priority; you 
could demonstrate that research can make a concrete difference. 

5. You have younger Jews in general education who want to contribute to Jewish education. 

6. Need a way to capture the Jewish mind and heart that is different from the desire to succeed in 
work and make a lot of money. 

7. You have Jewish leaders publicly declaring that Jewish education is a priority. 
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On leadership/leadership training: Hutchins, when president of the University of Chicago, 
said: The administrator has to be a philosopher. He/she has to lead the constituency in a constant 
search for the purposes of the institution. Then he/she has to be a watchdog to be sure that all 
parties are making decision toward those ends. 

Failures of Ramah: The kids couldn' t return to their synagogue service, because, they said, "It's 
not Jewish." 

Hebrew: We criticized Massad, because there Hebrew was an end in itself and ideas came 
second. Could have taught in the winter, with a curriculum at home; and in summer, with a 
curriculum at camp. Sent them to Israel. There should have been a graded program. We quit too 
early. We should have at least failed seriously. Without it, you're a cripple in the Great 
Conversation. 

Curriculum: Didn't build an infrastructure of the national office with the educational staff. 
Could have gotten the money to do it. We thought it you formalize, you freeze the creativity. But 
that's a cop-out. 

Evaluation: We didn't write things up because we were busy building institutions. 

Successes: 

SF: "I've been in this business for a couple of days. Never in my life has there been more 
similarity between what we set out to do and what we launched." 

Innovations: 

1. Full-time directors as profession. No turnover. 
2. Year-round programs. 
3. Major translation activity. 
4. Guided by general education and Jewish studies faculty. 
5. Different staffs for different goals. 

Outcome: Kids may have hated Hebrew school, but they loved Ramah. 

Enormous rate of returns to camp. Emphasis and payoff on professional training for staff. 

Lifelong friendships, creating a network. 

We redid a movement through the children. Look how many campers became rabbis, Jewish 
studies professors, academics, made aliyah, or became professionals in Jewish life, or educators-
in all movements/denominations. 
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Ramah made seriousness fun. 

Ramah was a movement, not a camp. 

Sylvia: A nurturer of directors. Greatest advocate for the centrality of Ramah in the Conservative 
movement. Anchor for lay people. Great facilitator and peace make between warring factions. 

New institutions: How do you think about a high school? What will it look like? Why will it 
look like that? What will it take to do it? First-rate people and nrst-rate ideas. The new 
institutions will break down the barriers between formal and informal education. They will see 
schools as training for Jewish citizenship and involvement. They will want to create the person 
who gets into Harvard but is a mensch, for whom ethical and spiritual values are as significant as 
achievement. Such a person will be encouraged to question the status quo: Every Gemara begins 
with the question: Mina hani mili: "How do you know this is so?" Encourage not obedience but 
openness; otherwise, how are you going to turn the world upside-down? 

Ending: Vision is not a luxury. Theory pays off in what you do in practice. It's a continuum. It' s 
labor-intensive, but it attracts people. The journey is the thing. Lessons learned: A vision 
approach enobles lay people and professionals. 

1. Deliberation is worth it. 
2. Investing in people is worth it. 
3. Spending hours with lay people is worth it. They stuck up for the educational vision in the face 
of financial constraints and were conduits to parents. 
4. Rabbis, scholars and lay people can join forces, discarding their reference groups. 
5. Vision elicits an enormous generosity of spirit, shows to what extent people would extend 
themselves to understand the other side. 
6. Vision gives you courage to think about institutions that don't yet exist. 

On politics and education: Educators don' t realize the role polit ics play. Values, too, play an 
important role. In education, the least researched, least thought-about area is the relationship of 
education to society and politics. There's almost no literature. Most educators think that politics 
is dirty and they have to stay out of it. But if you can' t join forces with the larger society, your 
impact is small. You have to understand what it means to navigate an educational vision through 
reality. 

An organization which depends on charismatic guys can disappear when they disappear. But 
with great ideas, you don't rely on charisma alone. With method, you're not dependant on a 
person. 

Question: There are those who say: Why does change take so long and cost so much? Why 
haven't we finished the job? · 

9 



Answer: Would you study mortality rates in surgical wards where the instruments weren't 
sterilized? Well, if teachers are untrained and unmotivated, what do you expect? 

Question: What might Jewish education give general education? 

1. Emphasis on education of the spirit. 
2. Understanding the richness of human experience. 
3. Deep involvement in the ethical, in realms such as science education, for example. 
4. Role of lay people; power and role of philanthropy. 
5. Different conceptions of leadership education. 
6. Dialectic--influenced by the Talmud--back and forth from principles to practice. 

Future: I think this is a great moment. The whole thing is waiting to be conquered. You need a 
Marshall Plan, to figure out what's involved. We have a lot of good ideas: You need the best 
idea. What would it mean? Is it feasible? And you need the best people. We learned from 
Ramah: Invest in everyone, because you don't know who's got it. Judaism is not a secret; given 
the tools through education, anyone can join the tradition of commentary, and can offer a 
chidush--something new. It's not true that leaders are born, nor made. That's for the birds. Both 
experience and theory say so. 

My mother taught me that failure is not in the lexcion. 

10 
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532-2646 

May 2 

Dear Nessa, 

No jokes today. But because your directions were so clear, I've 
been hard at work on the Fox project. Despite a heavier-than
usual schedule , I'll be sending you an integrated and improved 
manuscript before the month i& over. 

Yours, 

?, ·-

:ffl""N'I••·- · ,,. ___ · ·--··· . . . . .. . 
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May 28, 1996 
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Dear Alan, Bany, and Dan: 

I have just finished reading Bill Novak' s first complete draft of Seymour's Ramah piece. 
Although there are some things Bill got wrong, sentences that need to be cut, and some sections 
that are underdeveloped, the essay will fulfill my own goals: A piece that would educate Michael 
Paley and Michael Steinhardt about what it takes to create a "vision-guided institution." I found 
it both fluid and exciting to read--and, believe me, I've read these words many, many times. 

My intention has been to work with Bill through June so that I can take Seymour a close-to-final 
draft that includes in the text the additional questions we have for him. But before I go any 
further, I need your sense of whether you think we're on the right track. 

Impo11ant note: Please do not show this draft to anyone--or even discuss it. I want to honor 
Seymour's privacy, particularly since he has not yet seen this. 

I will need your responses by Wed. May 5, in whatever fonn is easiest for you. 

Thanks, 

Nessa 
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A CONVERSATION WITH SEYMOUR FOX 

THE NEED FOR VISION 

one of the things you're known for is your conviction that 

every educational initiative must to be guided by a clear and 

well-developed vision. But what may seem self-evident to you is 

not necessarily obvious to everyone. Why are you willing to 

allocate so much t i me and energy to what some people would see as 

an introductory or preliminary step in the creation of a new 

enterprise? 

If you begin any new project with serious ideas and lofty 

ideals, some people will criticize you for being grandiose , or 

too deliberate. And it ' s true that in the natural course of 

events you will invariably fall short of your carefully thought

out vision . That 's the way of the world : if you start out with 

cognac, you ' ll be fortunate to end up with grape juice . But 

that's not a bad result when you c onsider the alternatives. If 

you start with grape juice, you'll probably end up with Kool - aid. 

Let me put it another way . Education that ' s essentially 
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parve - - that ' s neutral, and doesn ' t take a strong stand 

stands little chance of working. In my experience, all 

successful, effective education has at its foundation a specific 

and well-considered point of view. The proof of that proposition 

is all around us - - especially these days. Marshall Smith, the 

Undersecretary of Education, wrote a paper analyzing the many 

attempts to reform American schools during the 1980s. He found 

that despite ov er a thous and pieces of legislation, and the 

expenditure of billions of dollars from both public and private 

sources, very little had actually improved . The only exceptions 

were those few schools and i nstitutions with a c lear and 

s ubstantial v ision. ~ J Lt (Q(-1'1-'l c.. 

Sara Lightf oot f r om the Harvar d ~ chool of Education 

elaborated on this idea in her 1983 book, The Good High School, 1 

where she descr ibed a nd analyzed 8 s uccessf ul secondary ~ ~;;;;e 115 

schools . She found t hat each of t hese schools h ad a distinct ~l,..qn ~ 
vision, and that the a ttempt to r ealize that vis ion was precisely 

wha t motivated the headmaster and the staff . In some of these 

schools, the c oncerns of teachers, administrators and students 

were easy to i dentify because they were articulated explicitly; 

in others , the "repetitive refra i ns " and "persistent themes " were 

expressed in mor e subtle and indirect ways . But whether the 

bedrock visions that animated these schools were shouted or 

whispered, Lightfoot reports, "they emerged at all of the schools 

I visited . " 

Another book from the mid-1980s, The Shopping Mall High 

School, examines the other side of the coin -- that is, what 

happens when you establish a school without a real vision . The 

authors contend that by trying to anticipate every possible need 

and desire that a student or parent might have, American high 

schools have turned into the academic equivalent of shopping 

malls. As they put it, "Both types of institution are profoundly 
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consumer- oriented. Both try to hold customers by offering 

something for everyone . Individual stores or departments, and 

sal espeople or teachers, try their best to attract customers by 

advertisement s of various sorts , yet in the end the customer has 

the final word ." 

In other words, if you offer everything you stand for 

nothing. Or, as t he authors conclude in a real understatement, 

contemporary h i gh schools " take few mora l stands on what is 

educationally or morally important ." 

Does this mean that vision is a tough sell? 

Yes, but it 's getting better. Five or ten years ago you had 

to sell people o n the i mportance of vision, but today that idea 

is increasingly accept ed -- if only b ecause we ' v e all seen what 

happens in its abse nce . There's a professor at Stanford who 

argues that i n the business world, vis ion is even more important 

than leade rship. He argues that if your company has a cle ar 

vision, and that vision becomes internalized, yo u can withstand 

periods of weak leadership -- o r even a move toward bureaucracy . 

In my experience, that holds t r ue for education a l institutions as 

well. 

Anyone can claim that a particular idea constitutes a 

vision, so let' s take a moment to establish what a vision i s 

and what it isn•t. 

As I see it, a vision is a living entity . It's not a 

mission statement, or a declaration of purpose, both of which can 

be knocked off quickly . More often than not, these end up as 

frozen , static, and irrelevant assertions . 

And a vision is not a goal. Goals a r e important, but 

they ' re specific to a particular educational setting, or even a 

specific class or text. You might have one goal for teaching 
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science, for example, and another for the study of Talmud. A 

vision will offer a series of goals to educators, parents, 

community leaders and students, who will apply or translate that 

vision into various concrete programs . 

For educators, vision is like oxygen. A great vision will 

inspire them to be .creative, and even to invent new institutions . 

Goals matter , but they ' re not suffici ent, and sometimes they can 

be so pedantic that they leave no room for vision. 

A vision that is guided by great ideas will survive periods 

when those ideas a re o ut of favor . In philosophy, for example, 

trends come and go, but you still find Pla tonist s in every 

generation . 

VISIONS IN GENERAL EDUCATION 

Let• s look at one or two specific visions in American 

education. 

John Dewey has been on my mind lately because I ' ve been 

reading Alan Ryan ' s book, John Dewey and the Ti de of American 

Liberalism. Alth ough Dewey did most of his significant writing 

during the 1920s a nd 1930s , there ' s a renewed interest in him 

today, just as I believe that we ' ll soon see a s imilar renewal of 

interest in the ideas of Mordecai Kaplan . Dewey had an unlimited 

optimism for what could be achieved by the combined powers of 

science and the intellect, and his vision led to a revolution in 

American education. " For a generation, " wrote Henry Steele 

Commager, " no issue was really clarified until Dewey had spoken. " 

Dewey's followers took every line he wrote and transformed 

it into practice . The same is true of the followers of the 

spiritual philosopher Rudolf Steiner (1861-1925 ] , who have 

established dozens of schools across the country. They think 

about questions like what color to paint the walls in order to 
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achieve a parti cular result that ' s part of Steiner ' s vision. 

Whenever you get a vision that excites and involves people, they 

continuall y ask themselves what it would take to translate that 

vision int o practice . 

Another example of a successful vision in education is the 

Univer sity of Chica~o . Robert Maynard Hut chins led the school 

during the 1930s and 1940s, but his influence has endured for 

another hal f - centur y . Over the years, Chicago has producJmore 
~ 

Nobel Prize winners and more university presidents than any other 

institution of higher learning . It was a uniquely exc i ting place 

that was guided by a vision, and it still is . 

VISIONS IN JEWISH EDUCATION 

And in t he Jewish world? 

Any number of important visions have influenced Jewish 

education over t he years, and most of them have been directed, 

either explicitly or implicitly, at the larger J ewish society. 

Maimonides wanted to prepare young people for a society that 

would conform t o his concept of Judaism, where t he intellect 

played a central role. Centuries later, in a very different era , 

the modern Zionists bel i eved that if you educated a new type of 

individual, he would then create a new vibrant society in the 

Jewish homeland. The Jews of Israel woul d become or laGoyim , a 

light unto the nations . 

One of the most important figures in Jewish education in our 

century was the Brisker Rav, Mordecai Ben Joshua(_9 (1884 -

1944), who headed the largest yeshiva in Hungary and Transyl vania 

in the years leading up to the Holocaust. His vision was to 

build a Jewish elite that would reinfuse Judaism through a 

critical study of rabbinic texts . His followers buil t a network 

of yeshivot, and their i n fluence is felt to this day . They 

? 
5r· 
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deliberately chose texts that othe r Jews dismissed as entirely 

impractical, such as the sections on sacrifices . Most yeshivot 

in those days concentrated on those sections of the Talmud that 

were more immediately r elevant -- that dealt with such topics as 

civil damages, marriage and divorce, and the rituals of prayer, 

and other examples .of halachah that you could actually use . 

But the Brisker Rav ' s followers insisted that to ignore the 

more esoteric texts was to miss a great deal . As they saw it, if 

you skipped over certain sections you were not only distorting 

the tradition, but you were also neglecting some great treasures . 

Who ' s to say whe re you 'll find the most significant texts? Don't 

presume to know where the highest wisdom lies . 

Or take the Musar movement, which introduced a serious 

concentration on ethics into the yeshiva world . In most yeshivot 

this area had been considered too soft, ~ not worthy of 

significant attention. But the followers of Rabbi Israel 

Salanter created entire institutions that were concerned with 

Musar . They believed that the traditional emphasis on pilpul 

(intellectual argument] in most yeshivot was a d istortion of 

Judaism , because the students failed to develop the proper amount 

of sensitivity to other people . The Musarists were reacting to a 

world that they viewed as both excessively intellectual and 

insufficiently ethical . 

Their opponents countered that the message of the Musarists 

was inappropriate because it effectively demeaned the power of 

the text . In other words, the text already contains within 

itself the power to affect people ' s behavior . But eventually 

the Musarists began to prevail, in that their influence 

penetrated most of the yeshivot, including the Chassidic ones. 

The conflict between t hese t wo visions continues to this day. 

THE FOUNDING OF RAMAH 
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Let's jump forward a few decades and take a close look at 

an important Jewish educational institution in which you were 

intimately involved: camp Ramah. The founders of Ramah could 

have put their energy into any number of projects . Why a summer 

camp? 

Ramah was a response to problems that Jewish education had 

to confront in the 1940s and 1950 ' s -- problems that we continue 

to face in t h e 1990s. First, most Jewish chil dren were not being 

exposed to meaningful Jewish experiences during t heir early, 

formative years. Second , most Jewish families did not 

significantly c ontribute to the Jewish educati on of their 

children. Third , most North American Jews didn't live in an 

environment that supported the values of Judaism. During an era 

when the children of immigrants were busy trying to become 

Americans, the Jewish character of most Jewish homes was 

declining . Our response to that was to go beyond what a school 

could accomplish by trying to create a special enclave, an entire 

subculture that might accomplish what the family and the 

community were no longer doing . 

Even the best school operates only a few hours a day . Our 

hope was to create a real and total society that would respond to 

the whole child, twenty-four hours a day, even though we ·could 

maintain that society for only eight weeks at a stretch. But 

within that framework, which would include daily classes for 

every camper, our issues could be educational i n the broadest 

sense not only teaching Hebrew, for example , but grappling 

with all kinds of social issues : How should counselors treat 

campers? How should the drama coach react when a child screws up 

a play by forgetting his lines? Because Ramah was a round- the

clock society, our basic source, often expl icitly, was a vibrant, 

living halachah. 
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Or take the inevitable conflict between competence and 

compassion . It's wonderful to improve your baseball skills, and 

it's wonderful to win the game, but when you're striving for 

excellence, people get hurt . So you have to draw a line -- up to 

here, and no further . Whether it was sports, or the arts, or 

speaking Hebrew, our goal was to lower the potential for hurt 

without seriously compromising the potential for excellence. 

The founders of Ramah could have invested their ener gy in a 

cluster of day schools. But ultimately they chose camping, 

because the issues they believed had to be addressed could not be 

handled by a s chool -- even a day school . Among other 

limitations, a school -- even a du -- isn 't best place to 

effect a child's emotional incubation into Jewish life. 

Ultimately, the challenge of Ramah was to educate the entire 

child -- including, but not limited to , the child ' s mind . We 

wanted to pay equal attention to emotional issues , and to the 

articulation and living out of Jewish values. 

THE e WHO FOUNDED RAMAH 

It's generally known that Ramah•s Jewi sh vision was guided by 

the faculty of the Jewish Theological seminary. But who were 

these men, and what, exactly, did they contribute? 

i would start with Louis Finkelstein , who was the primary 

figure in Conservative Judaism at that time. He was president of 

the Seminary during the 1940s, and chancellor during the 1950s 

and 1960s . He believed the Talmud embodied a great ethical 

message, and that this message applied not only to Jews, but to 

our society at large . He even wrote an article on the subject 

for Fortune after Henry Luce had called him in to discuss the 

negative image of Jews and Judaism in the business world. [Note: 

quick twenty-year search of Reader's Guide fails to turn up any 
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references to Finkelstein as a Fortune author. But Time put him 

on its cover in October 1951 . ] 

Above all, Finkelstein relished the opportunity to apply 

Talmudic principles to the issues of modern American life . 

During the McCarthy hearings, he actually wanted to be summoned 

to testify, because he was dying to tell the Committee: "I will 

not answer your questions because you cannot speak to me the way 

you do. In our tradition we have a position outlined in the 

Talmud, in Massechet Sanhedrin, known as drisha v ' cha kirah . It 

deals with the issue of how you interrogate a witness . And I say 

to you that you cannot speak to me this way ." 

This was an essential Finkelsteini an response. He wanted 

Jews to compete in the Americ an marketplace of i deas from within 

our own tradition, especially with regard to ethics and social 

behavior. He once said that we were a people who have been 

living on top of the volcano from the very start , and that we had 

a great deal to offer to a world that was just beginning to 

discover that we're all living on the volcano. 

In postwar America, Finkelstein was viewed as a sage who 

spoke from a l ong and venerable tradition. President Eisenhower 

would consult with h im on ethical matters, and he gave the 

invocation at Eisenhower ' s inauguration . One of Finkelstein's 

proudest achievements was the Seminary 's Conference on Science, 

Philosophy and Religion, where individuals from a variety of 

worlds and traditions would address a single theme, such as peace 

or equality. If I had to identify a single influence of 

Finkelstein on Ramah, it would be h is passion to produce educated 

Jews who were active and responsible citizens in the larger 

society. 

Next comes Saul Lieberman's emphasis on the study of Jewish 

texts. When Ramah first began, people who heard about it were 
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sl i ghtly incredulous: " You ' re running a summer camp where the 

daily schedul e includes classes?" In those days this was almost 

unheard of . Kids went to camp to get away from classes, although 

there were a couple of prominent e xceptions, such as the 

Interlochen camps for students with exceptional musical talent, 

or camps devoted to• the study of science . 

In effect we were running a school within the camp, complete 

with its own principal . The classes were mostly text-based, and 

it was possible to spend the entire summer on a single verse . 

The teachers were considered full-time members of the staff, so 

they were not g iven other duties, al t hough that would have made 

much more sense economically . They needed enough time to 

prepare, and to be available to any kid who might seek them out . 

We believed in open inquiry, rather than dogma. We were 

never looking for intellectual obedience, because we didn't want 

to end up with constipated minds. Every now and then the Talmud 

will ask , Mina h Hani Mili? How do you know? The risk, of 

course , is that students will ask this same question about 

theological issues. But you have to allow these ques tions, and 

all questions . A tradition that encourages tough ques tions will 

every now and then produce a n Einstein , a Marx, or a Fr~ud. 

The main purpose of t ext study at Ramah was to uncover the 

basic ideas of Judaism, although that wasn ' t always a simple 

proposition. In those days, the Seminary didn ' t allow Bi blical 

texts to be taught in the Rabbinical School. You'd have to study 

them critically or scientifically, and the whole topic was so 

rife with controversy that the Seminary responded by avoiding it . 

{ ~ The Prophets -- fine , but not the Torah . \ 

(~\~~ ? Meanwhile, we at Ramah were putting out all of this Melton-
~ h " \\ 

1-,Gi"'~ ~• sponsored material on Genesis . In the early 1960s our book was 

-.{'(\~\ ;>~~ in galleys, but we still didn ' t have approval to use it . I ,. c-
V'V'ef"· went to see Lieberman -- not because I necessarily had to, but 
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because it would have been irresponsible not to check in with the 

rabbi of the Seminary synagogue , to whom Finkelstein deferred on 

matters of Jewish practice , and even doctrine . I brought along a 

report on the social science program of the Westchester public 

schools, where the students were being taught to distinguish 

among " science" (meaning, The Truth) , "philosophy" (meaning, True 

Ideas) , and "rel igion" -- (meaning, in this context, myths and 

legends) . 

"This is what we're up against" I told Lieberman, " and this 

is why we ' re putting out our book on Genesis. Whether or not the 

reader regards the Torah as having divine origins , we ' re showing 

that it has an enormously important ethical and religious message 

to offer. " 

Lieberman ' s response was simple : "Thank you for checking 

with me, but p lease understand that this conversation never 

happened. " He didn't want to censor us, but the Seminary was a 

conservative institution, and Ramah was a few years ahead of its 

time . 

Another important influence was Mordecai Kaplan ' s view of 

Judaism as£ c ivilization. Kaplan believed that Jewish theology 

could serve as the basis for the salvation of society . He 

defined God as the power leading toward that salvation, but he 

was seen as a heretic by some of his more conservative 

colleagues, who regarded his views as a demythologizing of God. 

Some people felt that Kaplan was essentially a sociologist who 

had wandered off into theology . He had supposedl y said that if 

the Seminary greats, especially Ginsberg and Lieberman, had dealt 

fully with theological issues, he would have left them alone, and 

that it was their failure to address these topics that inspired · 

him to deal with these issues. 

In any case, Kaplan embodied the centuries- old conversation 
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between Judaism and the great philosophers. He saw Judaism as 

being in inter- relationship with the world around it, and he 

brought elements like music, art, and drama into central focus as 

legitimate religious concerns. Of course, Kapl an and Heschel 

represented two completely different points of view. The fact 

that both sides we~e represented at Ramah gave us an added degree 

of theological tension and intellectual excitement. 

Which brings us to Heschel, whose religious visions was 

critical to Ramah's success. Heschel believed that Jewish 

rituals and symbols embodied a deep and profound message as to 

how human beings should live. He believed that Shabbat was a 

great gift to t he world, and he viewed it as a s anctification of 

time in a society where the sanctity of time was continually 

being violated . Heschel was amazed, for example , when the dates 

of certain American holidays were changed for the mere 

convenience of having them coincide with a three-day weekend. 

For Heschel, prayer was a way for an individual to get in 

touch with his deepest self. The whole question of what t'fillah Grq1e.iJ 

meant at Ramah was guided by Heschel and his students, including 

the concept of kavannah (religious intention] and the idea of 

t'fillah as an opportunity for contemp_ation and self-

improvement . 

Finally there was Hillel Bavli, g professor of Hebrew and g 

poet. Bavli functioned as a kind of watchdog, who wanted to make 

sure that we were really using Hebrew at Ramah, which was no easy 

task. But all of us believed that if you wanted to participate 

in Jewish history over the centuries, you had no choice but to 

master Hebrew . For that was how you became part of the -ongoing 

conversation with Rashi, Maimonides, and all the great 

commentators and philosophers. The Seminary faculty also 
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appreciated the importance of Israel, although it must be 

acknowledged that Finkelstein wasn ' t a Zionist at first, and I 

wasn ' t either. 

After all these years it may be difficult to appreciate what 

a crazy idea it was to run a summer camp in Hebrew. Massad was 

already doing it , of course, but Hebrew and Zionism were their 

religion. In a movement l ike ours, that was competing in the 

struggle to define and live out an authentic Judaism in the 

twentieth century, to make Hebrew the official language of Ramah 

was a powerful yoke around our necks. The impor t ance of Hebrew 

is far from self-evident, and that trend has continued; today, 

Hebrew i s on the wane even in some day schools. If you can get 

the same ideas in translation, why go through all the trouble of 

studying a whole new language? Of course it's also possible to 

go too far in t he other direction. In some Jewish communities, 

especially in p laces like Mexico and Argentina, Hebrew became the 

main goal and c ontent became secondary. 

At Ramah we believed that Jewish education, effectively 

carried out, will develop a person who is deeply rooted in the 

Jewish tradition through an attachment to Jewish texts, which he 

can grapple with because he has some mastery of the necessary 

skills. Once you introduce students into the method, anyone can 

join the conversation . In our tradition, there is no way around 

it : the method is Hebrew. 

But while Hebrew is essential, it ' s not sufficient. You 

need several other components, too, including text , mitzvot, 

prayer, a communal consciousness, both narrow and wide, and an 

involvement in the larger society . And at Ramah you had all 

these forces coming together. 

i regarded these five professors as my: teachers, and I felt 

I would be violating any one of them if I didn't allow his 
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influence to play out. I spent hours talking with these men, and 

to some extent I saw my mission as one of serving as the conduit 

from the older generation to the future. The Melton Faculty 

Seminar, which discussed and debated the essential principles 

that would guide Ramah, and which ran through the 1950s and the 

1960s, constituted--what was possibly the longest ongoing 

deliberation on Jewish education in the history of the Diaspora. 

We asked ourselves questions like: What is the ideal product of 

Camp Ramah? What are the themes and values that we want our 

campers to internalize? We gradually arrived at a consensus on 

various points, and we formulated concepts that a re sti+l in use 

today. 

[Unclear exactly what t he Seminar is, and 

part of it. J )f~ \M1 (,#IW\('11 °1\ f- /CJ · 

A CREATIVE TENSION 

whether these five were 
f. +-~,,,..}: Y'lane ,,.{ -t'L-R.>~ 

0 o.c-f-f 91/1 1"7 't', __,~ ..,.,., -t , e 
-tt..e.. 5 f'vVl ,..,_c,r .. 

Two of the fiv e major influences on Ramah, Heschel and 

Kaplan, were so different in their respective outlooks that today 

they•re generally seen as polar opposites within the theology of 

Conservative Judaism. Did these differences cause/ problems for 

a camp that was searching for a clear ideology? 

No, because from the start, Ramah recognized that Judaism is 

too complex to be defined by a single vision. Within a 

philosophical system, an eclectic approach can be problematic 

because people feel a natural pull toward consistency. But while 

Ramah was guided by ideas, it was a practical place where ideas 

were put into action, and in that kind of setting an eclectic 

approach can provide an enormously rich source of energy. It's 

true that these five professors represented different and 
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sometimes conflicting ideas, but there was a history here, in 

that these various approaches had already managed to co~exist 

within the framework of the Seminary . Ramah was able to take 

these inconsistencies to t h e next level by building a society 

that would be guided by a similar multiplicity of visions. 

Fortunately, the people embodying these particular visions were 

willing to affirm that all of us had far more in common than not. 

But even when people agree on the fundamental principles of 

Judaism, there are inevitable differences as to how those 

fundamentals should be combined . Yochanan Muffs once pointed out 

that the three basic principles of Judaism as set forth in Pirke 

Avot [Ethics of the Fathers, a popular early rabbinic text] -

that is Torah, Avodah, and G' millut chasadim [Study, Worship, and 

Acts of kindness ) - - while mutually supportive a nd reinforcing, 

are not always in total harmony with each other . 

Focus exclusivel y on t ' fill a h [prayer), and you become 

overly involved jn theology . Prayer is inner- directed, and by 

itself it can p roduce reclusiveness, removal from the world, and 

a passivism that the rest of Judaism cannot abide. Focus only on 

Torah and you ' ll get disembodied brains, which was exactly what 

the Musarists were worried about . And Mitzvah a ll by itself can 

turn a person into a loose cannon. Piety i s a b eautiful thing if 

you ' re living in a simple and innocent world, but that ' s not our 

reality. The only answer is to try to integrate these three 

fundamental forces so that they ' re a ll part of the picture. 

Of course it ' s much easier to ignite people when you ' re 

dealing with extremes . It ' s harder to produce individuals who 

are committed to religious tolerance and to democracy, and to get 

them excited about that. How do you produce people who _are 

genui nely excited about non- fanatic positions? That was our 

challenge, and I think we achieved it. 
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JOSEPH SCHWAB AND BRUNO · BETTELHEIM 

, 
ft1ql 1\· 

we•ve looked at the major Jewish influences on Ramah, but 

that•s only part o f the story . You als o brou ght in a number o f 

e x perts from the worlds o f general education and s ocial thought. 

We had an active and impressive group, known as th~ Melton 

Academic Board, whose members included, among others, Goodwin 

Watson, the social psychologist; James Coleman, the 

distinguished sociologi st; Ralph Tyler, a powerful force in 

W'.(\1 I{) 

q-.,L 

-American education; Joseph Schwab, the great philosopher of 

education; and the renowrfl-psychologist Bruno Bettelheim, who 

regarded Ramah as a m~us experiment . I should add that I 

had written my doctoral thesis under the guidance of both Schwab 

and Bettelheim at the University of Chicago. 

None of these people was paid for participating. They were 

all intrigued by the ambitiousness of the product, and delighted 

to be part of i t. Schwab even came to camp to lead seminars for 

the staff before the campers arrived. 

Somebody asked me recently what motivated these high- profile 

professors with little or no interest in Judaism to donate so 

much of their t ime and energy to Ramah. The answer, I think, has 

to do with a social scientist's sense of immortality, which can 

only occur when people read his books and put his ideas into 

practice. Schwab not only generated ideas ; he actual ly lived to 

see them acted upon . What we offered these people was a 

l aboratory in which to try out their ideas . Somehow we were able 

to inspire in them the confidence that the various plans and 

i deas we discussed around a conference table would actually 

happen. Moreover, we never undertook a project without their 

approval. So we were offering a great opportunity for a 

professor -- the equivalent of a businessman making a big deal. 

Schwab in particular viewed Ramah as a place to produce 

1,_Qv'r"Q~ 
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disciples, and certainly he was the single most important force 

in shaping my own ideas about education. In 1985 I contributed 

to a symposium on his work, and he wrote back to me: "I always 

said you were the only person who really understood me . " I could 

have died right there. 

Tell us more about Joseph Schwab . He seems to have been the 

key figure in this group, but his name is not well-known today . 

Schwab devoted a tremendous amount of time to Ramah, and 

between 1952 and 1966 I used to spend at least two days a month 

with him . He c ame in to help us with issu es such as the 

connection between the cognitive and the affective. Ramah was 

built on the belief that you have to reach kids on all levels -

the intellectual, the emotional , the spiritual, a nd the artistic. 

I see Jewish education is a kind of big cafeteria . Some kids 

will be touched by the music, while others are tone deaf. Some 

will respond especially to prayer, or to Shabbat, or to social 

justice, or to intellectual commentaries or to abstract theology. 

Ideally, of course, kids will respond to several or even all of 

the many components within Judaism. Our tradition offers a great 

deal of wisdom, but the mind is not the only way to access it . 

In an essay entitled "Eros and Educati on, " Schwab argued 

that the mind i s not only cerebral but passionate , and that the 

intellect is hardly an emotion-free area . He believed there was 

no emotional area that didn ' t have cognitive elements. And he 

was convinced that there was no meaningful distinction to be 

drawn between mind and body, between intellect and emotion . 

As he wrote i n that essay, Eros was all about "the energy of 

wanting. " The aim of education, he wrote, was to produce 

"actively intelligent people, " whom he described as follows: 

They like good pictures, good books, good music , good 

movies. They find pleasure in planning their active lives 
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and carrying out the planned action. They hanker to make, 

to create, whether the object is knowledge mastered, art 

appreciated, or actions patterned and directed. In short, a 

curriculum is not complete which does not move the Eros, as 

well as the mind of the young, from where it is to where it 

might better be. 

Schwab believed that the definition of "to know" had to 

include "to do," and the concept of mitzvah was especially 

intriguing to him . Although he was never an observant Jew, or 

even an educated one, there was a natural fit between his ideas 

and our goals . 

We also worked with Schwab on how best to teach traditional 

Jewish texts. That made sense to him because at the University 

of Chicago we never used textbooks, on:y origina l material. We 

spent hours with Schwab discussing how best to t each the story in 

Genesis of how Jacob and Rebekkah conspired to c heat Isaac and 

Esav. Jacob is a crook and his mother is a liar , and poor Isaac 

is deceived. 

The larger issue here is that when you're working with 

adolescents, how do you tell them the truth -- t hat the world is 

often a terrible place -- without killing their idealism? This 

was a tremendous challenge, and we discussed it at some length. 

How do you teach that there are often shades of gray when 

adolescents normally reject that idea? Freud wrote in 

Civilization and its Discontents that the way most educators 

prepare young people for the world is the intellectual and moral 

equivalent of sending explorers on a polar expedition in summer 

clothing. How do you tell them the truth about the world without 

killing or doing damaging to their innate enthusiasm, hope and 

idealism? 

If you look at leadership training in recent years, you'll 

see two main schools of thought. The British school says, Study 
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the greats. Plato, Aristotle, and Shakespeare will give you the 

principles you need. Alfred North Whitehead said that everything 

he needed in life could be found in the Bible and ancient Greece. 

The American model, as you might expect, is less theoretical. 

The Harvard Business School says, If we can provide enough case 

studies, which inc~ude the principles and situations you'll 

encounter during your career, you'll be able to flourish in the 

real world. 

Schwab had a third conception that was really a blend of 

these other two , and it fit nicely with the goals of Ramah: 

Teach young people the principles that have guided your 

tradition, and then give the students exercises i n analyzing 

practice in view of these traditions. 

The other major figure in this group was Bruno Bettelheim. 

What was his contribution? 

While some members of the Melton Academic Board responded to 

Ramah in terms of their Jewish background, that wasn't the case 

with Bettelheim, who saw Judaism, and presumably all religion, as 

an anachronism. But he was a realist, and he still appreciated 

what we were trying to do. As a graduate student at Chicago I 

had spent some time at Bettelheim ' s school for a utistic children, 

and with the chutzpah of youth, I once mentioned to him that the 

school did not always measure up to what I had read in his book, 

Love is Not Enough. "You're right," he replied. "The book is a 

description of what the school was supposed to be." He 

acknowledged that it fell short of its vision, but that didn't 

mean that it wasn't guided and helped by that vision. 

One of the great successes of Bettelheim's school lay in its 

creation of a "home haven," a comfortable and safe setting for 

these kids. Bettelheim used every available resource -- from the 

architecture to the food -- to make that happen. I believed that 
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the camper ' s bunk at Ramah ought to function in a similar way as 

a refuge from the inevitable pressures and problems of an intense 

summer camp, and Bettelheim hel ped us understand how best to 

bring this about . 

Because of Bettelheim, there were two jobs at Ramah that I 

refused to delegate . The first was overseeing the menu during the 

first week of camp. I wanted to be sure that we were serving 

familiar foods lik e hamburgers -- foods that would facilitate the 

smoothest possible transition from a kid ' s home to this new 

environment. The other thing I made sure of was that during the 

first week, especially, there had to be as many helpings as a 

camper wanted, so nobody would leave the table h ungry. We even 

had the counselors serving extra snacks a t night . We were a 

little nuts when it came to food, especi ally with all those 

Freudians on our board . 

Another t hing I learned f rom Bettelheim was the importance 

of the school janitor, because for some kids this individual was 

a more significant educational figure than the teachers and other 

professionals. At Ramah we always paid close attention to the 

kinds of people we hired, not only the counselors and teachers, 

but the service staff as well. Some of our dishwashers were 

Harvard kids who didn ' t know enough Hebrew , but who wanted to be 

at Ramah. They accepted menial jobs i~ order to come to the 

camp, and we responded by giving them the very best teachers . 

Bettelhei m stressed the dist inction between education and 

therapy -- that while education could be enormously therapeutic, 

we shouldn ' t confuse the two. He taught us that there ought to 

be a place in camp where kids could be wi ld and noisy, and 

another place where a kid coul d find peace and qui et . One of the 

most impor tant things Bettelheim helped us understand was that we 

had a great built- in advantage that we hadn't been ful ly aware 

of, and that was hugely appealing to our older campers: that 
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because Ramah was i n opposition to some basic American suburban 

values , the camp was inherently counter-cultural in£ way that 

§.§ attractive to adolescents in rebellion against their elders . 

It was Bettelheim who tol d me about Eric Erikson. In his 

biographies of Martin Luther and Gandhi, Erikson had portrayed 

charismatic individuals as unreconstructed adolescents who 

continued to believe that the world could be changed, and that 

history was reversi ble. That's an idea that educators need to 

hear. I went to see Erikson at Harvard, and before long his 

books were being read and discussed at camp . 

Our ongoing conversations with Schwab, Bettelheim, and their 

colleagues created a questioning and dynamic environment . We 

continually asked ourselves : if this is what serves the needs of 

children, how c an we best offer it within Judaism and the Ramah 

setting? 

It strikes me that during its formative years, Ramah was 

unapologetically elitist in a way that might not be acceptable 

these days . 

Back then, of course, elitism was a commonly shared assumption, 

and nobody would have questioned it . It was a necessary 

consequence of a commitment to excellence. The Seminary sought 

out great scholars and the best possible students , and to a large 

degree it got them. Ramah wasn ' t open to everybody. It was 

difficul t to get in, and there were long waiting lists. 

We believed that if you invested in the right people, they 

would change the world. Judaism may be a classless tradition, 

but it ' s an elitist one . We believed that with talent and hard 

work, anyone can make it to the top . But we also believed there 

is a top. 
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FROM THEORY TO PRACTICE 

we•ve looked at some of the intellectual background that 

helped create Ramah. I'd be interested in how some of the ideas 

and principles that came up in the Melton Seminar were ultimately 

expressed in practice. 

When Burton Cohen, the first director of our Wisconsi n camp, 

was Schwab's graduate student, he wrot e a doctoral dissertation 

on Exercises in Ethical Reasoning. This was an attempt to get 

people who have mastered a text to simulate what it would mean to 

act it out in practice. Obviously , the 

to the practical is a big one, so Cohen 

distinct stages . 

leap from the t heoretical } 

split it up into five thNc S 
SbJ CJ Jre 

Sevrr-<vr:J 
The first stage is philosophy. 

The second stage is philosophy of education . 

The third stage is : What does this mean for educational 

practice? 

The fourth stage is actual practice: teache r education, 

curriculum, and pedagogy. 

The fifth stage consists of monitoring and evaluati on, and 

of buil d i ng a corrective into everything you 're doing . Moving 

from theory to practi ce should be a dynamic process, where you ' re 

constantly observing, i mproving, and rethinking . 

What would it mean to apply these stages to T 1 fillah, or 

prayer? 

Stage i: What i s t'fillah? Why does man need it? Where 

does it fit into Judaism? How i s Jewish prayer different from 

prayer in other religions? Where did it come from and how did it 

develop? 

One possible answer is that man is a spiritual being, and 

prayer i s one avenue through which he can express his 

! ) 

/1(1 : 
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spi rituality. Or you might say, following Maimonides, that most 

of our prayer consists of adoration. Does God really need that 

adoration? Of course not . To Maimonides, God functions as a 

rol e model ; if God is merciful, then you should be merciful. 

Our discussion could end here and remain theoret ical. 

Stage£: What do we want to teach children about prayer? 

Is prayer something that small children can engage in , or is it 

better to stick with simple repetition? How do you teach kids 

about kavannah -- spiritual intention? How do you tap the innate 

spi rituality in a child? 

With Stage i we move into educational practice. What is 

your teaching s trategy? You might decide that you really can't 

do much until y ou make people sensitive to words , because the 

whole assumption of prayer is that reading or reciting certain 

words will set off something inside of you . And what about 

specific mel odies? What about meditation? 

Stage~ has to do wit h your curriculum. Exactly what are 

you teaching about prayer, and how are you going about it? How 

are you going t o educate teachers? 

Stage 2: How will you monitor this activity and make the 

necessary changes and improvements? In addition to understanding 

what they ' re doing, teachers have to want to do it, and they have 

to be able to do it. 

As long a s we•re talking about pray er: given the g eneral 

inte llectual openness of Ramah , why was it mandatory for campers 

t o attend s erv i c e s ? 

Because in order to reject something you first need to 

experience it, and at Ramah you could experi ence religious 

services under optimal conditions. And, as Schwab used to say 

about music, the sonata form isn ' t something you immediately 

love. I t takes work and experience before you appreciate it . 
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For t'fillah to succeed you have to work at it, and eventually it 

becomes meaningful -- or not. Rejection is always an option, but 

it ought to be a thoughtful and considered one. 

We believed that most young people who experienced Judaism 

under at Ramah would become deeply involved. Of course, all 

education works on -that assumption, whether you're talking about 

science, music, or the classics. If you're introduced to 

something of quality by good teachers, you'll buy it. That's the 

faith assumption of education . 

But while morning services were compulsory at Ramah, we were 

far more lenient about afternoon services . Halachically, the 

Minchah service is no less important than Shacharit, but there's 

a limit as to h ow far you can push. Our educational analysis 

made it clear t hat if we insisted on Minchah at c amp, then we'd 

lose much of the impact of Shacharit. In the end, the Seminary 

faculty voted for an optional Minchah at Ramah, recognizing that 

this was an educational pos i tion rather than a legal or religious 

one. It was a difficult fight, and in the end it was decided by 

one vote. 
!l.C 9... · 

A ~R ~\ On the other hand, Ramah never used the Rabbinical Assembly 

~.rt~--1~ prayerbook because a phrase or two had been altered on the 
V ;' ._t) 

1. ~./'·;JJ-x-V subject of sacri f i ces . 
/Y '-, J '):. 

The Seminary facu l ty refused to approve 

- ~~ • that edition, and the rabbis were furious . 
_y~'- ~J- But we wanted to be 

I"~~~ inclusive. 
if':.<-;-

We wanted the Seminary faculty to participate in our 

/\_-~ 
services, and we didn't want a civil war over four words. 

How did Ramah deal with the fact that even within the 

Conservative movement, not to mention the rest of Judaism, people 

observe Shabbat in a variety of ways? 

We were somewhat more flexible about Shabbat observance. As 

we saw it, the camp's public space had to be maintained as a 

religious preserve. That is, while I couldn't stop you from 
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turning on the radio in the privacy of your bunk, we wanted 

people to experience as close to a total Shabbat as possible. 

As with the issue of Minchah, our policy allowing the private use 

of electricity rather than its public use was not, of course, a 

halachic position. It was an educational decision. 

But many things at Ramah were simply non-negotiable, 

including Hebrew, classes, services, kashrut, and instructional 

swim. If I were doing it all over again, however, I probably 

wouldn ' t insist on the recitation of birkat HaMazon after every 

meal. 

Let•s return to the five stages that move us from the 

theoretical realm to the practical. We 1 ve already seen how they 

might apply to prayer. But what about a very different area, 

like sports? 

With sports those five stages might look something like 

this. Stage 1 would begin with general questions: What is the 

relationship between mind and body? Why do you need a healthy 

body? How is a healthy body in our tradition d ifferent than a 

healthy body in Hel lenism? 

Then, in Stage 2 , you might ask, What is the role of sports 

in education? You might talk about the importance of fairness 

and rules, and about issues such as cooperati on and competition. 

In Stage 3 you would think about more practical issues. What is 

the role of sports going to be in your institution? How 

important is it? To what extent will you allow it to compete 

with other activities? Are you prepared to let a student 

graduate who shows absolutely no interest in sports? What about 

a student who doesn't respect and value his body? 

In Stage 4 you might think about issues of curriculum and 

teacher education. How will you teach kids to be good losers? 

And good winners, for that matter. Finally, in Stage 5, you 
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would take a critical look at you r p r ogram and figure out what 

needed to be changed or improved . 

It sounds fine, but almost every institution with 

aspirations to greatness makes grand claims about its being 

guided by l o fty theoretical principles. How do you ensure that 

there really is a link from those ideal s to the r eal world? 

If you develop your ideals carefully and thoughtfully , and 

you constantly reinforce the message that they really matter, you 

can make those principles come alive . We once h ad a thirteen

year- old camper who used to wet his bed . We used to have late

night staff meetings, and I clearly remember that no matter what 

we were discuss ing, or important it was, at 11 : 45 PM each night 

Joe Lukinsky and Burt Cohen would run to this kid ' s bunk and wake 

him up to make sure he went to the bathroom . If they arrived too 

late, they ' d wake him up and change his sheets before the other 

kids woke up in the morning . The driving force here was the 

principle of haMalbin at chaveiro b'rabim -- that you avoid any 

situation where a person might be embarrassed in front of others . 

The professors at the Seminary used to stress the importance 

of mitzvot pertaining to ben adam l ' chavero s ocial and 

interpersonal relations - - and Ramah was, in a very real sense, 

~7 ) the distillation of their wisdom. Yes, kashrut is important, but 

":;~~~~ what makes you think that what goes into your mouth is any less 

~~ ' A important than what comes out? 
\' .t" 
,l $/..::: , That reminds me of another case involving the principle of 

~ei~, not causing embarrassment to a fellow human being. We had a ... , 
'\: problem one summer in a bunk where adolescent girls would have a 

"bull session" - - a late- night discussion where, under the rubric 

of self- improvement, each girl ' s faults and deficiencies would be 

addressed by the entire group. But these sessions invariably 

ended in tears, with some of the girls being scapegoated. 
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When this turned into a serious problem, we wanted to outlaw 

these sessions. But of course if you do that, the kids will 

continue doing it as soon as the counselor leaves. When the 

situation became severe, I came into the bunk to talk to the 

girls. "We don't understand what the problem is," they told me. 

"We just want to help each other." 

"That sounds fine," I said, "but I'd like to sit in." I 

started listening, and I soon found myself interrupting. "You 

know," I told them, "I appreciate what you're doing. I buy your 

goal, but I have a problem with your method . Ramah is a Jewish 

community, and one thing you can ' t do as a Jew i s embarrass other 

people. What if we studied a text together that talked about how 

people should b ehave toward each other, and then each girl did 

her own self-evaluation privately?" At this point, because I had 

provided an alternative, the healthy girls prevailed over the 

sadistic ones. We studied the sixth chapter of Pirke Avot 

(Ethics of the Fathers), and discussed, among other things, what 

it means to be re'a ahuv -- an intimate friend. We took each 

item in turn, and we discussed it every night for four weeks. 

That was part of my job as the director. This was a case where 

the cognitive approach served as a response to a difficult life 

situation. 

It's interesting that the camp director would spend so much 

time with one bunk 

many specialists. 

especially at Ramah, where there were so 

We weren't too concerned about conserving our resources. We 

had three full-time staffs at Ramah, which is outrageous: 

counselors, specialists, and teachers. There were no double 

roles because different people had different functions, although 

I'm not sure we were right about that. But this was part of the 

utter madness of Ramah -- we were trying to do it all . 
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The best specialist was somebody who pushed you and 

stretched you, and sometimes that led to serious problems for the 

camper. Whether it 's sports, singing, acting, or anyth~ng else, 

competition and striving for excellence can be a tough business. 

Classes were tough, too, because the teacher would force you to 

grapple with the text and stretch your mind. If there were 

problems, the counselor was there to pick up the pieces. 

Perhaps the most unusual position at Ramah was that of the 

camp librarian, whose job was to sit in the library and be 

available to anyone who needed his help . We got this idea from 

the kibbutz mov
1
em~nt, which produced a book called Edah ft-,r,11 s- 01rv 

Mechanenet . ~ Ideally, the kibbutz teacher would continue the 

morning ' s conversation with you privately, in the afternoon. 

Similarly, the camp teacher was supposed to continue the 

discussion that you began in class -- the kind of discussion 

that's a luxury back in the city, where the usual goal is to 

cover a certain amount of material in a specific amount -of time. 

In camp, the discussion -- or the process, if you prefer -- was 

everything. 

book] 

[ r elationship unclear between librarian and this 

WORKING WITH LAY PEOPLE 

Let's step back from the camp itself to consider a 

constituency that is often overlooked, but that is critical to 

the success of any educational institution. I'm referring to the 

lay people who support it . 

These days, lay people are more supportive of good 

educational programs, and more active in their support than in 

the past . Until the mid 1980s, most American Jews of means and 

status cared about Israel, hospital s, and the defense 

organizations . Jewish education and Jewish culture ranked very 
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low. There were a few exceptions, such as Morton Mandel in 

Cleveland , Philip Lown in Boston, and Sam Melton in Columbus . 

But during the 1960s and 1970s you could probably count on one 

hand the number of influential lay people who really cared about 

Jewish education. 

Today, all that has changed. More and more, people are 

coming to realize that Israel 's best asset is a strong Diaspora, 

and that American Jews should be investing more in Jewi sh 

education. Fortunately, this point of view has recently become 

fashionable, especiallr as part of the " continuity " agenda . In 

addition, today' s l~~i:sist on having a greater voice in the 

projects they support. They also tend to be more knowledgeable . 

Of course, the content issues are also different today. 

When the Melton Center was established, the underlying question 

was: What claim does Judaism have on me if I don ' t necessarily 

believe that its origins are divine? Today, the question is 

somewhat different: With the entire world at my reach, and with 

Judaism as one choice out of many, why shoul d I commit myself to 

this particular journey? Why do I need all these restrictions on 

what I do and who I marry? An educational system has to answer 

that question on several levels. But how do you communicate your 

message to somebody with a thirty-second attention span? What is 

your vision? What is your content? What is your didactic method 

going to be? These are the questions for today . 

But we now have some major assets that we didn ' t have then. 

There are professors and well- educated lay people all over North 

America who care about Jewish education . And families can draw 

on a variety of different programs . There are hundreds of day 

schools in North America, some fine university programs, and 

several excellent trips to Israel. 

As long as we•re on the subject of lay people, I'd like your 
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advice on what for many would-be institution-builders is a 

difficult and intimidating process, although it•s absolutely 

essential if you•re hoping to build or sustain a meaningful 

project. I'm talking about fundraising, of course, which is an 

area where you' v e been especially successful. 

I realize this may sound strange, but I firmly believe that 

money is the least of our problems . That hasn ' t always been 

true, but these days there's more than enough money around to 

support a wide variety of excell ent projects. 

The key thing is your own enthusiasm. I have never asked 

anyone to support an institution unless I was wil ling to donate a 

similar amount if I had it . In other words, if y ou ' re you're not 

enthusiastic about the cause, you shouldn ' t be t rying to raise 

money for it. You have to start with vision and commitment, and 

you must convey your vision and your commitment to the people 

you're approaching. And you really have to mean it. I bel ieve 

t hat we're all transparent, and that as human beings we ' re 

continually judging each other and asking, "Is this person 

genuine? Is h e sincere? " 

Another thing: I always start with the assumption that the 

person I ' m asking is at least as smart as I am . And that there ' s 

no inherent reason for him to support my project , because he has 

many other valid claims to consider. Therefore, it's my job to 

convince him -- or better, to educat e him. Only if you take the 

time to educate people about your project will they be able to 

make informed decisions . Treat donors like a cow to be milked, 

and they 'll be resentful -- with good reason. But treat them 

instead as people who can join you and help you in creating this 

new enterprise, and you may well get somewhere. 

Now although the situation is far better than it used to be, 

the relationship between Jewish educators and wealthy givers is 

still largely adv ersarial . The professionals still ask, How can 
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this person make an informed judgment if he can ' t even read 

Hebrew? And the lay people still think, If this guy were really 

successful, he ' d be in a business like mine . It's unfortunate, 

but it's true. 

i see three common mistakes in fundraising, and they're all 

connected. The first mistake is to treat the donor like a dope. 

The second mistake is arrogance. And the third one is failing to 

disclose the full truth about what you ' re doing, including your 

problems and your failures . 

I'll tell you my favorite fundraising story . I was walking 

with Sam Melton at Ramah in the Poconos, and we pass a kid on his 

way to class. 

"What are you studying? " Sam asks him. 

" Chumash, " answers the kid, who had no idea who this man was. 

" Chumash with what? " Sam asks him . 

"Chumash with Melton, " the kid replies. 

At that moment I didn ' t need to do any more fundraising . 

Still, there must be times when a well-developed educational 

vision and a prudent bus iness plan are at odds with each other. 

At Ramah that happened all the tine . The c amp was 

economically inefficient, which was hard for some people to 

accept. Take the Mador program, where we devoted an entire 

summer to the training of promising high school graduates, who 

then agreed to serve as counselors for two additional summers. 

From a practical standpoint it was dumb to devote so much money 

to this one program. And what about the camp librarian, and the 

professor in residence? These people are expensive! What other 

summer camp had three separate staffs, with a talented person 

heading up each one? But when you can give parents reason to 

hope that you can help their kid evolve into a mentsch, there ' s 

very little you can't ask for. 
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It was critical that the camp director was always an 

educator rather than a businessman. The rest of the world worked 

the other way, especially an i nstitution that was handling 

reasonably large sums of money . But we refused to allow our 

principles to be dependent on their economic viability, and 

fortunately, the Seminary supported us in that view. Each camp 

had a business manager, of course, and this was an extremely 

important job. But Ramah was always led from the educational 

side. 

WHERE RAMAH FAI LED 

we• v e talked about some o f Ramah•s accomplishme nts , but a s 

you said earlier, v i s ions of cognac usually turn i n t o grape juic e 

-- and that•s i f you•re lucky. What are some of the a r e as whe r e 

Ramah missed t he bo at? 

Looking back on it, I see five major failures. 

To begin with, we failed to conduct any systematic 

evaluation of t he enterprise . This was a major mistake for two 

reasons. First, we weren ' t able to catch problems in time to fix 

them . Ralph Tyler once told me t hat not conducting evaluations 

was the educational equ ivalen t of testing the p atient as he ' s 

leaving the hospital. In other words, we were getting no 

feedback on what we were doing until it was too late to do 

anything about it . 

If our results wer e really as promising as they seemed , we 

should have been documenting the testimonies . It ' s amazing that 

we never once asked our campers to write about their experiences! 

We were so busy building something new that we didn ' t even stop 

to look at it. 

Conducting a serious evaluation of an ongoing project is 

time- consuming and expensive, and to some people it sounds like a 
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luxury. Even today, when educational i nstitutions embark on a 

serious evaluation, more often than not it's a fundraising 

technique rather than as an attempt at self- improvement . But it 

ought to be done . 

Ramah ' s second failure was that for all our efforts, we 

didn ' t really become g Hebrew- speaking camp . Hebrew was a 

clearly articulated goal that was central to the philosophy of 

Ramah, and we simply didn ' t do wel l enough in this are a. It's 

true that most of our counselors didn' t know enough Hebrew, but 

that ' s no excuse . We could have taught them Hebre w in the off

season , perhaps in a series of r egional centers. We coul d have 

sent them to I srael . But we didn ' t do either. 

We had no real curriculum for Hebrew at Ramah, and no 

language labs . We didn ' t even look to Camp Massad for guidance 

in this area . We assumed they were successful a t Hebrew because 

that's all they were doing. 

I have to share in the blame on this one, because I failed 

to give Hebrew e nough emphasis. My attitude was , if there ' s ever 

a conflict between understanding ideas and learning the language, 

let ' s go for understanding. Moshe Greenberg , Gerson Cohen, and 

Moshe Davis al l fought for more Hebrew, and they were right. So 

did Sylvia Ettenberg, whom I consider the great hero of Ramah, 

and who represents the only coherent continuation from the 

founding of the camp unti l her recent retirement, a span of 

forty- five years. She was both an anchor for lay people and a 

nurturer of directors. 

On a related issue, I made a similar mistake with regard to 

Israel. For years I kept Israelis out of the camp, because the 

ones I had met had come to America to buy appliances. But 

eventually I became convinced that we should bring over an 

Israeli delegation every summer to serve as teachers and 
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specialists, and I personally chose the first members in 1967 . 

Our third failure was in not establishing~ year- round 

program. Our original hope was to hire full - time directors to 

maintain the camp program during the year by working with the 

Conservative Movement's Leadership Training Fell owship program. 

The summer months could have served as the climax of the year, or 

perhaps the launch of a new year -- or both. All the camps could 

have been winterized. On this one we simply quit too early. We 

didn't even get far enough to mer it being called a failure . 

Our fourth failure was that we didn ' t establish~ 

curriculum. It' s amazing, but we never formalized the various 

camp programs, although some of them were remarkable. There was 

some sharing of ideas among the camps, but not nearly enough. 

There was far t oo much r e - inventing of t he wheel , and probably 

too much improvising. At least this failure was del iberate: we 

were afraid of formalizing what we had and thereby killing it . 

The final failure that comes to mind was that we didn ' t 

achieve an effective transition between Ramah and the camper ' s 

home community. We paid a lot of attention to this problem, and 

I think we were on the right track. For example, we often 

discussed how t o help t he kid who ret urns to a non-kosher home. 

Because we respected the camper ' s relationship to his family, we 

did not encourage kids to tell their parents what they should or 

shouldn ' t eat. 

To our surprise, the problem with returning campers was not 

with their families, but with their synagogues. After a summer 

at Ramah, it was enormously hard for our kids to return to a 

service that was led by a rabbi who was pompous -- or who might 

seem pompous when contrasted with the informality of camp -- and 

a service that often seemed stilted and complacent . 
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It hadn ' t occurred to us t hat in some sense we were creating 

misfits. We were arrogant enough to think that our campers could 

turn around the Conservative movement . And to some extent they 

did, although that process took years . Many , many Ramah campers 

went on to become Conservative rabbis. When I first arrived at 

the Jewish Theological Seminary, it was filled wi th ref~gees from 

Orthodoxy, but there's been a dramatic change in t h e 

demographics. And of the people active in professional Jewish 

life , especially in institutions of Jewish culture and learning, 

Ramah is extremely well represented . The same holds true for 

North Americans who have made aliyah. 

And we did succeed in growing our own tomatoes. That is, 

much of our staff consisted of former campers. We had some 

terrific directors, and most of them, too, came up through the 

ranks. We made sure our directors were well- paid. We created an 

actual profession, and these people got tenure, just like 

faculty. Being a Ramah director was a difficult job that 

involved dealing with a variety of groups and issues, including 

lay people , staff, rabbis, educators, kids, parents -- not to 

mention complex issues like money and religious ideology. Most 

of our directors had been trained as rabbis, which meant that 

asi de from us they had a clear and obvi ous career line - - usually 

in the pulpit, or in education or Jewish communal life . But with 

Ramah they were really going out on a l i mb in terms of their 

careers -- some of them for years, and others for the rest of 

their lives. 

What would you ident i fy a s the most s i gnificant l e ssons tha t 

other ins titutions can poss ibly l e arn f r om Ramah? 

Above al l , Ramah shows how a vision can moti vate a staff, 

and how a staff can stretch itself. Second , I think there ' s 

something to be learned by the way Ramah combined sophisticated 
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content and theoretical discussions with the most concrete and 

mundane nitty- gritty. For example, at what point in the weekly 

camp cycl e do you start preparing for Shabbat? Ramah was a place 

where you constantly saw solid theory paying off in practice . 

Ramah was also about investing in your talent, and about the 

vital importance of lay supporters. In our case, the lay people 

protected us from outside attempts to cut down on our educational 

component. They believed in the project because they understood 

it, and they acted out of real conviction. Ramah made it 

possible for rabbis, scholars and lay people to j oin forces and 

look beyond their normal reference groups. There was a real 

generosity of s pirit, and a genuine attempt to understand the 

other guy's position. Ramah was more than a camp . It was a 

movement . 

Beyond that , I believe that the success of Ramah empowered 

some of us to t hink about instit utions that didn 't exist, and 

that still don' t exist. At some point we will probably see a 

Jewish boarding school, and presumably other new insti tutions 

that will break down the conventional walls between formal and 

informal education . Just as the followers of John Dewey hoped to 

produce an active participant in a democratic society, this 

school, if it s houl d ever come into existence, would serve as a 

training ground for Jewish citizenship. 

As a friend of mine told me recently, our next challenge is 

to deal with post- materialist man . More and more, people are 

l ooking for meaning beyond their physical realities . They want 

to know what our tradition is all about, and somebody has to take 

that tradition and present it in contemporary terms so that it 

speaks to them. Sometimes you get a genius like Heschel or 

Kaplan, but you can't spend your life waiting for these people to 

come along . Far better, in my view, to build places where future 

Heschels and Kaplans will develop and flourish. (END] 



May 30, 1996 

Dear Seymour: 

I'm betting you'll find the nimshal ohhis article as interesting as I did, in 
terms of Jewish education and a theory of change. What does Jewish 
education have to do with the lower crime rate of New York, you may 
wonder? Read and find out! (Then we can discuss the "tipping point" for 
change.) 

I am :ym pleased with the progress of the Ramah piece. Bill and I are in the 
final stage of work before you receive a complete draft and a list of questions 
for you to answer. In July, I want to review the piece with you line by line and 
raise whatever questions still remain to be addressed. We may need one more 
day with Bill. And then we'll be done_ 

Please mentally set aside some serious time for us in July. 

Yours, 

Nessa Rapoport 




